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Editor: HCFleming

Welcome to the Special Issue which is focused on South Asia or
Greater India, pursuant to our long term interests there but also
to much of the recent material published in MT-II and MT-III. The
contents of the Special Issue are, as follows:
Electronic Channels: A hardworking team has broken through the
passive resistance of the old guard and finally makes available
to our colleagues multiple e-mail addresses and Web sites. The
material explains itself. Michael Witzel and Mary Ellen Lepionka
deserve special thanks for being the prime movers of this gain.
Michael Witzel's long article on South Asian prehistory through
the Rig Vedas and other evidences of linguistic strata • Witzel's
paper forms the main course of this repast and there is a great
deal to chew on. Non-linguists are urged to read it, skipping the
linguistic details (as you wish) and concentrating on the very
meaty and exciting conclusions which he presents. Not least of
these is a bold attempt to identify the language(s) spoken in the
Indus Valley Civilization. Probably not Dravidian. More likely
related to Munda. This would have pleased Igor Diakonoff greatly!
Feedback on South Asian sub-strates. Six colleagues agreed to
comment on Witzel's paper. All but George Van Driem restricted
themselves to two pages but George's contribution was so strong
that we allowed nine! Asha Mundla, as the main author of MT-II,
also got a bit extra. We thank the commenters because their
thoughts will help Witzel and the rest of us deal with the vast
complexity of Greater India. Also un-Trask-like they were polite
and even generous in their treatment of Witzel, despite some
quite trenchant things to point out! Three colleagues -- Zide,
Diebold, Anttila -- did not respond for various reasons, though
they may later in the Newsletter.
Among other things the commentators present a long-overdue look
at the notion of sub-stratua, whose two facets differ in their
results and interpretations. As (a) just borrowings from an
earlier language in an area, or (b) adoption of an alien and
intrusive language by an earlier population which eventually
loses its own language. E.g., (a) Algonkian words in English, and
(b) Egyptians drop Coptic to adopt Arabic.
New Taxonomy and Prehistory of Austronesian. Robert Blust strikes
again in a masterful set of hypotheses. We reduced 60 pp to two!
Book Reviews
Daniel McCall reviews the one work in our joint endeavour to
actually make some Best Seller lists. Guns. Germs. and Steel by
Jared Diamond is tremendously interesting for ethnological
historians like Dan NcCall because of its comprehensiveness. Dan
raises some astute points about the aims of 'history'.
C.John DiCara undertook a labor of love in trying to figure

out an ultra complicated book -- which this editor gave to him
because I could not understand it. Just like the first volume of
Chomsky, the whole problem is to understand the message. The.
subject lies at the interface between religion and psycholog1cal
evolution. The issues are definitely not trivial!
sue DiCara, eager to help us out, donated some material on
Hopi (Amerind) origin myths which remind one of an old Near
Eastern myth or two. Fascinating! We thank both DiCaras!
some ASLIP Business
Many of you will find a small invoice type message deep in
the heart of your issue. Most colleagues have yet to pay their
1999 dues and a considerable number have yet to pay those of
1998. The present treasurer, Peter Norquest, has been nice and
kind, as is his inclination, so you have not been dunned regularly as you were when the fierce Fleming was collecting the money.
But there will be no MT-V, if you don't pay your dues.
Simple as that. We have gone a way out on a limb to produce this
special Issue because we thought Witzel's theses were so
important and should not wait another half year for publication.
We need money. As so many of you have been generous in gifts, we
would not mind if you did it again!
Malheureusement, we have the opportunity to select three new
Fellows for the council of Fellows. Members should send their
ngmination(s) for Fellows to Peter Norquest. Later on, he may
arrange for a vote, as we had originally for these Fellows.
As everyone knows, carleton Hodge left the Council for
greener pastures, leaving a hole in our midst. Now we have to
report two more equally bad bits of news. Thanks to Alan Bombard
for the first:
Karl-Heinrich Menges of the University of Vienna died at the
age of 91 last month. He was an expert on Central Asia but also a
hero of the German resistance to Nazism. He was a strong supporter of Mother Tongue almost from the beginning.There is an obituary in the New York Times of September 25th, 1999 or thereabouts,
depending on which edition you read. Personally, I thought Dr.
Menges was already 100 because he was so 'spry at 90 1 , or so some
of us thought from the Michigan conference in 1987.
Hardly less staggering, coming within a month of the Menges news,
Michael Witzel told us the other one:
Igor Diakonoff of st. Petersburg (Russia) died sometime last
Spring but the dates are confused as between several sources.
Igor was more familiar to Long Rangers because of his numerous
contributions to our discussions, the last being his Sumerian and
Munda hypothesis which Witzel's work has perhaps supported.
I feel these three deaths quite deeply, since I regarded
each as part of our ~· And as friends. Time to mourn again!

10/1199 ANNOUNCEMENT TO ASLIP MEMBERS
Through the efforts of Michael Witzel of Harvard University's Department of
Sanskrit and Indian Studies, and others, ASLIP has a NEW WEB SITE up and running.
Please see it at:

http://www.fas.harvard.ed u/-witzellaslip.html
and tell us what you think.
Especially, please alert us to any needed content changes, to features that you like and
don't like, and to additional elements you would like to see.
Your comments, questions, and suggestions will guide further development ofthe web
site. You may answer online or respond using the email addresses below ofthe members
who have been instrumental in helping to build and actualize the new web site.
Your ideas for ways that you might contribute personally to the web site in the future are
most welcome.
The web site exists to serve you, ASLIP's members, as well as to interest new members.
How can our presence on the Internet best further the cause of explaining language
origins through long-range linguistic comparisons in conjunction with theories and
evidences from related fields of study?
In addition, please add your email address to the list below for ASLIP use, and mail it to Mary
Ellen Lepionka, 17 Hammond St., Gloucester, MA 01930, USA. Alternatively, email your
email address to Mary Ellen at mlepionk@ma.ultranet.com and to Peter Norquest at

norquesp@u.arizona.edu.
If you would like to share your name and email address (or other contact data) with other
members, please send the information to Michael Witzel at witzel@fas.harvard.edu, who will
publish your information in the Member List on the web site. Also, do you have an inquiry you
would like to make of members and/or visitors to the site, or an announcement, or information of
interest to long rangers? Please send it to Michael.
John Bengtson
Randy Foote
Mary Ellen Lepionka
Peter Norquest
Michael Witzel

JOHN.BENGTSON@co.hennepin.mn.us
GRFoote@aol.com
mlepionk@ma. ultranet.com
norquesp@u.arizona.edu
witzel@fas.harvard.edu
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Early Sources for South Asian Substrate Languages
by

Michael Witzel
Department of Sanskrit and Indian Studies
Harvard University (witzel@fas.harvard.edu)

Es war die etymologische Arbeit,
was am Anfang der Linguistik
als Wissenschaft stand**
V.I. Abaev, 1952 CE

Ut somniorum interpretatio,
ita verborum origo;
pro cuiusque ingenio iudicatur*
Augustinus, 354-430 AD

The recent articles in Mother Tongue on the isolated South Asian languages Burushaski,
Nahali, and Kusunda offer a welcome peep into the complicated linguistic prehistory of the
subcontinent. South Asia is, also in its genetics (L. Cavalli-Sforza 1994), a text book case for the
continuing coexistence of many subsequent levels of immigrants. In fact, the subcontinent
offers a virtual laboratory of linguistic, cultural and social systems. To echo H.C. Fleming, MT
II 74: "... given India's role as cultural diffusion cul-de-sac of Asia, ... we may have missed the
lower strata of prehistory after all!" Such items have kept me occupied, on and off, over the
past few years. I offer some additional data here, and I will draw attention to some other
remnants of ancient South Asian languages, most of which have come down to us only as
substrates. In the following pages I will be brief with regard to cases that have been noticed
before (Burushaski, Nahali and Kusunda, MT II and III), but I will add data from substrates
not yet adequately recognized. Obviously, the more remote data we can acquire in this fashion,
the better our chances will be for the reconstruction of the early settlement of (South) Asia
and for the languages spoken by the first modem humans that entered the area several ten
thousand years ago (see Cavalli-Sforza 1994).
I will concentrate on those areas of the subcontinent that are best known from early
sources (the Vedas), that is the Panjab and parts of the Gangetic plains, and I will pay special
attention those items that allow us to place such linguistic data in place and time. For there is
* "Just as the interpretation of dreams, thus the origin of words : it is determined according to one's own
inclination (or, 'talent')."
** "It was etymological work that constituted the beginning of linguistics as a science", p.39 in: V. I. Abaev, Die
Prinzipien eines etymologischen Worterbuchs. Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-Hist. Kl.,
Sitzungsberichte 368, Heft 11, 1980, 29-45. German translation of the Russian paper in Voprosy Yazykoznaniya
1952/5, 50 sqq. -- I thank J. Bengtson, H. Fleming, and R. Wescott for their very careful reading of a slightly
earlier version of this paper, and for many suggestions and improvements in style and substance. Any remaining
errors are, of course, of my own making. I also thank the discussants of the same earlier version; the paper was
written, indeed, to facilitate such discussions of the traditionally multilingual South Asia; such cooperation is
sorely needed.
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testimony enough for a number of additional languages that are of importance in this early
period; they indicate that we have to rethink the substrate and adstrate relationships of the
South Asian languages, even those belonging to the three major language families (IndoEuropean, Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic) found there.
All are in need of more detailed study by area specialists, who should provide the
philological and linguistic background information so that comparativists can make use of
them. I propose to do so, incrementally, for a few of the substrate languages mentioned below,
especially those found attested in early texts (Vedic, Epic Sanskrit, and Pali).
These texts provide our most ancient sources for non-Indo-European (that is, nonIndo-Aryan) words in the subcontinent. The Vedas were orally composed (c. 1500-500 BC) in
northern Pakistan and northern India. They are followed by Dravidian sources represented
by the ancient Tamil "Sangam" (Cankam) texts of South India (from the beginning of our
era); these are virtually unexplored as far as non-IA and non-Drav. substrates and adstrates
are concerned. From a slightly earlier period come the Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) Pali canon
and the Epic texts (Mahabharata, Ramayai_la).
Since I am not a Dravidian specialist, I will concentrate on the Vedas, which are earlier
than Drav. texts by at least a thousand years, and contain a host of so far comparatively little
studied data. This procedure also has the advantage that the oldest linguistic data of the region
are used, which is important because of the quick changes that some of the languages involved
have undergone. Such changes obscure the relationships and make comparisons, based on
later attested forms, more difficult (cf. below, §8, on Semitic loans, and cf. P. K. Benedict, MT
III 93). So far, linguists have concentrated on finding Dravidian and Munda reflexes,
especially in the oldest Veda, the ~gveda (RV). These studies are summed up conveniently in
the etymological dictionaries by M. Mayrhofer (Indo-Aryan; KEWA, EWA), Th. BurrowM.B. Emeneau (Dravidian; DED, DEDR), and in the work of F.B.J. Kuiper (Munda/AustroAsiatic; 1948, 1955, 1991, Pinnow 1959). In addition, it has especially been F. Southworth who
has done comparative work on the linguistic history of India (lA, Drav., Munda) during the
past few decades; his book on the subject is eagerly awaited.
Sources
The oldest text at our disposal is the ~gveda (RV), in archaic Indo-Aryan (Vedic
Sanskrit). It is followed by a number of other Vedic texts, usually listed as Saqthitas,
Bral;lma:r:tas, Ara:t:J.yakas and Upani~ads. Linguistically, however, we have to distinguish five
distinct levels: ~gveda, other Saqthitas (Mantra language), Yajurveda Saqthita prose,
Brahmai_las (incl. Ara:r:tyakas and Upani~ads) and the late Vedic Sotras (Witzel 1987, 1997; for
abbreviations of names of texts, their dates and their geographical location see attached list).
At the outset, it must be underlined that the Vedic texts excel among other early texts
of other cultures in that they are "tape recordings" I of this archaic period. They were not.
allowed to be changed: not one word, not a syllable, not even a tonal accent. If this sounds
unbelievable, it may be pointed out that they even preserve special cases of main clause and
secondary clause intonation, items that have even escaped the sharp ears of early Indian
grammarians. These texts are therefore better than any manuscript, and as good -if not
better- than any contemporary inscription.

1 A restricting factor is the middlenate Vedic redaction of the texts in question. However, this influenced only a
very small, well known number of cases, such as the development : Cuv > Cv.
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Consequently, these texts are invaluable as early sources for non-IA loan words in
Vedic Sanskrit. Recently, F.B.J. Kuiper (1991) has prepared a very valuable collection of some
380 'foreign' words found in the RV. However his intention, in this particular book, was not
to present etymologies but to demonstrate their non-IA type by phonetic and ~tructural
analyses. Some words indeed stand out immediately because of their non-IA phonetical shape
(Burrow 1976), for example busa 'chaff, fog?' RV(cf. Pinnow 1959: 39), rblsa 'oven/pit with
coals, volcanic cleft' RV, Brsaya 'name of a sorcerer or demon' RV, musala 'pestle' AV, kuslda
'lending money' KS, TS, Kusurubinda 'name of a clan' TS, Kosala 'name of the Oudh
territory' SB, etc. In IA, s is not allowed after (long or short) i, u, e, ai, o, au, rand k. Many of
the other words investigated by Kuiper (1991) are clearly of non-IA origin, but often neither
of Munda or of Drav. origin. Kuiper occasionally gives Drav. and Munda etymologies but he
also cautiously states that the word in question must belong to some unknown language. I
think we can proceed further on this basis by adding a growing number of words from the
later Vedic texts, especially from the more popular Atharvaveda, which contains several
hundred sorcery spells abounding in non-IA words. The ensuing periods of Yajurveda
Sarphitas, BrahmaJ;tas, Upani~ads, and Sntras, (see Witzel 1987, 1989 for geographical spread
and chronology) have a large number of so far little studied loan words.
In the sequel, I will proceed geographically, region by region, indicating, in each case,
the source of our knowledge. (Vedic accent marks are omitted, as they play no role in foreign
words, see Kuiper 1991.)
§I. The Northwest
This is the area of the first Indo-Aryan influx into the subcontinent reflected by the
hymns of the RV. It includes the mountainous regions of Afghanistan and Northern Pakistan
as well as the plains of the Panjab. In the Veda we find few place names; river names, as ancient
tribal boundaries, are much better attested. However, the ~gvedic area is characterized by an
almost total substitution of local river names by those of IA type, such as Gomati 'the one
having cows' (mod. Gomal), Mehatnu 'the one full of fluid', Asiknl 'the black one' (now
Chenab).
Tribal names, much more difficult to locate, complement this account. Next to typical
IA ones (Druhyu 'the cheaters', Bharata 'the ones who carry (sacred fire?).' There are many
that have no plausible lA etymologies, including names such as: the Gandhari tribe of
Gandhara, the area between Kabul and Islamabad in Pakistan; Sambara, a mountain chieftain;
Vayiyu and Prayiyu (chieftains on the Suvastu, modern Swat); Mauja-vant, a Himalayan peak.
This is the typical picture of an intrusive element, the lA, overlaying a previous population.
Unlike Northern America for example, only a few pre-IA river names have survived, such as:
Kubha (mod. Kabul river), Krumu (mod. Kurram), and maybe even the Sindhu (Indus);
these have no clear or only doubtful IA/IE etymologies (see below).
North of this area, at the northern bend of the Indus (Baltistan/Hunza), Burushaski is
spoken. However, the language and the tribal name are indirectly attested in this general area
ever since the RV: *m/brui.a (mod. buruso) > Ved. Maja-vant, Avestan Muza (see below).
However, already the RV contains a few words which are still preserved in Bur., such as
Bur. kilay, Ved. kilala- 'biestings, a sweet drink' RV 10.91.14, (note AV 4.11.10 next to the loan
word kinasa, see below); kflala cannot have a lA etymology (EWA I 358 'unclear'); continuants
are found in Dardic (Khowar ki[al), Nuristani (kiM etc.), in later Skt. kilata 'cheese', cf. DEDR
1580 Tam. kiJ.aan 'curd'). For details see Kuiper 1955: 150f., Turner, CDIAL 3181, Tikkanen
1988. Further the following words (mostly treated in some detail further below),
• me~ 'skinbag', CDIAL 10343 < Ved. *mai#ya 'ovine', me~a 'ram' RV,
3

• gur 'wheat' pl. gurinlguren < *yorum, gurgan 'winter wheat', cf. Ved. godhama,
• bras 'rice', different from briu 'rice (< Shina briu), cf. Ved. vrfhi,
• bus 'sheaf, CDIAL 8298, cf. Ved. busa, brsJ 'chaff
• ku(h)a (Berger fUa) 'new moon', cf. Ved kuha 'deity of new moon'.
• fUpas (Berger gupds) 'cotton', cf. Ved. karpasa, Kashm. kapas,
• baluqa 'stone' (in a children's game), cf. balta~ 'stone thrown at someone', cf. Ved. parasu
'(stone) ax', Greek pelekus, see EWA II, 214; J, Bengtson, by letter of 4/19/99, draws my
attention to PEC *bilgwi 'hammer' > Chechen berg 'pickax', Archi burk 'hammer'; as for
baluqa, balta~ he also draws attention to PEC *b~H~lV 'hill, mountain' > Rutul biil 'rock', etc.
• ban 'resin of trees' - IIr bhanga 'hemp, cannabis', cf. Khowar bon, or rather, with J.
Bengtson (by letter) to be compared with PEC *bfzin~wV 'pine tree' > Ingush baga 'resinous
root of pine tree'.
In Proto-Burushaski (or in its early loans from the lowlands) and in the pre-Vedic
Indus language there is interchange of k/s, and retention of -an- (not > -o-, see below): Bur.
kility: Ved. kJlitla, but son 'blind one-eyed': Ved. katJa;
• yoro (Berger yur6) 'stone, pebbles', cf. Ved. sar-kara, cf. also (Witzel 1999) yoqares, Berger
y6kurac 'raven', Ved. kaka; Ved. yasu 'onion', cf. Ved. lasuna, Shina ka5u; }.Bengtson informs
me, by letter of 4/19/ 99, of the following Caucasian connection: PNC *lem3i 'garlic' > Andi
razi, Lak lac:i, or alternatively also Bur. yasu and Basque hausin -asun 'nettle'; -- cf. also (?)
Bur. yon, Berger yrjun 'quail' with Ved. laba?
Most of the words from lA languages in Turner's CDIAL that have Bur.
correspondences are, however, late loan words from the neighboring Dardic languages,
especially from Shina and Khowar (cf. Lorimer 1937, Berger 1959, 1998). I merely mention
those which are restricted to the Northwest and may have local substrate origins:
• b~ru CDIAL 11313 < Ved. varata, barata 'seed of safflower' GS,
• chomar, chumer, chum~r 'copper' 14496: Skt. cJmara-kara, Nur. (Ashkun) Cim~kdra, Khowar
tumur, Shina Cimer etc.
• 4Jru 14547 < Shina 4iru, di4u < *4hi44ha 'belly'
• gintJaw~r 4199 < Shina guner 'small tree with red berries', Skt. gundra 'Saccharum sara'
• gupds 2877 < Kashm. kapas, etc., Late Ved., Skt. karpasa 'cotton plant'
• kuyDc 'subjects of a ruler' 14404 < Shina kuDc, kuiDch, *kapatya
• me~ 'skinbag' 10343 < *mai~iya 'ovine', Ved. me~a 'ram'
• sinda 13415 <*sind(> Shina sin 'river', Dumaki sina 'river'), Ved. sindhu
• tayay 5626 < Shina tagd 'mud' *tagga 'mud'
Unfortunately the new dictionary by H. Berger does not contain etymological
annotations going beyond CDIAL. For some initial ideas, see Witzel 1999. Further early
evidence comes from the names in the Gilgit inscriptions and the Gilgit manuscripts of the
later first mill. CE. (see v. Hinuber 1980, 1989, cf. Tikkanen 1988).
It has occasionally been maintained that Burushaski extended into the Panjab in earlier
times (L. Schmid 1981, Tikkanen 1988), but the Vedic evidence does not support this. We
cannot be sure exactly how far ~gvedic geographical knowledge extended northwards, and
how much practical interaction existed between RV and Proto-Burusho people. Yet, the RV
knows of some small right side contributory rivers of the Indus that are located north of the
confluence with the Kabul River; they have lA names: RV 10.75.6. TrHama '< tr~ 'the rough,
(or) the dried up (river)', Susartu 'the one running well', Rasa 'the one full of sap', Svetf 'the
white one'.
4
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While it is questionable how far south Burushaski territory extended at this early time,
some of the loan words mentioned above indicate that there was early contact. That extends
perhaps also to medicinal and other herbs (cf. below on Kirata), for it may be that the name of
the Buruso is reflected by the RV mountain name Mauja-vant "having Maja (people)", cf. the
east Iranian equivalent, Avestan Muza. This is the mountain where the best Soma, a
hallucinogenic plant, comes from. The RV and E. Iranian (Avestan) forms look like
adaptations of the local self-designation, *Mruia, Vedic maja-, Avest. muia, and are attested
since the middle of the first millennium in early Tib. bru-za, Sanskritized puru~a (von
Hiniiber 1989, 1980), local lOth cent. inscriptions prasava (Jettmar 1989: xxxvii), mod. Bur.
Buruso.
Phonetic reflexes of Bur. have been seen (Tikkanen 1988) in the Vedic (and
Dravidian) retroflex consonants that have otherwise found a number of explanations, from a
Dravidian substrate to an internal East Iranian and Vedic development. The occurrence of
these sounds clearly reflects an areal feature that is strongest in the Northwest, but extends all
the way to Tamil in the South, and has also influenced Munda to some extent. Below, it will
shown that it is an ancient feature of the Indus language as well, and that it must not be traced
back to Bur. influence, which seems to have been limited, even in ~gvedic times, to the upper
Indus valley.
.
Some early syntactic influence by Burushaski on Vedic in the formation of the
Absolutive has been assumed by Tikkanen (1988); it is found already in earliest RV but only as
past verbal adverb/conjunctive participle. This clearly S. Asian feature, unknown in the sister
language of Vedic, Old Iranian, is also found in various degrees in Drav. and Munda, and may
have been an early regional feature whose ultimate origin remains unclear (cf. Witzel1999)
§2. Khowar
Another modern language in the same area is Khowar which belongs, along with
Kashmiri, Swati, etc. to the Dardic branch of lA. In its phonetics and vocabulary, however, it
shows a strong local substrate, similar to Burushaski. Unique for Khowar, however, is a
particular substrate whose origin remains unclear so far. It seems that the Khowars are a late
immigrant group who have taken over a Dardic language. Substrate(?) words in Khowar
which are neither lA nor Burushaski include (Kuiper 1962: 11, cf. Morgenstierne 1947: 6,
Lorimer 1935 : xxi): yec 'eye', ap'ak 'mouth', krem 'back', camoth 'finger', iskl 'heel', askar
'lungs'.
Kuiper {1962: 14) compares yec 'eye' with Bur. yai(c)-, y'i-, ye-ic- 'to appear, seem, be
visible', and with g'e- 'to look, seem, appear', da-g'e- 'to peer' of the Munda language Sora and
with Parengi gi- 'to see'. (Differently, Morgenstierne, FS Belvalkar, 2nd section p. 91.)
For Bur. loans in Dardic and in Nuristani see Tikkanen 1988: 305 (cumar 'iron', ju
'apricot', etc.), cf. Fussman 1972 II, 37 sqq.; Lorimer 1938: 95, Morgenstierne 1935: xxi sqq.,
1947: 92 sqq.; Schmidt 1981, Berger 1998.
Finally, one must be open to assume the influence of other substrate languages in the
Hindukush/Pamir areas. There are local personal names such as RV Sambara Kaulitara and
his father *Kulitara who are 'in the mountains', Prayiyu and Vayiyu in Swat; names of demons
(as always, intentionally confused with those of real, human enemies) such as Cumuri,
Namuci, Ura7J.a, Arbuda, Pipru, Sambara; tribal names such as Gandhari, Drbhlka(?), Varcin(?); river names such as Gandhara, Krumu, Sindhu(?). Note also that the Avesta (V.1) speaks
about some of these areas, notably Var~na (Van:tu) as an-airiia 'non-Aryan'.
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§3. The Kashmir substrate.
The prehistory of Kashmir is little known. In the Neolithic, there were relations with Central
Asia and China, but the influence of the Indus civilization {2600-1900 BCE) is strong and
long-lasting; of course, this does not tell us anything about the language{s) spoken th~n.
Unfortunately, the Vedic texts, which know of the neighboring Indus valley do not mention
Kashmir by name. It is first mentioned by name only by the grammarian Pataiijali {ISO BCE).
The native Kashmiri texts {R.ajataraflgit:li, Nilamata PurlJ:la, cf. Witzel 1994, Tikkanen 1988, L.
Schmid 1981), however, know of the previous populations, the Pisaca 'ghouls' and the Naga
'snakes' {that can change into human shape at will). These are common Indian names for
'aboriginals'; cf. the Tib.-Burm. Naga tribe on the Burmese border. Yet, these designations
may retain some historical memory. The chief of the Pisaca is called Nikumbha (Nikumba in
Milindapaiiho), and the Nagas have such 'foreign' names such as Karkota, Ata, Baqi,
Bahabaka, Gatara, Cikura, Cukkaka, etc. The list of some 600 Kashmir Naga names in the local
Nilamatapurlt:ta contains many such non-Sanskritic names; they have not been studied (see
Witzel, in press).
An interesting case is that of a tribe in or near Kashmir that is attested only in 550/600
CE: the KJra {Brhatsatphita 14.29, c. 550 CE). Its name is close to that of the Kirata who are
attested in the early inscriptions of Nepal {464 CE sqq.) but who already appear in the
Atharvaveda {c. 1200 BCE). Hsuan Ts'ang, Hsiyuki {c. 600 CE, cf. T. Funayama 1994: 369)
knows of them as Kilito {Karlgren 1923, no. 329-527-1006), a people in Kashmir who had
their own king shortly before his time. The -tal -ta suffix is common in many North Indian
tribal names {Witzel1999, cf. below).
The rich medieval Kashmiri literature in Skt. has preserved other substrate words, such
as the river and place names: LedarJ, a river in the SE of the Valley {also in the place name
Levara < LedarJ-agrahara); -musa, a 'suffix' in the names of several villages: Khonamusa {mod.
Khunamoh), KatJmusa, (mod. Kaimoh, next to Kati-ka), R.amusa (mod. Ramuh); also, the
Paficala-dhara mountain, (mod. (Pir) Pantsal range, south of the Valley), may reflect an old
name, cf. the Ved. tribal name Paiicala, and Grierson, Diet. of Kashmiri III : 744; cf. Nepali
himal 'Himalaya range', CDIAL 14104. Such names have not been studied in detail (cf.,
however, L. Schmidt 1981, Witzel 1993).
Just as in Northern India and Nepal, most river and place names in Kashmir have been
Sanskritized, or they have been transmitted in their Middle Indian forms (e.g., the Mahurl
river inN. Kashmir< Skt. madhurJ 'the sweet one'. Frequently, like many Indian place names,
they have been "telescoped" beyond recognition (e.g. Ved. Kapi~thala > Kaithal, Rohitakakala
> Rohtak, Class. Skt. Pataliputra > Patna, Nagapura > Nagor, Indrapattana > Indarpat, or the
river {Pali) Sundarika > Sai); thus we have, in Kashmir: Kuru-agrahara > Skt. Kuruhara,
Levara {above). Such shortening is not unheard of elsewhere {e.g., New Orleans [n::>'!)rlinz] or
[a5~berg] for Aschaffenburg near Frankfurt; Worcester [wast~], or as John Bengtson tells me,
Engl. Featherstonehaugh [fznh], Cholmondeley [cAmli], cf. further below, on Nepal);
however, this feature seriously affects the interpretation of river and place names in S. Asia
when we do not have early sources.
The Kashmiri language itself has not been thoroughly scrutinized for more substrate
materials, cf., however, the report by L. Schmidt {1981), who assumes that 25% of the
vocabulary and toponymy belong to a pre-IA substrate. A. Parpola (Tikkanen 1988: 305)
thinks of a Proto-Tib. or Sinitic substrate. However, the peculiar phonology of Kashmiri {and
Dardic in general) sustains the assumption of a strong northwestern substrate influence.
We now turn to a region for which we have larger amount of early sources, the Greater
Panjab.
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§4.1. The Greater Panjab
The RV reflects the Panjab and its immediate surroundings of c. 1500-1200 BCE., most

clearly visible in its river names, extending from the Kabul River to the Yamuna (mod. Jamna)
and even the Ganges (Ganga, mentioned only twice).
In order to use the linguistic evidence contained in this text properly, it is important to
realize that it has been composed not just in two layers ('main' and 'late', as found in the
handbooks), but in three clearly distinguishable, and very roughly datable-layers (Witzel 1999,
J. R. Gardner, Thesis Iowa U., 1998, Th. Proferes, Ph.D. Thesis, Harvard U., 1999, Witzel
1995):
I. the early ~gvedic period: c. 1700-1500 BC, especially the hymns in books 4, 5, 6 (and
maybe book 2);
II. the important middle ~gvedic period, c. 1500-1350 BC: RV 3, 7, parts of 8.1-66 and
1.51-191;
III. the late ~gvedic period, c. 1350-1200 BC: RV 8.67-103; 1.1-50; 10, 8.49-59.
It is important to note that level I has no Dravidian loan words at all (details, below); they
begin to appear only in level II and III.
Instead, we find some three hundred words from one or more unknown languages,
especially one working with prefixes. Prefixes are typical neither for Drav. nor for Burushaski
(cf. Kuiper 1991: 39 sqq., 53). Note that the "prefixes" of Tibeto-Burm. (Benedict 1972) do
not agree with those of the RV substrate either. Their presence apparently excludes also
another unknown language which occasionally appears in the RV and more frequently later
on with typical gemination of certain consonant groups (perhaps identical with Masica's
"Language X" {1979), see below; cf. Zide and Zide 1973:15). The prefixes of the RV substrate
are, however, close to, or even identical with those of Proto-Munda; taking my clue from
Kuiper (1962: 51,102; but see now Zide MT II, 1996, 96), I will therefore call this substrate
language Para-Munda for the time being.
§4.2. Para-Munda loan words in the ~eda

We can start with the convenient list of Kuiper (1991), who does not, however, discuss
each of the 383 entries (some 4% of the hieratic RV vocabulary!) This list has been criticized
by Oberlies (1994) who retains "only" 344-358 words, and minus those that are personal
names, 211-250 'foreign' words.2 One can, of course, discuss each entry in detail (something
that cannot be done here), but even Oberlies' lowest number would be significant enough, in a
hieratic text composed in the traditional poetic speech of the Indo-Iranian tradition, to stand
out, if not to surprise. It is much more difficult to discern Munda/Austro-Asiatic words, and
to distinguish them from those of an unknown local substrate (remnants of the Gangetic

2 Oberlies' criticism is written from an IE-centered point of view similar to that of Mayrhofer {EWA). This is fine
from the point of view of someone who has to write an etymological dictionary of OIA; however, due to the clear
attestation of cultural, ethnical and religious amalgamation of Ilr/IA and local elements visible already in the
oldest lA text, the RV, the existence of such a large number of 'foreign' words must not be minimized in its
importance. Nor does Oberlies offer an explanation or analysis of the remaining 250 words; they are simply
'non-IA". In a similar vein, R.P. Das has written a much more 'engaged', nit-picking review of Kuiper's book,
tellingly entitled 'The hunt for foreign words in the ~gveda' (II] 38, 1995, 207-238), which induced Kuiper to write
a well-deserved, rather scathing reply in the same volume {"On a Hunt for 'Possible' Objections". II] 38, 1995,
239-247). It is difficult to understand, in view of the well-known evidence {added to in this paper), how one can
regard the language {and religion, culture) of the ~gvedic Arya as 'relatively free from foreign influences'
(Oberlies 1994: 347). "Pristine" languages and cultures do not exist, nor did they at c. 1500 BCE.
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"Language X"), or the still unknown language of the Indus inscription~ tha~ to establis~ IA ?r
Dravidian etymologies, as an etymological dictionary of Munda IS still outstandmg (m
preparation by David Stampe et al.). One can also sympathize with Kuiper (1991: 53~:
"Burrow and Emeneau understandably and rightly ignore the Pan-Indic aspects, but ... theu
dictionary [DEDR], by omitting all references to Munda, sometimes inevitably creates a false
perspective from a Pan-Indic point of view." Nevertheless, one can, for the time being, make
use of Pinnow's reconstructions of Proto-Munda in his investigation of Kharia (1959),
Bhattacharya's short list (1966: 28-40), Zide & Zide's discussion of agricultural plants (1973,
1976), and Kuiper's relevant studies (especially 1955, 1991; his 1948 book is still useful, in
spite of his own disavowal of it, as a collection of relevant materials). By way of caution, it must
be stressed that neither the commonly found Drav. nor Munda etymologies are up to the
present standard of analysis, where both the root and all affixes are explained. This is why
most of the subsequent etymologies have to be regarded as preliminary.
Among the c. 380 'foreign' words of the RV, those with certain prefixes are especially
apt to be explained from Munda (viz. directly from Austro-Asiatic). Instead of finding
Munda prefixes just everywhere in Skt., as was done earlier in this century, we have to be
more cautious now: "Owing to the typological change that has taken place in these languages,
only some petrified relicts remain" (Kuiper 1991: 39). Typical prefixes in modern Munda are
such asp-, k-, m-, ro-, ra-, ma-, a, ~-. u-, ka- (Pinnow 1959:10 sqq.; cf. also the plural suffix
-ki in Kharia, p. 265 §341a, 211 § 145c); some of them are indeed attested in the c. 300
'foreign words' of the RV.
Of interest for the RV substrate are especially the prefixes ka-, ki-, kl-, leu-, ke-, which
relate to persons and animals (Pinnow 1959: 11; cf. p. 265 §341a) and which can be
compared, in the rest of Austro-Asiatic, to the 'article' of Khasi (masc. u-, fern. ka-, pl. ki-, cf.
Pinnow 1959: 14). The following words in the RV are important, even if we cannot yet find
etymologies. (In the sequel, Sanskrit suffixes and prefixes are separated from the substrate
word in question).
• ka-:
• kakardu 'wooden stick', 10.102.6 EWA I 286 'unclear';
• kapard-in 'with hair knot', Kuiper 1955: 241 sqq.; EWA I 299 'non-IE origin probable'
• kabandh-in, kavandha 'barrel' Kuiper 1948: 100. EWA I 327 'unclear'
• kava~a 'straddle-legged', probably Drav., EWA I 327 'unclear'; cf. Kuiper 1948: 130.
• kakamblra 'a certain tree', EWA I 334 'unclear'
• ki-:
• kimld-in 'a demon', 10.87.24; 7.104.2, 23 (late); EWA I 351 'unclear'; cf. simida, simida 'a
demoness', Kuiper 1955: 182
• su-ki,su-ka 'a tree, 'Butea frondosa', CDIAL 3149 and Add., EWA I 348 'not clear'
• kiyambu 'a water plant' 10.116.13, AV 18.3.6, PS 18.69.4 k[i]yamba, EWA I 352 'not clear';
with Kuiper 1955: 143 connected with Up. ambu 'water', Nur. abu, cf. CDIAL 576, V[i]yambura 'a demon'; Drav. according to DEDR 187, Kur. amm 'water', Malto amu, Tam. am,
am; Austro-As.: Sant. um 'to bathe', Khasi am 'water', etc. (Berger 1959: 57), more likely
because of prefix ki• kilasa 'spotted, leprous', 5. 53.1, EWA I 354 'unclear'; Kuiper 1955: 170 'derivation
unknown'
• kilbi~a 'evil action', 5.34.4, 10.71.10; EWA I 354 'not sufficiently clear', Kuiper 1955: 175
compares TS, VS kalma~a 'spotted' and Epic kalma~a, Pkt. kama4ha (cf. Pinnow 1959: 379
sqq., Kuiper 1991:36 sqq.), Kuiper 1948: 38, 138 on prefixes kal-, kil-, kar-; Sant. bo4or, bode,
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murgu'c 'dirty', with adaptation -~-14- into Ved. similar to Vipas-/Vibal-/*Vipaz, cf. Kuiper
1948: 6, 38
• kJkata 'a tribe' 3.53.14; EWA 'foreign name of unknown origin'; prefix kJ- points to AustroAs.; cf. Sant. kat- 'fierce, cruel', or common totemic tribal name (like Mara-ta PS : Munda
mara' 'peacock' lA Matsya 'fish', Kunti 'bird') - Sant. katkom 'crab'? cf. Shafer 1954: 107, 125
• kJkasa (dual) 'vertebra, rib bone' 10.163.2, EWA I 355 'unclear'; "formation like pi-ppala,
etc. and connected with lex. ka5eruka... " Kuiper 1955: 147
• kJja 'implement, spur?', 8.66.3; EWA I 355 'loan word possible'; KEWA I 214 and Kuiper
1955: 161, 165: 'doubtful Drav. etym.' (Burrow, BSOAS 12: 373)
• kJnara dual, 'two ploughmen' 10.106.10; EWA I 356 'probably artificial for kJnasa', rather
514/r, Kuiper 1948: 6, 38, 1991: 30-33, and 1955: 155f., 1991: 26 on suffixes -asa/-llra, (cf. also
-nai-ra in raspina/rllspira); on s as hyper-Sanskritization for ~/r cf. Vipas; Kuiper 1991: 46 on
suffix -sa; if kJnara- contains a suffix, then probably no prefix kJ-.
• kJnllSa 'plough man' 4.57.8 (late), AV; Kuiper 1955: 155, 1991: 14, 26, 46 see kJnllra; EWA I
356 'unclear'.
• kJlala 'biestings, a sweet drink' 10.91.14; in AV 4.11.10 next to kJnasa; EWA I 358 'unclear';
discussion, above: Khowar kilal, Nuristani kild etc., Bur. kilay, Kuiper 1955: 150f., CDIAL
3181.
• kJsta 'praiser, poet' 1.127.7, 6.67.10, to be read as [kis.1tllsa~] Kuiper 1991:23, 1955:155; the
unusual sequence -Js- (see introd.) points to a loan word (Kuiper 1991:25); EWA I 358 'not
clarified'; cf. Kuiper 1991: 20, 23, 25; to be compared with RV sJ~ta 8.53.4 with var. lect.
sJHe~u. sJrHe~u, sJr~tresa, Kuiper 1991: 7, 71; this is Sanskritization of *k'Js.1te~u, Witzel 1999;
cf. EWA II 644
• ku-:
• kutJ.Ilru 'lame in the arm?' 3.30.8; EWA I 362 'unclear'; Kuiper 1948: 53f., 1955: 175, 176 on
a Drav. and Munda explanation
• kupaya 'shimmering?' 1.140.3, in a 'intentionally ambiguous hymn' (Geldner), EWA I 366;
Kuiper 1991: 56 compares kupaya with other formations in -ya.
• kumllra 'boy, young man', 4.15.7 etc. EWA I 368 'not convincingly explained'; cf. CDIAL
3523, 13488; Kuiper 1955: 146f. compares Tel. koma 'young', Tam. kommai, etc.; note,
however, si(rrz)su-mara (see below), cf. Munda m.1ndra, m.1r 'man'.
• kurJra 'women's hair dress', 10.92.8, EWA I 371 'unclear', Kuiper 1955: 152, 1991: 14, 29-31
compares Tam. kotu 'horn, coil of hair', DEDR 2200
• kurunga 8.4.19, name of a chieftain of the Turvasa (cf. Kuiper 1991: 6, 17); EWA I 371
'unclear;' however, cf. kulunga 'antelope', and the frequent totemistic names of the Munda
• kulaya 'nest' 6.15.16; EWA I 373 'unclear'; 'foreign', Kuiper 1991:14
• kuliSa 'ax' 3.2.1, 1.32.5, EWA I 374 'not securely explained'; Kuiper 1955: 161, 163
compares Tam. kulir 'battle ax'; Skt. kuthara, kuddala 'hoe', and Sant., Mundari kutam 'to
beat, hammer', Mundari, Ho kutasi 'hammer', Kan. kuttu 'to beat, strike, pound'; cf. Kuiper
1991:14; Berger 1963: 419 *ku4isa, from *kode5 in Kharia khot:~4e'j 'ax', Mundari kot:~4e'j
'smaller kind of wood ax', with prefix kon- and Kharia te'j 'to break'
• ku5ika name of a poets' clan, RV 2 etc.; EWA I 379 'not clear'; cf. Kuiper 1991: 7
• ku~umbhaka 'poison gland of an insect' 1.191.15-16; EWA I 381 'unclear'; if not one of the
common lA animal names in -bha (Sara-bha etc.), then: *ku-sumb(h).
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• Double prefixes in C~r-.
More important, perhaps, are the so-called 'double prefixes' in Austro-Asiatic, composed of a
prefix (e.g. k-) followed by a second prefix (mostly -n-, see Pinnow 1959: 11). The use of k-nis clear in names of domesticated animals, in Sora kin-sod 'dog' : Kharia solog 'dog'; Sora kimmed 'goat' : Remo -me'; k~m-bon 'pig' : Juang bu-tae (see Pinnow 1959: 168, cf. Jpn. buta,
Austr. > Sino-Tib. *mba(y)); Sora ken-sim 'chicken' : Mundari sim; Remo gi-rem 'cat' : Sora
ram-en. Such double prefixes seem to be rarer in Munda now than in Eastern Austro-Asiatic;
cf., nevertheless, Kuiper 1991: 94 on sar-varJ 'night': sa-bala 'variegated'; Kuiper 1948: 38 on
the prefixes kal-, kil-, p. 138 on the 'Proto-Munda prefix k-, 1948: 49f. 'prefix br-, kar-, and
gala-'; further cf. above, on kuliSa, Kharia khotJ-4e'j. Note also the prefixes of Sora kar-dol
'being hungry' (D. Stampe, oral communication, June '99) and Skt. sr-katJqu 'itch', Khasi syrton 'comb', Stieng s~r-luot 'sweet' (F.B.J. Kuiper, letter 8/24/98; tur-/t~r also in Ved., Khasi,
Senoi, and Austronesian (Kuiper, 1/29/99).
The clearest Vedic case is, perhaps, jar-tila 'wild sesame' AV: tila 'sesame' AV (cf. tilvila
'fertile' RV, Kuiper 1955: 157, tilpinja, -J 'infertile sesame' AV, tilvaka 'a tree'; on Sumer.
connections s. below). Double prefixes, however, are typical for the ~gvedic loans, especially
formations with consonant-vowel-r = c~r-, and due to the common Vedic interchange of r/1,
also c~z-, that were adapted in Vedic with various vowels (r, ur, etc., see Kuiper 1991: 42 sqq.;
cf. below §9, on Nepalese substrate words for similar substitutions). The cases with C~r (note
also c~n-, c~m- ), include:
• karanja name of a demon, 1.53.8, karanja-ha 10.48.4; EWA I 310 'unclear', cf. the tree name
karanja, DEDR 1507 Kan., Tel. kanagu, Konda karan maran etc.; CDIAL 2785.
• karambha 'gruel', for a discussion, see below; Kuiper 1991: 51 sqq., 63 compares loan words
with -b- > -bh- (Pkt. karamba 'gruel'); -- rather prefix kar- and popular etymology with
ambhas- 'water' RV, or ambu 'water' Up., Mbh. Kuiper 1991: 63; cf. also Kurukh, Malto amm
'water', but also Tamil am, am DEDR 187
• karkandhu later, a tree name 'Zizyphus Jujuba', but personal name in RV 1.112.6; EWA I
313 'not clear'; the Drav. word the meaning of karkandhu, DEDR 475, 2070, 3293.
• karkari 'lute' 2.43.3 (late), probably onomatopoetic, but from which language? Cf. the echo
words of lA, Drav., Munda (Sant. karkur, gargar, gargor, etc.); cf. also Kuiper 1948: SSf. on
Class. Skt. karkarJ 'water jar', Epic gargara/-J (based on the body of string instruments),
therefore with CDIAL 4043, CDIAL 2817 karkafa 'name of various plants, curved roof of a
plant', NIA 'cucumber'
• karotara 'sieve, filter' 1.116.7, EWA I 341 'not clear'
• khargala 'owl' 7.104.17 {late), EWA I 448
• a-kharva 'mutilated' 7.32.13, EWA I 448; cf. Avest. kauruua, then not a loan word; see,
however, Kuiper 1955: 176.
• kalmalJk-in 'shining' 2.33.8; EWA I 325 'unclear'; however, cf. kalma~a 'spotted', Kuiper
1948: 38; see above on kilbi~a
Further: kr- [k~r-] see Kuiper 1991: 40 sqq., 23;
• krkadaSa 1.29.7, unclear meaning, personal name? cf. krkalasa YV?; EWA I 388 'unclear'
• krpJfa 'bush, brush' 10.28.8 EWA I 394 'unclear', cf. also krmuka 'faggot, wood' KS, CDIAL
3340a; 'unexplained' Kuiper 1955: 160
• krsana 'pearl' 1.35.1, 10.68.11, 10.144.2 ardhva- 10.144.2, kr5ana-vat 1.126.4, EWA I 396
'not securely explained'; Kuiper 1955: 152 compares kr-san~ with other words for 'thick,
round', such as Skt. lex. sani 'colocynth?'
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• khrgala meaning unclear: 'staff, crutch, amulet, armor, brush?' 2.39.4; EWA I 494; cf.
khargala 'owl', above, Khargali PB? -- Kuiper 1948: 49£. 'well-known prefix br-, kar-, and
gala-'
Due to the frequent interchange k[k']/s, (see below) the prefix sar-/sal- belongs here as
well (cf. kar-kota-ka RVKh - sar-kota AV):
• saryata name of a person, 1.112.17, saryata 1.51.12, 3.51.7; EWA II 615 compares sara

'arrow'
• sarvarl 'night' 5.52.3, api-sarvara 3.9.7, 8.1.29; EWA II 621 compares *sarvar, sarman
'protection'; Kuiper 1955:144 u. 1955: 170 compares sambara, karbura, Kuiper 1991: 30
sabala 'variegated' with simple prefix, as compared with prefix + infix ("double prefix") in
sambara (cf. Kuiper 1948: 136)
• salmali name of a tree, 'Salmalia malabarica', EWA II 622 'probably not to be separated from
RV 3.53.22 simbala', CDIAL 12351 (not related Tib.-Burm. *sin 'tree'); Kuiper 1991: 65 on
cases with -lm- for -mm-: 'different dissimilations of *samma/simmal'.
• srnjaya a name of a person 6.27.7 (next to Turvasa), 4.15.4 (next to Daivavant), sarfijaya
'descendent of S.' 6.47.25; EWA II 743 supposes connection with srjaya 'a certain bird' KS,
which would agree with the totemistic names in Munda; cf. Kuiper 1991: 7, on non-IA tribal
names in RV
• srbinda name of a demon 8.32.2; EWA II 744 with Kuiper 1991: 40,43 (and earlier) on
names such as Ku-surubinda TS, PB, ~B, Kusur-binda JB and Bainda VS 'member of the tribe
of the Binds' (probably also the name of the Mountain range, post-Vedic Vindh-ya), Vibhindu RV 8.2.41, 1.116.20, Vi-bhindu-ka, Vi-bhindu-kfya JB §203; (cf. Kuiper 1939 = 1997:
3 sqq., 1955: 182, Witzel 1999).
In the same way, the prefixes jar, tar, nar, par, bar, sar, sr = [j.;1r, t.;1r] etc.: jarayu, jaratha
(cf. also Ved. jar-tila: tila); taranta, taruk~a, trk~i, trtsu, nar-mitJf, epithet of a fort; nar-mara,
probably the area of or the chief of Orjayanti; partJaya, parphari-ka, parsana; prakankata
(next to: kankata), prakala, parpharvi, pramaganda, pra-skat:tva, pharva-ra, phariva; prthi,
prthi, Pr-daku [p.;1r-dak-u] < Munda da'k 'water'?, barjaha; (cf. also Nar-~ada RV, Nar-vidala,
Nar-kavinda PS and *ku-bind in: Ved. ku-sur(u)-binda, bainda, vi-bhindu, vi-bhindu-ki-ya).
Furthermore, the formations with other vowels that are adaptations of [-.;1r] as above in
[br]: tirindi-ra, turlpa, turphari, turva/turvasa?, turviti, fflrtJilsa, sarmi.
Instead of C.;1r, the much more common double prefix of Munda, C.;1n-, C.;1m-, is
found as well: kankata; samba, sambara (cf. sabala!), sambara, sirrzsapa, sirrzsumara, sifijara,
simbala, simbata, simyu. Compare also the prefixes in C.;1s-: pu~kara, pu~ya, raspina, raspira.
Kuiper (1991: 39 sqq.) also discusses other prefixes, such as a-, i-, u-, o-, ni-, bhr-, ma-,
sa-, sa-, hi-. Among them, the old prefix u- (o-) would be of special interest; however, is
found in the RV only in some 5 or 6 cases.
A very clear case is sa-kunti(-ka) 'bird' RV, sa-kunta 'bird' AV, Ved. sa-kunta-ka
'bird', Sa-kuntala 'name of a nymph', Ved. Kunti 'a tribal name', next to the Matsya (IA, 'the
Fishes'). The Ved. words belong to Kharia kon-the'd, Sora on-titbn, etc.; Korku ti-tid 'a certain
bird', Ved. tit-tir-a 'partridge', Pinnow 1959: 160 §336; cf. however RV sa-kuna 'a (larger)
bird', sa-kuni 'bird (of omen)' (Kuiper 1991: 44).
Munda-like prefixes are thus very common in the RV. One has to agree with Kuiper
1991: 39f: "According to some scholars Munda was never spoken west of Orissa, Bihar,
Madhya Pradesh and eastern Maharashtra... The obvious occurrence of Old Munda names in
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the Rigveda points to the conclusion that this statement should be revised." If (some of) these
words should not go back directly to Proto-Munda, one may think, especially in the case of
the untypical formation C~r, of an unknown western Austro-Asiatic language, "Para-Munda"
(cf. Kuiper 1962: 51, 102).
If this initial interpretation is correct, several far-reaching conclusions can be drawn.
The very frequency itself of non-Drav. loan words in the early (as well as in the later) RV is
remarkable: it indicates a much stronger non-Drav. substrate in the Panjab than usually
admitted. Because of the great similarity with Austro-Asiatic formations and because of some
already established (Para- )Munda etymologies (such as sa-kunta - Kharia kon-the'd, etc.,
Pinnow 1959 160 : 336), this substrate is likely to be an early form of western Austro-Asiatic
(cf. below, at the end of §4.3.)
Is the Indus language therefore a kind of Proto-Munda? Against this may speak first of
all, as Kuiper states (1991), that the RV substrate does not have infixes like Munda. However,
-n-infixes can perhaps be adduced in ka-bandha!ka-vandha 'headless rump', kar-kandhu
'name of a tree, Zizyphus jujuba', gandha-ri 'name of a tribe in N. Pakistan', pra-maganda
'name of a chieftain of the Kikata non-Aryans', sa-kunti 'bird' < PMunda *sa-kontid, srbinda, and in post-RV, e.g., ku-sur(u)-binda, bainda, vi-bhindu, vi-bhindu-kl-ya 'name of a
tribe'. Yet, the substrate may be a very early form of Munda (or another variety of AustroAsiatic) which still used prefixes actively, just like the eastern Austro-As. languages, e.g. Mon,
Khmer, do even today (cf. also below, on Sumerian). Further, the infixes may have developed
from prefixes which had found their way into the root (Pinnow 1959: 15). Among these, one
can include 'double' prefixes such as k~-r-, b-r-, p~-r- etc. (Pinnow 1959: 11). If this is
correct, then ~gvedic Proto-Munda represents a very old stage of Austro-Asiatic indeed.
§4.3. Munda and Para-Munda names
However, direct contact of the non-Indo-Aryan words in the RV with predecessors of
present day Munda languages is more problematic. Some of the substrate words may, at least
in part, have entered the RV through the intervention of the Indus language (langala etc., see
below). Yet, there also are a few direct correspondences with reconstructed Proto-Munda (Sakunta < *kon-ti'd) which indicate the archaic character of the para-Mundic Indus language.
For example, the name of Pramaganda, the chieftain of the Klkata (RV 3.53.14) who lived
south of Kuruk~etra (cf. Witzel 1995). Both words are non-Indo-Aryan and they show clear
indications of Mundie character: maganda can be explained as ma-gand with the old, now
unproductive Munda prefix ma- that indicates possession. The word gand may belong to
Munda *gad!ga4, ga-n-d/gatJ4 (Pinnow 1959: 351 §498) that is also seen in GatJ4a-kl, Ganga
(Witzel1999, if not modeled after the tribal names Anga, Vanga, see below), W. Nepali ga4 (as
'suffix' of river names, Witzel 1993) and apparently also in Ma-gadha (with Sanskritization >
dh). Kuiper 1991: 43f. (8, 21, 96, also 1955) has explained the prefix pra- [p~r] (cf. prefixes
such as br-is~r-) from Munda, which looks perfectly Indo-Aryan but in this case certainly is
'foreign'. The tribe of chief Pra-maganda (p~r 'son of? Kuiper 1991: 43), the Klkata. has
either the typical 'tribal' suffix -ta (see below) or the old Austro-As. plural prefix ki-, or
maybe both. Cf. further the prefix kl-/ki- in: klnasa/kJnara 'plough man', KimJdin 'a class of
demons', kJkasa 'vertebra, breast bone', kJlala 'biestings', kiyambu 'a water plant', all of which
may be compared with the Munda prefix k- for designation of persons (and the plural prefix
ki- of Khasi; note that in RV, k- also applies to items merely connected with humans and
animals).
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Further RV substrate names of persons, tribes and rivers include some exactly from the
areas where Indus people are to be expected: in their late/post- Indus new settlement area (J.
Shaffer 1995: 139) in the eastern Panjab, in Haryana (Kuruk~etra), and especially east of
there, well into the Gangetic plains. Even during the middle/late Vedic period, the local rivers
of E. Panjab are still designated by non-Indo-Aryan names: the famous Bharata chieftain
Suda.s crosses (RV 3.33) the Sutudri and Vipa.s and settles on the Sarasvati. They are not
explainable from IA:
Sutudri (Satlej) < *5;)-tu-da'? from Munda *tu 'float, drift', Kharia thu'da' < *tu-da' (da'
'water'), Khasi p;)r-tiu 'outflow', (note the later popular etymology Satadru 'running with a
hundred streams'); for the Ved. substitution of 'k/' by r cf. *kul-do' 'tiger' > kulitar-a? and
*ganda' > gandhar-i? -- Vipas < *vipaz!*vibal (cf. Vibali RV 4.30.11-12), and note that the
Sarasvati still has a similar name, Vaisambhalya (with many variants, always a sign of foreign
origin: TB 2.5.8.6, -bhalya, -palya, -balya .ApSS 4.14.4, -bhalya Bha.radva.ja Sik~a.; cf. also RV
vispala?) < *visambaz, *visambal, probably with the prefix samlk'am- (as in Sam-bara, Kamboja) from *(vi)-sam-baz (note the popular etymology from vi-sambala 'having widespread
blankets').
The land of Targhna (TA), north of this region, has no Indo-Aryan etymology either
(see EWA), and KhatJ.4ava (TA) with its suspicious cluster -tJ.4- (K. Hoffmann 1941), south of
Kuruk~etra, is inhabited by the Kikata under their chieftain Pra-maganda. Note also, in the
same area (Kuruk~etra), the appearance of Pinnow's u-suffixes in 'foreign words', e.g.
KhatJ.4ava, Karapacava, Naitandhava (Pinnow 1953-4).
The Greater Panjab names of Gandhara, Kubha, Krumu, Kamboja may be added. -Gandhari RV, Gandhara Br., OP Gandara, Herodotos Gandarioi, EWA I 462, cf. Munda
*ga(n)d 'river', the river names of the Gangetic plains, GatJ.4aki and Ganga, the Gandhina
people on its upper course, and Nep. -ga4 in river names. Gandha.ra is formed with the
common suffix -ara, -ala (Witzel 1993, 1999); -- Kubha, cf. Skt. kubja 'bent', Kuiper 1948:
42f., Sant. kubja which belongs to Munda 4ui'j, bb-4uj etc. (Pinnow 1959: 21, 91: § 108, 249
§286 Kharia 4ui'j 'bend', Santali k;)b4uj 'ugly', k;)b4uju'd 'crooked', p. 435e Santali bbnuj
'bent', etc.) -- Krumu from Munda *k;)-rum 'luke warm'?? cf. Kharia rum 'to burn', Sant. urgum 'luke ~arm', Mon uj-run 'humid, warm'; --The Kamboja (AV, PS < ka-mboj??) settled
in S.E. Afghanistan {Kandahar); cf. OP Kambujiya (or Kambaujiya?) 'Cambyses'; however,
their name is transmitted as Ambautai by Ptolemy (Geography 6.18.3), without the typical
prefix; cf. also Bulitai). This change in the first syllable is typical for Munda names (see below
Anga : Vanga, Kalinga : Telinga; Kulata : Ulata, etc.) - Mundas that far west cannot be
excluded (Kuiper 1991: 39).
It may be asked, how far Austro-Asiatic speakers extended westwards during and
before the RV period. Until now, the present distribution of the Munda languages has led to
rather far-going conclusions, for example by Burrow (1958, cf. Southworth 1979: 200).
Starting from the modern settlement areas of the Mundas in Eastern India (Bihar, Orissa, W.
Bengal) and on the River Tapti (in northwestern Maharastra and Madhya Pradesh) he
regarded it as impossible that the Munda could ever have settled in the Panjab. Kuiper,
however, has been of a different opinion {1955: 140, 1991: 39, see also 1948: 8, cf. Witzel 1980,
1993 on the substrate in Nepal, and 1999 for the Panjab area). The cases discussed above
indicate a strong Austro-Asiatic substrate in the Panjab, and there are some hints which point
to Munda influence in the Himalayas (Konow 1905, Witzel 1993, see below) and even in E.
Afghanistan (Sambara, Kamboja).
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An important result therefore is, that the language of the Indus people, at least those in
the Panjab, must have been Para-Munda or a western form of Austro-Asiatic.
In view of the recent comparison by the late I. M. Diakonoff of Munda and
Sumerian (MT Ill, 54-62, but note the criticism by P. Bengtson MT III 72 sq., and cf. still
differently, A. R. Bombard, MT III 75 sqq.) this characterization of the pre-lA Panjab acquires
special importance (cf. already Przyludski 1929: 145-149). If Munda were indeed related to
Sumerian, names such as Ki-kata, Ki-nasa, Ki-rata may no longer surprise, cf. Sum. ki
'country'. To follow up, the role of compound nouns in Sumerian versus old 'prefixes' in
Munda would need further investigation. Consider, as a very vague possibility, Para-Munda
p;,r- (pra-magandha, pra-skat;~va) and Sum. bala 'term of office, reign, dynasty'. In this
regard, it should be noted that Sumerian has 'implosive' (unreleased) consonants, just as
Munda, Khasi, Khmer, the Himalayan language Kanauri, the Kathmandu Valley substrate,
and Sindhi, all of which may point to a S./S.E. Asian areal feature (For 'implosive', unreleased
stops including labials, in Munda and Eastern Austro-Asiatic, see Pinnow 1959: 313 sqq, 316,
cf. Zide1969, 416 sq. The final consonants j, 4, d, g, which are also called 'checked consonants',
are preglottalized and unreleased in Munda.)
If Diakonoffs proposal was borne out, the ~gvedic Para-Munda substrate in the Panjab
of c. 1500 BCE would represent an early link to Sumerian. Notably, Sumerologists, though
without any firm reasons going beyond some vague mythological allusion to more eastern
territories (Dilmun, etc.), think that the Sumerians immigrated from the east, from the Indus
area.
If a relationship with Munda could not be confirmed by obvious etymologies, a
minimal position would be to define the c. 300 non-Dravidian loan words as coming from an
unknown, prefixing language of the Greater Panjab, which might be called, for lack of a selfdesignation, after its prominent geographical features, the Gandhara-Khat:tc:Iava or perhaps
better, Kubha-Vipas or simply, the Harappan language.
Finally, in reviewing the evidence of the ~gvedic Para-Munda, it should be taken into
account that Northern and Southern Munda differ from each other in many respects, the
southern version usually being more archaic (Zide 1969: 414 sq., 423), though much less
known, and that both this difference as well as the shift of Munda from a prefixing language
with mono-syllabic roots to one working, in typical South Asian fashion, with suffixes, may
have been influenced or even may have been due to a north Indian substrafe such as Masica's
"Language X".

§4.4. Other substrates
If the Indus language is a kind of Para-Munda, a 'western' Munda, it cannot, however,
be excluded that one or more unknown languages are involved (cf. Zide and Zide 1973:15) in
the ~gvedic substrate. From the older RV onwards, we find a number of words that cannot be
determined as Para-Munda. Examples include the words with geminates (see below) e.g.
pippala RV 5.54.12 and an undetermined number of the c. 300 'foreign words.' Some of them
can be traced as being loan words from more distant eastern (Austro-As.) or western (Near
Eastern) languages; the path the loans have taken is clear (see below) in the case of RV la.ngala
<-- Indus *langal (<-- Sumer. nig-galax+l or nig-gdl'sickle'?, see §5.3), <--> PMunda *nankel, Austric (Makassar) nankala (see §5.3); Ved. vr!hi < Indus *vrijhi <-- PMunda (c. 1500
BCE) *;,rig/ Tib./Malay (')bras <-- S.E. As. **;,ft;,rij (?); Ved. mayara 'peacock' <-- N. Indus
*mayur <-- PMunda mara'k 'crier' <-- Austr. (Malay) merak --> Sino-Tib. *raka 'cock'.
Note also the various substrates in Burushaski, Nahali and "Dhimal" (Kiranti languages in E.
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Nepal) discussed in MT II, III and by Kuiper 1962: 14 sqq., 40, 42, 46f, 50f., Berger 1959: 79;
and cf. those of the Kathmandu Valley and Tharu (s. below).
In short, the Panjab is an area of a Pre-~gvedic, largely Para-Munda substrate that
apparently overlays a still older local level which may be identical with Masica's "language X"
found in the Gangetic plains (Hindi). In general, the vocabulary of Para-Munda and
"language X" words is limited to local flora and fauna, agriculture and artisans, to terms of
toilette, clothing and household; dancing and music are particularly prominent, and there are
some items of religion and beliefs as well (Kuiper 1955, 1991). Since no traces of the
supposedly Dravidian "Trader's Language" of the Indus civilization (Parpola 1994) are visible
in the RV, the people who spoke this language must either have disappeared without a trace
(cf. below on Melul_ll_la) or, more likely, the language of the Panjab was Para-Munda already
during the Indus period (2600-1900 BCE).
The large number of agricultural words alone (Kuiper 1955) that have no Dravidian
explanation indicates that the language of the Indus people cannot have been Dravidian (cf.
also Southworth 1988: 663). Their successors, the Indo-Aryans, preferred to tend their cattle
and they spoke, like their brethren in spirit, the Maasai, about their sedentary non-IndoAryan neighbors in southern Kuruk~etra in this fashion: "what is the use of cattle among the
Kikata?" (kim te krtJvanti Kfkate~u gdva~, RV 3.53.14).
As we can no longer reckon with Dravidian influence on the early RV (see immediately
below), this means that the language of the pre- ~gvedic Indus civilization, at least in the
Panjab, was of (Para- )Austro-Asiatic nature.
This means that all proposals for a decipherment of the Indus script must start with the c.
300 (Para- )Austro-Asiatic loan words in the RV and by comparing other Munda and AustroAsiatic words. (For the Indus script see Fairservis 1992: 14, Parpola 1994: 137 sqq., Possehl
1996b). The decipherment has been tried for the past 35 years or so mainly on the basis of
Dravidian. Yet, few Indus inscriptions have been "read" even after all these years of concerted,
computer-aided attempts, and not yet in a fashion that can be verified independently (cf. a
summary of criticism by Zvelebil 1990). Perhaps that is not even attainable, due to the brief
nature of the inscriptions (7 signs on average and hardly more than 20). Yet, Kuiper's '300
words' could become the Rosetta stone of the Indus script.
Further, investigations of the South Asiatic linguistic area (Sprachbund) must be
reformulated accordingly, for example the question of the retroflex sounds, see Tikkanen
1988, and cf. Zvelebil 1990: 71 on the distinction between true retroflex sounds (domals,
'cerebrals') and cacuminals. In the RV they cannot go back either to Proto-Drav. influence, as
usually assumed, because they are already found in the older part of RV (books 4,5,6) where
no Drav. loans are present; they also cannot go back to Proto-Munda influences because
Munda originally had no retroflexes (Pinnow 1959, except for 4, an isolate in the
reconstructed consonant system, see Zide 1969: 414). The clear increase of the retroflexes in
RV books 1, and especially in 10 is remarkable. In the older RV one can only detect very few
cases of not internally conditioned, original and clearly non-IA retroflexes: RV 6: kevata 'hole';
retJu-kakata; ratJqya, satJqa, (hiratJya- )pitJ4a (late hymn), RV 4, 5: krlf-; RV 2: satJ4ika,
martatJ4a, piplfe ( from plq, < llr *pizd)?; cf. also jathara in RV 1,2,3,5,6,9,10. None of these
old words is Dravidian (see below). In short, the people of the (northern) Indus civilization
must have spoken with retroflexes.
Almost the same situation exists with regard to another item of suspected substrate
influence, the innovation in Vedic of the grammatical category of absolutives (not found in
Old Iranian!, see below). They occur in RV 4 with 1, RV 6 with 1, RV 2 with 4 cases (a
relatively high number in this short book!); equally, in RV 3 with only 1, RV 7 with 4, RV 8
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(Kai}va section) with 0, RV 8 (Angirasa section) with 2, RV 9 with 4; even. RV 1 (Kat:tva
section) only with 5. - Really innovating are only the late books RV 1 (Aiig.) wtth 34, and RV
10 with 60 forms.

§4.5. Dravidian in the Middle and Late ~eda
As has been repeatedly mentioned, there are no traces of Dravidian language in the
Panjab until c. 1500 BCE, not even of the supposedly Dravidian speaking traders and rulers of
the Indus civilization; however, Drav. loan words suddenly appear in the RV texts of level II
(books 3, 7, 8.1-66 and 1.51-191) and of level III (books RV 1.1-50, 8.67-103, 10.1-854;
10.85-191). These include personal and tribal names, as well as cultural terms.
For comparisons, we are limited to Burrow-Emeneau's DEDR, and a few lists from old
Tamil texts, but scholars usually work directly with Tamil, Kannada, Telugu (etc.)
comparisons; a reconstruction of Proto-Drav. forms is but rarely given.
To begin with, many words that have been regarded as Drav., are now explained as
coming from Munda or another substrate language, for example, mayara 'peacock' whose
correspondence in Munda *ma-ra' still has an appellative meaning, 'crier'; (PMunda *ra'k 'to
cry,' Pinnow 1959: 76 §57). However, this is not so for the Drav. designation, where 'peacock
feather' is reconstructed at a level earlier than 'peacock' itself. Indeed, many of the 26 words
attested in the RV that Burrow (1945, 1946, 1947-48, 1955, cf. Southworth 1979 sqq.)
originally listed as Drav., as well as those added by Southworth (1979) and Zvelebil (1990)
cannot be regarded as early Dravidian loans in Vedic.
Even if one would regard all of them, for argument's sake, as Dravidian, only kulaya
'nest' 6.15.16, karambha 'gruel' 6.56.1, 6.57.2, ukha-cchid 'lame in the hip' 4.19.9 occur in
early ~gvedic. These words can, however, no longer be explained as Dravidian:
• karambha 'gruel' CDIAL 14358, no longer in DEDR; Kuiper 1955: 151 Drav. etym. as
'doubtful', EWA I 310 'unclear'; Kuiper 1991: 51 sqq. compares loan words with -b- > -bh(Pkt. karamba 'gruel').
• kulay-in 'nest-like' 6.15.16, cf. kulayayat- 7.50.1; from Drav. CDIAL 3340, cf. DEDR 1884
Tam. kutai, DEDR 1883 Tel. gcuja 'basket', but word formation? and Drav. *-4- > Ved. -1-?;
EWA I 373 'not clear', comparing N.Pers kunilt?'l, East Baluchi kuaam < kudaman, with the
same problems; 'foreign word', Kuiper 1991: 14.
• ukha 'pan, hip' in ukha-chid 'breaking the hip, lame' 4.19.9, cf. MS 4, p. 4.9 ukha (dual)
'hips'; DEDR 564 'particular part of upper leg' : ukkam 'waist' Tulu okka 'hip'; for sound
change Drav. k: Ved. kh, s. Kuiper 1991: 36, cf. 1995: 243; EWA I 210 compares Latin auxilla
'small pot', Lat. aulla 'pot' (Pokorny 88), but declares 'not sufficiently explained'. As RV 4.19
is not seen as a late hymn, this might be the oldest Drav.loan in Vedic (RV I).
Only cases in the middle and late RV remain: In the early RV (2,4,5,6) possible Drav.
words are found only in some additional, late hymns (insertion after the initial collection of
the RV, c. 1200 BCE, cf. Witzel 1995):
• -phala 4.57.6 'fruit' DEDR 4004, Tam. palu 'to ripen', palam 'ripe fruit', etc., see Zvelebil
1990: 78 with literature, Parpola 1994: 168; CDIAL 9051, 9057; EWA II 201 doubts Drav.
origin, and derives it from IAphal/r 'to coagulate, condense', but finds 'origin of lA *phalfphar
not explained'; that means, a Middle RV loan from Drav. remains possible, or from Munda:
Sant. pitiri 'swelling of glands as in mumps', Sora pel 'to swell, grow in bulk (seeds)'; cf. Kuiper
1955: 144, 158, 183 (cf. also, 1948: 163, Kharia potki 'to sprout', potri 'pregnant' ); Pinnow
1959:173, §378.
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• phala 'plough share' 4.57.8, Turner, CDIAL 9072, connects phalati, Iran. *spara, and thinks
that it has been influenced later on by Drav./Munda; not in DED(R); EWA compares N.Pers.
supar, Pashto spara, ISkasmi uspir < *spalarya?
• -pi7J4a 6.47.23 'ball, dumpling'; the many divergent NIA forms speak for a loan word, see
CDIAL 8168 and add.; Drav., Burrow 1946: 23; Munda, Kuiper 1948: 142, 162, cf. 1991: 14;
DEDR 4162 Tam. pi7J#, Konda pitJ4i etc. 'flour'? - EWA II 128 'unexplained'; cf. also K.
Hoffmann 1941: 380 sqq. and perhaps Armenian pind 'compact, firm' < Iran. (< Ved.?)
In middle RV (3,7,8):
• ku7Jaru 3.30.8 'lame in the arm?', or name of a person, see EWA I 362 'unclear'; perhaps
connected with Epic ku7Ji 'lame', ku7Jta 'defective'; however, compare Drav.: Kan. ku7Jta
'cripple', Mal. ku7Jtan 'cripple', etc., CDIAL 3259-60, DEDR 1688
• mayara 3.45.1 DEDR 4642, 'peacock' PS, mayarJ 'pea hen' RV 1.191.14, mayara-roman
'having hair like peacock (' feathers)' RV 3.45.1, mayara-sepya 'a peacock-like tail' RV 8.1.25;
generally regarded as Drav.: DEDR 4642 Tam. mannai, mayil; northern Kasaba dialect of Irula
muyiru, Tulu mairu, Konda mr'flu, miril, (*mayil/mayir, see Zvelebil1990: 77, with discussion
and lit.). However, originally from Munda: PMunda *mara' 'crier', Kharia mara', Santali,
Mundari, Ho mara', Kurku mara, Sora maran 'peacock, Pavo cristatus', see Pinnow 1959: 205
§90; cf. also Skt. maraka (lex.) 'peacock, deer, frog, Curcuma Zerumbet', and Khotanese Saka
murasa 'peacock' (EWA II 317, KEWA II 587, CDIAL 9865, add. 9865, DEDR 4642, Bagchi
1929: 131, Southworth 1979: 191 sqq., 200, cf. Zvelebil 1990: 77, Hock 1975: 86). The rare
tribal name Mara-ta PS 5.2.1, 12.2.1 (Witzel 1999) belongs here; the Marata probably lived
south of the Ganges and north of the Vindhya. The above may indicate that the Dravida
entered into contact with some groups of Munda speakers fairly early (before the Middle RV);
however, just as in the Vedic case, one or two intervening language(s) (*mayil I *mayur) must
delivered the word to Drav. and Vedic, for example the "Language X" or rather a Northern
and Southern Indus language; in the south, this must have occurred before Sindh was
practically deserted in the post-Indus phase (Allchin 1995: 31 sqq.). The Ved. form mayara
may have been influenced by mayu 'bleating'.
• phala 3.45.4 see above
• ka7Ja 7.50.1 'one-eyed' EWA I 336 'unclear'; cf. Avest. kar~na 'deaf : kar~na 'ear' and cf.
DEDR 1159 Tam. ka7J 'eye' and 1443 ka1J 'to see', both now without reference to Skt.; Zvelebil
1990: 79 compares DEDR 1159 and finds, 'rather speculative', the Drav. negative suffix -al-a;
cf. Kuiper 1991: 79. --However, cf. Burushaski son, sDn 'blind' (see above, with northwestern
interchange ofVed. Slk, Witzel1999); note also that ka7Ja is found as hapax RV 10.155.1 next
to 'mountain', a 'foreign' name and an onomatopoetic: girim gaccha 'go to the mountain!',
Sirimbi(ha, budbud- 'making bubbling sounds' (cf. Sant. but/u'c but/u'c 'to bubble up').
• kulpha 7.50.2 'ankle', CDIAL 4216, from Drav.; cf. DEDR 1829 ku{ampu 'hoof?; EWA I
376 'completely unclear', Kuiper 1955: 148loan word because of AV gulpha and points (1991:
35) to variant forms in Ved. (gulpha) and MIA (gopphaka, guppha, gotrJpha).
• da7J4a 7.33.6 (late) 'stick', DEDR 3048 Mal. ta7Jta 'forearm, arm', Tel. da7Jt/a, etc., cf.
DEDR 3051, CDIAL 6128; Munda, Kuiper 1948: 76: Sant. 4a7Jta 'thick stick, club', t/a(7J)titit
'stem (of mushrooms)', dandi 'stick, staff, stalk', cf. Mundari dandi 'small stick'; EWA I 691
'not explained'
· ··
· ·
• ku7J4a- 'vessel' 8.17.13 can be compared with Avest. kundai-J, kundi%4, the name of
demons; Dravid., DEDR 1669 Tam. kuttam 'deepness, pond', Tel. ku7Jfa, ku7Jt/U, Kur.
xo7Jt/XIJ etc., DEDR 2082; Kuiper 1948: 76 Drav., 1991:14 'foreign'; CDIAL 3265; EWA I 363
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points to the difference in meaning between Drav. and Ved. and concludes 'unclear, perhaps
loan word'
• mayara 8.1.25, see above
• nala 8.1.33 'reed', nada/nala/nada, EWA II 7 from Ilr. *nada (Nuristani n~ < *nada,
Parthian nad 'flute', N.Pers. ntly 'flute') < IE *nedo (Hitt. nata 'reed', Armenian net),
however without actual explanation of the variation *d > 4 (cf. Mayrhofer 1968); DEDR 3610
compares, strangely, Tam. nal 'good' with the Skt. name Nala, idem Zvelebil 1990: 82;
however, Nala is found in Vedic, SB 2.3.2.1-2 Na4a Nai~idha, and in Mbh. Nala Nai~adha as
king of the (probable) Munda tribe of the Ni~idha/Ni~adha = Ved. Ni~tlda (MS, VS, see
below); cf. Kuiper 1991: 33 on 4/d, and p. 19 ntl{l 10.135.7 'flute, pipe' (cf. 1948: 82).
• ktl7Juka 8.77.4; (poet: Kurusuti Ka1.1va) next to saras 'pond'; unclear in meaning and etym.,
EWA I 336; Kuiper 1991 as foreign.
In late RV (1, 10):
• ulakhala 1.28 'mortar' DEDR 672 Tam. ulukkai, Kan. olake, Ko<;lagu o{ake, and Kota. o{ka,
o!kal kal '(stone) mortar', Malto lora 'stone to grind spices' (S. Palaninappan, by letter); EWA
I 231 'problematic'; cf. Zvelebil 1990: 79 with lit., Kuiper 1991: 14, 41 'still unexplained',
compares loan words with prefix u-; note Sumerian urs 'millstone', Proto-South Drav. *ur-al
'mortar' (Blazek and Boisson 1992: 24); is there a connection with khala 'threshing floor' RV
10.48.7?
• vris 1.144.5 'finger', DEDR 5409 Tam. virat Go. wirinj, now without reference to Skt. vris;
EWA II 597 from lA *vres 'to bend', Avest. uruuvats 'to bend, curve'
• bila 1.11.5, 1.32.11 'hole, cave' CDIAL 9245 'Dravid.'; OED 4459 = DEDR 5432 now
without reference to Skt., cf. also DEDR 4194; Kuiper 1991:14 'foreign', EWA II 225 'not
clear'
• a-phalil 10.71.5 'without fruit', see above;
• phal-inl 10.97.15 'having fruits', see above;
• mayara 1.191.14, see above;
• pirJ4a 1.162.19, see above
• kafa 10.102.4 'hammer' DEDR 1651, 1655, 1883, app. 29; previously explained by Burrow
as Drav., later explained by him as IE (German hau-en), but see EWA I 384 'unclear'
• phtlla 10.117.7 'plough share', see above
• phala 10.146.5 'fruit', see above
• ktl7Ja 10.155.1, see above
• kafu(ka) 10.85.34 'pungent'; CDIAL compares khana 'pungent'; EWA I 290 Lithuanian
kartits 'bitter'? or DEDR 1135 Tam. kafu 'to pain; pungent; cruel, harsh, bitterness', Kurukh
xarxa 'bitter', Malto qarqe 'bitter', Brahui xaren 'bitter' etc.
• bala(?) RV 1,3,5,6,7,9,10 'strength, force'; EWA compares Latin de-bilis etc., IE *belo-,
otherwise not found in IIr. (perhaps in Osset./Sarmatian); see, however, Kuiper 1990: 90, on
the rare IE (initial) b-, and on the impossibility of an IE etymology; cf. CDIAL 9161; now,
against Drav. origin Burrow, see EWA II 215; cf., nevertheless, DEDR 5276 Tam. val 'strong',
Kurukh bale 'with the help of, Brahui balun 'big'.
The same is the case with some words that have later on been added and discussed
(Sanskrit Index of the DEDR, p. 759-763) and elsewhere. Most of them are too late to be of
interest here. In DEDR we find:
Early RV: phalgu 'minute, weak' 4.5.14, kalasa 'vessel' 4.27.5, 6.69.2, 3.32.15, 7.69.6;
and later: ta4it 'flash' 2.23.9 (late), 1.94.7 phtlla 'plough share' 4.57.8 {late); -- middle RV:
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ukha 3.53 'pan, hip' (late), kava~a 'straddle legged', a personal name 7.18.12, kala 'slope, bank'
8.47.11. -- late RV: ukha 'pan, hip' 1.162.13,15; khala 'treshing floor' 10.48.7.
Of these, only phalgu 'minute weak' (RV 4) remains as a possible early loan into IA, if it
indeed belongs to DEDR 4562, Tam. pollu 'empty husk of grain'; EWA II 203 has an IE
etymology. Again, all other words regarded as Dravidian appear only in the middle and
especially in the in later RV.

Southworth (1990, 1995) adds the following examples of early contact between Drav.
and Indo-Ar., however, without ordering the texts historically.
• car-, carati RV: Tamil cel'to go, flow, pass, be suitable' (already Perunkunnlr Kilar, c. 160200 CE); DEDR 2781 "probably from IA", CDIAL 4715; IA, without problems from IE
*kwel(h); perhaps accidental agreement with Drav. eel.
• maya 'confusion, wonderment, awe' RV (found in all of RV, just as may-in, maya-vat, mayavin), = Avest. maiia 'awful power' :: Tam. maya- 'mistake, misunderstand'; mayakku'bewilder, confuse, intoxicate, alcohol' etc.; DEDR 4706, without comparison with Skt.; the
Skt. and Drav. meanings do not agree; also, as attested that early in the RV and Iran., Drav.
origin (only Middle-RV Drav. influence!) is unlikely, -- unless it would have taken place in
Iran (Southworth 1979: 196f.: "high degree of contact ... at the earliest period for which we
have records and possibly before"); however, see below, on tana.
• Southworth 1979: 203, 228 f., 1990: 222-3, 1995 reconstructs as further indication of early
contact between Drav. and Indo-Ar. in Iran, a word *tanu 'self, Tamil ta!1/ta!1 'oneself, tanii
RV 'body, self/oneself, for this meaning see now J. R. Gardner, U. of Iowa Ph.D. thesis, 1998.
The variation in vowel length in the Drav. pronoun (Tam. ta!!ltat!. 'oneself) is old
(Krishnamurti 1968). However, next to the RV instances, there is Avest. tana 'body, self, OP
tan a 'body', however, they all have no clear IE etymology. Pokorny 1959: 1065, 1069 derives
them from IE *ten 'to stretch', in other IE languages the meaning mostly is 'thin'; EWA II 622
connects tan-a '*Ausdehnung, ausgespannte Hiille' with tan. The comparison of the Ilr. and
Drav. words would presuppose a very close relationship between Drav. and (pre- )Indo-Ar.
tribes, as pronouns are not taken over easily. Such early Drav.-IA relationships are not found
otherwise: there are no early loans in designations of material culture, e.g. pastoralist terms in
Vedic/Drav.: horse: asva : ivu[i, kutira, cow: gau-: a(!l), sheep: avi: (y)afu, kori, goat : aja:
(y )afu, kori, dog: svan : nay, nai. This would rather point against a neighborly relationship of
both languages in any pre-South Asian context.
• garda-bha 'donkey' RV late, only 1.23.5, appendix hymn 3.53.23 next to rasa-bha 'donkey'!,
RV Valakhilya 8.56.3 :: Tam. kalutai, Gondi gardi, etc., to which DEDR 1364 compares Skt.
gardabha; CDIAL 4054; EWA I 473 cf. gard 'to cry shout', not from Drav.
• pisaca, pisacl AV, pisaci- 'demon' RV late: 1.133.5 ::Tam. pey- 'devil, goblin, madness' DEDR
4468, without comparison with Skt., and without suffixing -saci-, only: peytti, peycci, puci
'demoness'. -- Ved. piS- may derive from Tam. pey etc. if, with Zvelebil 1970: 111, Drav. -c- >
s > y.
• sava (not in RV, cliff. Southworth 1979: 197), only AVP :Tam. ca- 'to die' (Kural), Ko. cav- 'corpse' DEDR 2426 compares Skt. sava; EWA II derives sava from sav 'to swell' AVP;
CDIAL 12356 not from Drav. As the word is early in Drav., perhaps accidental look-alike.
• pathati 'to recite' RVKh., TA, Up. : Tam. patu 'sing, chant', pattu 'song', attested already in
Perunkun.rnr KilaL DEDR 4065 without reference to IA; EWA II 69; CDIAL 7712 < *prthati;
Drav. <-- Indo-Ar., Burrow-Emeneau 1962: 46, no. 242. Rather to be derived from MIA
pupil's slang Ved. prath 'to spread out (a text, in recitation)'?; compare the frequent loan
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words in the context of Vedic teaching and learning: ma7J4ala, katJ4a, /a27Jda, prapathaka,
pa{ala, da7J4a, MIA: orimilal 'a section of KS' etc.
• nagara 'town' TA, but cf. already nagar-in JB :: Tam. nakar 'house abode, town, city'; cf.
EWA II 5, CDIAL 6924; DEDR 3568 lA --> Tam. nakar 'house, town, etc.' But why nakar
from Skt.? There is no lA etymon, nor is there one in Drav. and Munda. Drav. for
settlements: DEDR 3568 nakar 'house, town', 1655 kuti 'home', 3868 patti 'cow stall, village',
5393 vitu(ti) 'temporal residence', 2007 ctri 'street, village', 752 ar 'village', 4362 pa'Jti 'town,
village', 4047 pakkam 'seaside village', 4646 ma{appam 'agricultural town', 807 eyil'fortress';
4064 pati 'town', 4112 pali 'temple, town', 4555 Kan. polal 'town', 5549 vai, 3911 pati, 2814 cer;
3638 natu 'open country' (opp. nakaram); -- cf. also Skt. hat{a 'market'- Santali, Mundari,
Ho hatu, Korwa watu < PMunda *watu Pinnow 1959: 79 §69.-- In short, the word may be a
loan from the southern Indus language or one from the Malwa area.
Thus, the words added by Southworth are post-~gvedic (sava, pathati, nagara), or
they are attested in relatively late RV sections (gardabha, pisaci), or they are of dubious nature
(car, maya, tana). Therefore, it is not possible to suppose, with Southworth, an early close
contact, even in Iran, and on all levels of society, of Dravidas and Indo-Aryans. Rather, one
has to agree with Kuiper, who stresses the very hesitant acceptance of non-Indo-Aryan words
and forms in the high level, poetic language of the RV. The words collected by Southworth in
his second list can have been taken over into Drav. at any time after the RV, e.g. accu 'axle' <
ak~a RV.
Furthermore, most of the c. 800 words in the list provided by DEDR, p. 759-764 are
attested only in the Epics or in class. Skt. Of the c. 61 words listed in the appendix of DEDR
which are supposed to come from Indo-Aryan, only a few can be regarded as (possible) early
loans; they all should be checked in early Tamil before something that even approaches a final
decision can be made.
Finally, among the words in Zvelebil's recent list (1990: 77-82) of 22 "early" Drav. loans
into Skt., most have already been discussed above; yet, none of them nor the ones newly
mentioned are ~gvedic: 8. bilva 'Aegle marmelos, Bel tree' AV, 10. kutJapa 'corpse' AV, 11.
kurkura 'dog' AV, 12. arka 'Calatropis gigantea', SB, 12a. candana 'sandal wood, paste'
Nirukta, 13. kavaca 'armor' PS, SB, kavacin AV, 13a. ja{a 'matted hair' GS, 13b. mala 'flower
necklace', GS, malya RVKh, 13c. e4a 'sheep' KSS, e4aka JB, ai4aka SB. The rest of the words
are only post-Vedic.
Zvelebil's summary is: "as Emeneau {1971) writes, 'We end, then with a small, but
precious handful of Vedic forms for which Dr. etymologies are certain and acceptable as may
be expected in this field of areal linguistics, adding, though that no chronology of the
borrowings is possible" (Zvelebil 1990: 81; similarly Parpola 1994: 168). According to what has
been said above, this has to be modified drastically: ~gvedic loans from Drav. are visible, but
they also are now datable only to middle and late ~gvedic (in the Greater Panjab), and they
can both be localized and dated for the Post-~gvedic texts (Witzel 1987, 1989).
Of all the words mentioned so far that have been regarded as Drav., only the following
few are possible, though not uncontroversial, for the early RV :
ukha[-chid] 'hip[-breaking]' 4.19.9; phalgu 'minute' 4.5.14, a'Ji 'lynch pin' 5.43.8
(whose ultimate source is unclear, and, very tentatively, bala 'force' 5.57.6, 5.30.9,
probably from IE, cf. Latin de-bilis).
Whether this is enough to ensure the presence of (even a small number of) speakers of
Dravidian in the Panjab during early RV times may remain in the balance. These few village
type words would constitute a strange legacy of the c. 700 years of the great Indus civilization,
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had it been speaking Dravidian. From the middle RV, however, come: kava~a 'straddle
legged', (a personal name) 7.18.12, kala 'slope, bank' 8.47.11 and perhaps also kutJt!a 'vessel'
8.17.13. Burrow (1955, 1958) regards the Drav. element in Vedic as having come from
Northern Drav., but cf. Zvelebil1990: 46.
If the middle and late RV words mentioned above are accepted as Drav. and even if
some of the words excluded above for the early RV should be accepted, this would not change
the general picture: There is very little Dravidian, but there are about 300 words of the Indus
substrate.
For it cannot be said, conversely, that there were, during the older and middle RV,
clear indications (or: "a precious handful", Zvelebil) of a strong Drav. substrate in the Panjab.
At best, one can speak of a few very isolated cases which have been taken over into the RV;
clearly this indicates an adstrate rather than a substrate.
This result is important for the time of the immigration of speakers of Dravidian into
the Panjab and it specifically underlines that the Indo-Aryans did not at once get into contact
with speakers of Drav. but only much later, when the tribes speaking lA were already living in
the Panjab and on the Sarasvati and Yamuna.. Apparently, Dravidian speakers began
influencing the Panjab only at this moment in time (cf. Allchin 1995: 31 sqq., see above).
Consequently, all linguistic and cultural deliberations based on the early presence of the Drav. in
the area of speakers of IA, are void or they have to be reinvestigated.
It cannot be argued that the immigration of the Dravidians into the Panjab should
have taken place earlier than discussed above, for the simple reason that Drav. words do not
exist in that early period; the same is the case if only the upper class such as traders (cf. vatJij
'trader?' RV 1.112.11, 5.45.6, AV, (pra-)VtltJa 'trade?' 4.24.9, see Kuiper 1955: 168) and
administrators of the Indus Civilization was composed of Dravidian speakers (Parpola 1994,
Fairservis in: Southworth, 1979: 208, 228; contra, Hock 1975: 87f., cf. Southworth 1992: 663),
and that in consequence, the Indus inscriptions should be read as Dravidian. In this case, one
would expect, after some 400-700 years of the flourishing of the Indus civilization, cases of
bilingualism. Consequently, much more Drav. influence should have been retained than
visible in the few (late) words found in the c. 380 'foreign' words. One would expect at least a
few important loan words from the fields of trade, handicraft or state organization (at least,
from the post-Indus, village level type cultures). This, again, is not the case. Pa7J.i '(rich)
foreigner, demon' cannot be connected with 'trader' inside the RV, and pa7J. 'to barter'
appears first only in (post-I,tgvedic) KS, pra-patJa 'trade' AV, prati-patJa 'exchange' (see EWA
II 69, DEDR 3884 does not help: pa7J. 'work, service', patJikkan 'carpenter'; cf. Kuiper 1955:
168, on VtltJa, vatJij.) In addition, there are not many designations of RV artisans, except for lA
tak~an 'carpenter', etc. (see below). Even if Drav. had been the traders' language, one would
be at loss to answer the question why Drav. influence is only seen in the middle and late RV as
well as later one (AV+).
Summing up, early Dravidian influence in the Panjab can be excluded, but must be
explained for the following middle and later RV periods (cf. also Kuiper 1997: 7 sq). This is
best done by the scenario mentioned above: middle and later RV immigration of Drav.
speakers from Sindh. Incidentally, it must be noted that in all of the RV, there are no typical
Drav. words for agriculture which should be expected if the Indus people of the Panjab had
been speakers of Dravidian. This agrees with the reconstruction of Fairservis ( 1995),
Southworth (1979, 1988, 1990: 663 'an "Indus" or "Harappan" language or group of
languages'), and McAlpin (1979) of early Dravidian: an originally pastoral society that
acquired agriculture only in South Asia. All of this indicates that we have to take a closer look
at the regions bordering the Panjab in the South, especially Sindh.
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§S.l. Greater Sindh
In contrast to the clear picture of the Panjab in ~gvedic times, the situation in Greater
Sindh is much more vague and the following results must remain tentative. The RV does not
mention this area as such, yet there are some indications that Sindh and neighboring
Baluchistan were known. First of all, the Bhalilnas tribe took part in the Ten Kings' Battle (RV
7.18) that settled the suzerainty of the Bharata chieftain over the Panjab tribes. The Bhalanas
are identified with the Bolan pass and river near Quetta in Baluchistan. Unfortunately,
southern local rivers are not mentioned anywhere in the RV south of the Gomatl (Go mal
River).
However, data from RV book 8 may supplement our scanty information. Book 8 has
long been connected with Eastern Iran: K. Hoffmann {1940 = 1975: 1 sqq.) has pointed to
Iranian looking names such as Kasu - Avest. Kasu- (EWA I 330), Kasu Caidya 8.5.37, Kanfta
- Scythian Kanitts, cf. further Tirindira 8.6.46- Tiridatts- Avest. nrD.nakatJj3a, Krsa 8.59.3
- K~r~saspa, Parsu 8.6.46 - OP Parsa 'Persian', Paktha 8.22.10 (mod. Pashto, Paktho), Varo
Su~aman 8.60.18 (with unusual Sandhi), Arsasana 8.12.9, 2.20.6, etc., Anarsani 8.32.2 - Iran.
~r5an-? All such names, if Iranian, belong to pre-Iranian tribes that spoke a dialect close to the
one that later developed to E. Iranian (cf. the similar case of the Mitanni-Aryans, below). Book
8 also knows of camels (u~p-a 8.4.21-24, 31, 46-48, 0. Iran. ustra, as in Zara-6-uJtra}, that are
first attested archaeologically in S. Asia in the Bolan area, at Pirak, c.1700 BCE.
However, data from RV book 8 may supplement our scanty information. Book 8 has
long been connected with Eastern Iran: K. Hoffmann (1940 = 1975: 1 sqq.) has pointed to
Iranian looking names such as Ka5u- Avest. Kasu- (EWA I 330), Kasu Caidya 8.5.37, KanJta
- Scythian Kanitts, cf. further Tirindira 8.6.46- Tiridatts- Avest. nrD.nakatJfla, Krsa 8.59.3
- K~r~saspa, Parsu 8.6.46 - OP Parsa 'Persian', Paktha 8.22.10 (mod. Pashto, Paktho), Varo
Su~aman 8.60.18 (with unusual Sandhi), Arsastlna 8.12.9, 2.20.6, etc., Anarsani 8.32.2 - Iran.
~r5an-? All such names, if Iranian, belong to pre-Iranian tribes that spoke a dialect close to the
one that later developed to E. Iranian (cf. the similar case of the Mitanni-Aryans, below). Book
8 also knows of camels (u~tra 8.4.21-24, 31, 46-48, 0. Iran. ustra, as in Zara-6-uJtra), that are
first attested archaeologically in S. Asia in the Bolan area, at Pirak, c.1700 BCE.
The area west of Sindh, Makran or Gedrosia, is known in Old Persian as Maka and its
people as Maciya; this continues the old Mesopotamian designation Makan (Sumer. Ma-gan,
Elam. Ma-ak-qa, Akkad. Ma-ak, Greek Mdkai) which included the other coast of the Gulf, in
Oman. It may be that indigenous populations held on in this area for a long time as it is
altogether missing in the list of"Aryan" countries in the Avesta (V. 1). Along this coast and the
few rivers flowing into the Gulf, there were many Indus settlements. Further inland, the oasis
along the Bampnr river was known to the Mesopotamians as Marhasi, an area that no longer
belonged to the Elamite speaking lands which extended from Susa and Ansan to Sima5ki
(Tepe Yahya/Shahdad).
Now, apart from RV 3 and 7, Drav. words occur first in the Middle RV book 8, more
specifically in its Ka1;1va section (RV 8.1-48, and 8.49-59, 60-66); they include kurJ4a- 8.17 .13,
mayara 8.1.25, na4alnala 8.1.33 (see below); note also the many words in RV 8 with
retroflexes (Kuiper 1991: 17, Hoffmann 1941, 1975:16, Kuiper 1967: 84 n. 18, 86 n. 26).
If one takes all of this seriously and locates at least the Ka1;1va sections of book 8 in East
Iranian lands, that is in (S.W.) Afghanistan and Baluchistan, one can also adduce the very
name of this clan of poets. K. Hoffmann (and I) have connected the name with kr 'to act
magically, to do sorcery' (Hoffmann 1975: 1 sqq., Witzel 1983-5). Kuiper {1991: 80) has
correctly objected there also is Pra-skarJva, with the common Indus prefix pra- *[p~r-]. This
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may mean that the Indus language extended to Eastern Iran, especially to the area west of
Sindh, to Baluchistan, and to Makran with its many Indus settlements. Book 8 would then
represent an amalgam of Dravidian and Para-Munda influences (including some preIranian?).
Dravidian influence in Middle ~gvedic (the time of king Sudas) can be traced back,
with some probability, to the areas from Arachosia to Sindh as well. It is here that Drav. place
names are assumed to appear first (cf. L.V. Ramaswamy Iyer 1929-30). These names (showing
MIA development p > v) extend from Sindh via Gujarat and Maharastra to the South: Sindhi
-vali, Gujarati -wari/warl (Sankalia 1949), Mar. -oli, all from a Drav. word for 'village' (Tam.
pa!fi 'hamlet', Kan. pa!{i, ha!{i, Tel. palli 'village', Kur. pall! DEDR 4018, CDIAL 7972, see
Parpola 1984, 1994: 170 sqq., 1997; Southworth 1995: 271, see further, below).
A similar view has been proposed, on the basis of linguistic and archaeological
observations, by Zvelebil (1972, 1990: 48, 123), Southworth and McAlpin, 3 and Fairservis
(1992: 17, 21). It has to be underlined, however, that McAlpin's reconstruction of an ElamoDravidian language family has not been accepted by Dravidologists. Fairservis and Zvelebil
think of an immigration by Drav. speaking tribes at c. 4000/3500 BCE, from the mountainous
lands of East Iran into the Indus valley. Both underline data that characterize the Dravida as
originally pastoral hill tribes.
In sum, we may reckon with early Drav. pastoralists (Fairservis 1992, 1997) in
Baluchistan and later on, after a period of acculturation with the Indus people, we may
encounter Drav. farmers (Southworth 1979, 1990, 1995) who practiced intensive rice
(Kenoyer 1998: 178, Jarrige 1985) and millet cultivation in Sindh.

§5.2. The languages of Sindh
In addition to these western (Dravidian, pre-Iranian) elements there also are local
'Sindh' ones. First of all, it is precisely in this area that rice was first introduced into the Indus
civilization. It occurs first as odana 'rice gruel' in the (partly E. Iranian) Kal).va book (RV 8) in
the Emu~a myth, which clearly smacks of 'foreign' origin: RV 8.69.14, 8.77.6-11, 8.77.10, (cf.
also 8.96.2, 1.61.7, and in vy-odana 8.63.9; summary and discussion by Kuiper 1991: 16 sqq.)
He had explained it earlier on (1950) as Austro-Asiatic, but is more cautious now (Kuiper
1991: 18f., cf. below). On closer observation, we can notice a mixture of an IA, Austro-Asiatic
and possibly Drav. myth.
Kuiper (1991) now shows that the Kal).vas, non-IA local sorcerers, introduced this
myth into the RV. At any rate, the motif is unusual for the RV. Its hero is a divine bow
shooter (probably seen on an Indus copper plate, only at Mohenjo Daro, in Sindh, Parpola
1997: 39; cf. also Avesta, Yt. 8.6,37 ~r~rla, Krsanu RV 4.27.3, Rudra, and Murukan inS. India;
for 'bow' see KS dalbhu~I, MS drumbhull; with PDrav -r- > [l] I [~], Kuiper 1991: 26). This
bow shooter splits a mountain, finds the odana rice gruel and kills the boar Emu~a. The myth
is an imitation of the well known ~gvedic Vala myth (splitting the mountain cave containing
the cows/dawns), but is otherwise completely alien to the RV.
Now, the suffix -u~a (Kuiper 1991) of Emu~a clearly indicates a name taken from the
(Para-Munda) Indus language. This points to a late myth (because a latecomer, rice, is
3 McAlpin 1981 is based on the lexico-statistic calculation ofP. Gardner 1980; he distinguishes:
Proto-Drav.: South Drav./Central Drav. - Brahui 4100-3000 BC
PDr-1 : SDr/CDr- Kurukh-Malto 2800-1900 BC
PDr-2: SDr- CDr (Kolami, Naiki, Parji) 1500-1100 BC
PDr-3 : SDr I - SDr II (Tamil, Telugu) 1000-900 BC.
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important}, adopted from the local southern or southwestern Indus region and from
beyond.4 Second, the word for 'rice' occurs in a Sindh and a Panjab variety (see. below). The
Sindh version, closer to Dravidian, has been transmitted further west, along the southern
trading route to Fars and has entered western languages from there (Greek oryza).
Whether rice was otherwise known to the ~gveda is doubtful. Rice was introduced
towards the end of the Indus civilization in its southern areas, in Sindh (Kenoyer 1998: 178, in
Pirak, along with newly introduced sorghum and millet, and also horse, .donkey, camel). In
this case, we have again to reckon with a (West-)Munda word: odana is connected with
o4i(kll) 'wild rice' (lex., CDIAL 2546) and Santali horo, huru 'rice plant' (EWA I 280) and
explained as Munda loan (Berger 1963: 420, Kuiper 1950: 179; but cf. Zide and Zide 1973: 8-9
on Mundari kode, Kharia ku4a 'millet, ragi'). Together with the introduction of rice its charter
myth (Malinowski) may have been taken over as well. As has been mentioned, the Dravidians
originally had neither a word for 'rice' nor for the staple food of the Indus civilization, wheat.
In sum, it can be said that we may have to reckon with a combination of several factors
in the southern Indus area: with the (Para-Munda) Indus language, with some more eastern
Munda influences, with immigration from E. Iran in the person of Vasi,lha (RV 7) and of
(pre-)Old Iranian tribes into Baluchistan and the neighboring Kachi plain of the Indus valley
(e.g. at Pirak, 1700 BCE), and with Dravidian immigration.
As mentioned above, Zvelebil (1970, 1990) is of the opinion that the Dravida entered
South Asia from the Iranian highlands. Their oldest vocabulary (Southworth & McAlpin) is
that of a semi-nomadic, pastoral group, not of an agricultural community. They are thus not
expected to have their own word for 'wheat'. Wheat, however, was the staple of the Indus
civilization, and was called in Dravidian by an adaptation of a local word: *gD-di 'low red plant'
(Southworth 1988, 1979, 1990) which is quite different from the Panjab word *go-dum >
Vedic godhama 'cow smoke' (details below). If the Dravidians acquired agriculture only in the
hills bordering S. Asia, they may very well have been inhabitants of Baluchistan at the time. At
any rate, neighboring Sindh, just as Gujarat and Maharastra, show place names that are
explainable from Dravidian *pa!fi (see above). Then, according to archaeology, a large section
of the population of Sindh left this area towards the end of the Indus period. They moved
further east, to Gujarat, where we find a late, local phase of the Indus civilization (Rangpur
phase Ilb, He, see Allchin 1995: 32 sqq., Kenoyer 1998: 173 sqq.), and, again, Drav. place
names.
It is indeed possible that the Dravida constituted a first wave of central Asian tribes that
came to Iran before the lA, just as the Kassites came to Mesopotamia before the Mitanni-IA. In
that case they knew the horse already in Central Asia, but would not have taken it over
directly from the Indo-Iranians (as may be indicated by Brahui (h)ullJ, O.Tam. ivufi 'horse',
etc., different from Ilr. acva). In other respects as well, they have not been influenced by the
Indo-Iranians.
One can even assume that the early testimony of the introduction of horse and camel
from the Iranian plateau into Sindh (Pirak and Kachi plain in western Sindh) is due to the
Dravida (c. 1700 BCE, Kenoyer 1998: 178; Allchin 1995: 31). In that case, it must be
investigated why they apparently did not preserve a word for 'camel'. In this fashion, that is
through the mediation of the Dravida in Sindh, Drav. *varind 'rice' must have reached Iran
4 It has to be observed that the boar does not play a role in the Indus civilization: "apparently not domesticated,
not used in Indus economy" Kenoyer 1998: 165; this rather seems to be an eastern phenomenon (thus Munda?);
cf. below Munda and Sino-Tib. 'pig' and cf. the ancient boar cult on the Nicobar Islands.
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(> M.Pers. brinj), that is not, as otherwise common, via the northwestern Khaiber Pass, as in
this region another form of the word is found, with *vrijhi > Pashto wrize, etc. (see below).

This may mean, on the one hand, that the Dravida themselves were immigrating at the
time of the older RV, or that they only influenced the Panjab in the later, Middle ~gvedic
period, coming from Sindh. This is perhaps supported by archaeological facts, for Sindh was
practically deserted by its population in the post-Indus phase (Allchin 1995: 31 sqq.) It is
from this Southern basis that they suddenly appear in mid-level RV, with names such as
Kava~a 'straddle legged' (K. Aila~a RV), cf. Saila~a "dancer, singer" VS (EWA II 655, Kuiper
1991:20, 25, 42) which Kuiper 1991: 24 explains with reference to Dravidian: initial c- is often
dropped in South (!) Dravidian; further examples in RV are : Sirimbit~a: Irimbithi EWA II
639, cf. also siri7Ja 'hiding lace, night?' : iri7Ja 'salt pan, hiding place (for gambling)' (Witzel
1999).
Aila~a is important, as it was this poet who was an important priest, on the side of the
opponents of the Bharata. (These opponents included the Bhala.nas). His great-grandson
Tura Ka.va~eya, however, is an important priest of the Kuru realm that succeeded the Bharata
'kingdom'; he developed the Agnicayana ritual (Th. Proferes, Harvard Ph.D. thesis 1999).
This case shows the inclusion of a Dravidian into the fold, and underlines the important role a
new 'convert' to Arya religion could play in its very development (that of the post-RV,
classical Srauta ritual, see Proferes). Further, he was not classified as Sodra but obviously as a
Brahmin who had learned to compose RV hymns in the traditional poetic IA language! All of
this is indicative of a high degree of amalgamation and language acquisition at this time,
during the middle and late ~gveda period (see below).
§5.3. The Southern Indus language: Meluhhan
However, there are indications that another language was prevalent in Sindh before
the immigration of the Dravida. The trade of the Indus civilization with Sumeria and later
Mesopotamia has left us a number of words that are not Dravidian. It is perhaps best to call
this language "Meluhhan" after the name the Sumerians gave to the country, Melu}:l}:la. Its
language was also sufficiently different from Elamite or Sumerian to require a 'translator from
Melu}:l}:la' (Possehl 1996a: no. 2), whose name is Su-ilisu (Parpola 1994: 132). In fact, "the
language of Marhasi [Bampur area, just west of Iranian Baluchistan] is different from that of
the Simaskians [Tepe Yahya in southern Central Iran], and only very partially Elamiterelated." (Vallat 1985: 52). This indicates that there was a language boundary, somewhere to
the west of the present Iran-Pakistan border. Possehl identifies the area of Melu}:l}:la (1996a,
1997) as having a center in the hills and mountains of Baluchistan, closer to the population
center of the early Indus civilization, which allows for a hypothetical identification of the
Marhasi language with that of Melu}:l}:la and makes a thorough investigation of the data of RV
8 (see §5.1.) even more important. There are men with Melu~~a as a personal name, thus
apparently, 'the Melu}:l}:lan'; several persons, among them Urkal and Ur-dzama, are called 'the
son of Melu~~a '. There also is a 'village of Melul;t}:la', from where a person called Nin-ana
comes. The products of MeluJ::tJ::ta include gis-ab-ba-me-lu-~~a (abba wood, a thorn tree),
mesu wood ('of the plains'), ships of Melul;t}:lan style (magilum boat) (Possehl 1996a). In total,
there are some 40 "Indian" words transmitted to ancient Mesopotamia, some of which may
have been coined by Dilmun (Bahrain) traders. They include: Sindh wood sinda (si-in-da-a,
si-in-du), date palm, the 'red dog of Melu}:l}:la', zaza cattle (zebu?), elephants, etc. (cf.
Landsberger, Die Welt des Orients 3. 261). As coming from Dilmun (Bahrain), we may add
the Meluhhan(?) trees gis-~a-lu-ub or ~aluppu wood, gis-mes-makan or mesu wood of
Magan, and the gisgisimmar wood (cf. above *simmal in simbala, salmali 'Salmalia
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malabarica'!) A slightly later(?) loan-word relationship is seen in Sumer. ili 'sesame', Akkad.
ellu/alu 'sesame oil', which is only found in South Drav. with el, eUu 'Sesamum indicum' (D.
Bedigian 1985); the word can be compared, however, with Ved. tila andjar-tila 'sesame' which
shows the typical Para-Munda prefix C~r- (cf. Kuiper 1955: 157 for a Munda origin). The
ultimate source, **(t)il, however, is unclear (cf. Blaiek and Boisson 1992 on Sumer. loans in
Dravidian, see below §6).
The word melu~~a is of special interest. It occurs as a verb in a different form (mlechati) in Vedic only in SB 3.2.1, an eastern text of N. Bihar where it indicates 'to speak in
barbarian fashion'. But it has a form closer to Melu~~a in Middle Indian (MIA): Pali, the
church language of S. Buddhism which originated as a western N. Indian dialect (roughly,
between Mathura, Gujarat and the Vindhya) has milakkha, milakkhu. Other forms, closer to
SB mleccha are found in MIA *mliccha > Sindhi milis, Panjabi milech, malech, Kashmiri
brichun 'weep, lament' ( < *mrech-, with the common r/l interchange of lA), W. Pahari meltch
'dirty'. It seems that, just as in other cases mentioned above, the original local form *m(e)lu~
(i.e. m(e)lukh in lA pronunciation, cf. E. Iranian bt2xt5J 'Bactria' > AV *bahli-ka, balhi-ka) was
preserved only in the South (Gujarat? > Pali), while the North (Panjab, Kashmir, even SB and
Bengal) has *mlecch. The sound shift from -~~-1-kh- > -cch- is unexplained; it may have been
modeled on similar correspondences in MIA (Skt. ak# 'eye' -MIA akkh~ acchi; lqetra 'field'MIA khetta, chetta, etc.)
The meaning of Mleccha must have evolved from 'self-designation' > 'name of
foreigners', cf. those of the Franks > Arab FarinjJ 'foreigner.' Its introduction into Vedic must
have begun in Melu}:t}:ta, in Baluchistan-Sindh, and have been transmitted for a long time in a
non-literary level of lA as a nickname, before surfacing in E. North India in Middle/Late Vedic
as Mleccha. 5
Further examples of the Southern Indus (Sindh) language include the designations of
plough, rice, wheat, and millet.
Plough
The old agricultural word langala 'plow' (RV, 4.57.4, a late hymn) is found, in a divergent
form, in Tam. fttlficil, nancil, Kan. n~gal, Gadba nangal (DEDR 2907). Southworth (1988;
1979: 200, 205; 1995: 268, cf. Kuiper 1948: 127, 1955: 156, Przyludski BSL 24, 118 sqq., cf.
Parpola 1994: 168) assumes a popular etymology PDrav. *nt'Jn-kal, *fit'Jn-kel 'earth stone' and
traces the term back an Austro-Asiatic source, Munda *na-kel, fian-kel (Zide & Zide 1973: 5),
Santali nahel, Khasi lynkor [~nkor] < *lenkol, Khmer ankal; cf. also the Austronesian forms,
Malay tengala, Makassar nankala (Bagchi 1929, 9). V. Blaiek and C. Boisson (1992: 17-19)
add cognates from Austroasiatic (Vietnamese cay< *kat etc.), Austronesian (Cham langal,
langar, Batak tingala, Bugi rakala), Sino-Tibetan (Kanauri halon) etc.; they think of a
5 Pall milllca is influenced by a 'tribal' name, Pigaca, as is Sindhi milindu, milidu by Pulinda; the word has been
further 'abbreviated' by avoiding the difficult cluster ml-: Pralqt mecha, miccha, Kashmiri mt.c.(h), Bengali mech
(a Tib.-Burm tribe) and perhaps Pashai mec~ if not< •mtcca 'defective' (Turner, CDIAL 10389. -- Parpola 1994:
174 has attempted a Dravidian explanation. He understands Melu~~a (var. Mela~~a) as Drav. •Mtlakam
[mtlaxam] 'high country' (= Baluchistan) (=Ta-milakam) and points to Neo-Assyrian balu~~u 'galbanum',
sinda 'wood from Sindh'. He traces mlech, milakkha back to •mle~, which is seen as agreeing, with central Drav.
metathesis with *mltxa = mtlaxa-m. Kuiper 1991:24 indicates not infrequent elision of (Dravid.) -a- when taken
over into Skt. -- Shafer 1954 has a Tib-Burm. etymology •mltse; Southworth 1990: 223 reconstructs PDrav. 2
•mu:film~i 'say, speak, utter', DEDR 4989, tamifTamil' < 'own speech'.
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Sumerian, and ultimately perhaps even an Afro-Asiatic origin of this widespread word of
culture: Sumer. nig-galax+l or nig-gal 'sickle' ('the semantic shift ... may seem far-fetched',
1992: 19}, and Afro-As. *nigal 'to reap; reaping sickle'.
However, the Munda words do not agree with Ved. langala, though one can easily
assume dissimilation of n-l. The word underlying RV langala must have come from an
intermediate language, in short, the Panjabi form of the Indus language (Para-Munda}, with
*langal. This form cannot have been that of the Southern Indus language (Meluhhan) as this
has resulted in Drav. *fillnkal, fillnkel. While the difference is small here (g/k, nil), it is more
substantial in other agricultural words.
Rice
The word for 'rice' shows a difference between a Northern form, approximately
versus a southern one, *vari, (v)ariki, varifici. Note that this indicates the same
difference in tenuis/media as met with in the word for 'plough':
N. *langa~ *v~riji :: S. *nanka~ *varifici/variki.
Still another form exists in Proto-Munda *~-rig; it has provided Dravidian *(v)ari, variki >
Tam. arici, ari, Kan. akki (DEDR 215}, and also Tam., Tel. vari (DEDR 6565).
Though rice is indigenous to S. Asia, the domesticated version can be traced back to
S.E. Asia and S. China. 6 It has been found in India since the 3rd millennium BCE (Glover &
Higham 1996, Kajale 1991}, and appeared late in the southern Indus civilization, at Pirak c.
1700 BCE. However, it appears first (as vrJhi) only in post-RV texts (AV, c. 1200 BCE),
though it probably was an ingredient in the RV offerings puro4llsa 'rice cake' and odana 'rice
gruel'. The older lA grain is only yava 'barley', but later on we have 7 or 10 agricultural
products: in the Yajurveda Scuphitas, the 'seven agricultural plants' (sapta gramyll o~adhaya~);
SB 14.9.3.22 has even ten: V11hi Oryza sativa L.; yava Hordeum vulgare L. subsp. hexastichum
(L.) Schinz et Kell.; tila Sesamum indicum L.; md~a Phaseolus mungo L. var. radiatus =
Phaseolus Roxburghii; d1JU Panicum miliaceum L.; priytingu Setaria italica (L.) Pal. Beauv. =
Panicum italicum L.; godhama Triticum aestivum = Triticum sativum Lam.; masara Lens
culinaris Medic. = Ervum lens L.; khalva Phaseolus radiatus L. a variety of Phaseolus mungo
L. = mll~a(?); khala-kula Dolichos biflorus L. (W. Rau 1997: 203-206}.
Southworth (1979, 1988: 659-660) supposes an Elamo-Dravid. origin: *var 'seed,
grain', Elam. bar 'seed', PDrav (stage 1, c. 2000 BCE) *vari 'rice grain'. (McAlpin 1981, Tyler
1968, Southworth 1988). Achaemenid Elam. umi 'grind (grain)', *um 'to process grain',
PDrav1 *um 'husk, chaff DEDR 637; (this should be compared with *gant-um-a, gandh-uma!). However, the Elamo-Drav. family has not been proven to the satisfaction of Dravidianists
(McAlpin (et al.) 1975, Krishnamurti 1985, Zvelebil 1985}, and theN. Drav. language Brahui,
seen as a link by McAlpin, is a late-comer to Baluchistan (Elfenbein 1987). Southworth (1988:
664) stresses the difference between northern (Gangetic) and southern rice, which might have
been dry land rice.
On the other hand, Southworth later on mentions that PDrav *(v)ariki DEDR 215, has
been taken over from PMunda at c. 1500 BCE: *~rig 'millet, Panicum militare' (Zide & Zide
1973: 8) --> *arik(i) 'staple grain' (Southworth 1988: 660), because the South Drav. sound
**(~)fl~rij,

6 The earliest archaeologically found rice is said to come from Koldihwa near Allahabad {c. 5440/5430 BCE or
even earlier); this has been doubted. A more probable date is c. 4000 BCE, at Chirand in Bihar. --Some trace the
terms for rice back to Sino-Tibetan {see Bla!ek and Boisson 1992: 27 n. 40).
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change k > c took place only between the second and third stage of Drav. (Kr~s~namurti
1969); thus: Munda *~rig--> Drav. *(v)ariki >Tamil ari, arici. This South Dravidian form
arici has been transmitted westwards, probably by sea trade, Greek oryza, oryzon and Arab. ruz,
Engl. rice etc. (Southworth 1979: 202, cf. EWA II 598).
Southworth also reconstructs PDrav. *vari, *varifici DEDR 5265. This, too, was
transmitted westwards, but via the Baluchistan-Bampo.r trail, to Old Iranian as *brinj, M.Iran.
brinj, N.Pers. birinj). It must have been this form that was the basis of the word in the late
Southern Indus civilization.
The northern track westwards is attested by Ved. vrJhi < pre-IA *vrijhi- and reflected in
the E. Iran. (and N. Iran.?) languages: Pastho wriz~. (but Khotan. mysua [rizua]!), Nuristani
wrlc, Tfi. (cf. Fussman 1972).
The Northern Indus dialect had *vrij > Ved. *vrijhi > vrJhi, Nuristani wric, Pashto wriz~.
The Southern dialect is indicated by M.Pers. brinj, N.Pers. birinj, going back to *v~rifiji,
Dravidian *varifici, a form with "infixed" -n-, found in central Dravidian: Gondi wanjl (Pengo
verci(l), Gadba vasil, DEDR 5265). The form with -n- points to Munda origin and to a
relatively far-reaching influence or expansion of the Munda in this early period (cf. Kuiper
1955: 140, 1962: 14, 51, 1991: 39f.) Again, this distribution also suggests a difference between,
on the one hand, northern or north-western form, including the northern Indus language,
and on the other, the southern Indus language and the rest of the subcontinent.
However, these forms have to be reconciled with Tibetan 'bras [~bras] >mod. Tib. [je],
Purik bras, with the neighboring, linguistically isolated Burushaski bras (Kuiper 1962: 40,
1955: 143 n. 17, Tikkanen, 1988: 303-325), Dumaki bras, and even with some Austronesian
forms such as Malay b~ras--> Somali baris?; cf., however, Dayak bari, Malegasy vare, vari -->
Bantu wari, wali (Nurse 1983, Southworth 1988: 664, Witzel 1995) and O.Jpn. uru-shine, (cf.
mod. Jpn. uru-chi < *uru-ti). Both bras and pre-Vedic *vrijhi must go back to a source such as
**~fl~rij (Witzel 1997b).
In the study of the Asian words for 'rice' we have to take into account words from S.,
S.E. and E.Asia:
- S. Asia:
V ed. vrJhi < *vrijhi,
Burushaski bras7, Tib. 'bras, 8
Drav. *arici, *varifici;9
Munda *~-rig,
Tib.-Burm. *dza-10 < Austr. *Csamaq

7 Southworth 1990: 229, n.lO: PIA •camala/cavala < TB ca-? (dza); cf. Southworth 1974, with an early Drav.
substrate in the northwest and in the Gangetic plains: < Tib.-Burm. •a2 + val/var < Drav. vari? --Other IA words
for 'rice' (oryza sativa): OIA tarJ4ula < Drav. (Southworth 1988: 660); OIA sali < Tib.-Burm. cau- I Austr. C5amaq
(Benedict 1990); P.Drav.1 •manji(k) DEDR 3790, 'rice plant', but also 'seed' in Kurukh.
8 Benedict 1972: 123 [~bras, '~bras]; cf. also TB •mruw 'grain, seed' Benedict 43: no.150 Tib. 'bru 'grain' (and Nepal.
inscriptions, with -bra, -ba, see below), and (?) Lushai huh 'boiled rice'
9 Southworth 1990: 229 n. 9. -In Drav. the word for 'rice' cannot be reconstructed for the early stages (PDrav. 1),
where only the meaning 'seed' is found: Kurukh manjJ 'seed in general' and Tamil arici 'seed' in: tlav-arici
'cardamom seed' DEDR 768. -- Cf. also Guj. varJ "particular kind of grain", Mar. varf 'grain Coi.x barbata', Pkt.
varaia 'a kind of rice'; CDIAL 11328 varf, -- all on the Drav. trail South from Sindh.
10 Ved. vrfhi has been supplanted in NIA almost everywhere by Tib.-Burm. CDIAL 4749 •c4mala/c4vala, Pkt.
caula (pl.), cavala, and NIA bhat 'cooked rice' (Southworth 1988: 666); for this see Benedict 1972: 28 no. 66 'to eat',
Kanauri za, Garo tsha 'eat', Lushaifa',fan, Bahing dz'a, Newarija 'cooked rice',jaki 'uncooked rice' (cf. Lushai caw
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Kusunda cusum 'rice in husks', kadiyun 'cleaned rice'
Munda *ru7J·ku'g (Zide & Zide 1973: 17)
- S.E. Asia:
Austr. *C5amaq
Austrones. *pajay;
Austrones. *i-may
Thai *xau > khaw (Haudricourt, in Shafer 1966-7: 522)
Austro-Thai *kru-may (> Jpn. kome)
-E. Asia:
Chin. *m~r, Tib.-Burm. *may11
The distribution of the various words for 'rice' points to an old (South)East Asian
word of culture. Just as in the modern spread of the E. Asian word 'tea', several routes of
distribution have to be distinguished:
1. an approximate reconstruction of the S.(E.) Asian word *~vrij(h)il*~bras, probably <
**~fl~rij, 12 which is spread out in a wide arch between
2. E. Asian *may, *xau, *krumay ( < *kru-*may?) 13 and
3. S. Asian *~-rig 14, *ru7J·ku('g).
PMunda *ru7J·ku('g) (Zide & Zide 1973: 17, *(r)-(n)-ku, Kuiper 1962) may be an AustroAsiatic form with prefix r-. This might be connected, via metathesis, with Benedict's AustroThai-Japanese *krumay (> Jpn. kome, kuma-shine), a word that may be composed, if SinoTib. (Benedict 1972: no. 65, 128, 149, 192, 193) *may, Austrones. i-may and Thai *xau are
compared, of *kru-*may. In the end, one may think of a Proto-form **kru as the ultimate
source for 'rice' in S.E. and E. Asia (Sino-Tib., Austro-As., Austro-Thai; cf. Blazek and Boisson
1992: 27 n. 40).

'cooked rice', caw ciar); the Tib.-Burm. word apparently is a loan from Austro-Thai: *Csamaq, s. Benedict 1990:
175.
11 Benedict 1972: 149 n. 408, 491-2 Tib.-Burm. *may as early loan-word from Austro-Thai, e.g. Indones. *imay
'rice' (but O.Jpn. yone, Jpn. ine, -shine 'rice plant'< *yina~ according to Benedict 1990: 234; cf. also ne 'root'); Chin.
miei < *miar 'rice (paddy)', Bodo-Garo *m[a,e]y; Karen *may; cf. Tib.-Burm. *s-min 'ripe, cooked') Benedict 1972:
106 § 432 (< Proto-Miao-Yao *snarl 'cooked rice'?, see Benedict 1992: 234).
12 Benedict 1990: 43 reconstructs Proto-W.-Malayo-Polynes. (Hesperonesian) *pajay (Malay padi, Javanese pari,
cf. the Engl. loan paddy; however he also has (1990: 77) Proto-Austrones. *pagr[;Jjy, that differs from the S.
Asian/Central Asian cluster *vrJjhi!bras by a transposed(?) -r-, (perhaps: Austric **ft;~-T;Jji I *pa-Cjlgr;JY > *pagr;Jy,
*pajay??).

13 Benedict 1990 assumes Proto-Austro-Thai *krumay, whence Jpn. kome, kuma(-shine). In connection with the
Tib.-Burm. and Sinitic forms (*mi, may, Benedict 1972) a compound **kru +**may may be construed. The protoform **kru seems to be the source for the words for 'rice' in Sino-Tibetan, Austro-Asiatic and Austro-Thai
(including Austronesian).
14 The Austro-Asiat. words still are very close to those in Austro-Thai: PMunda *ru'.J-ku('gl'b) < Austro-As. *;~rig,
'millet, Panicum militare'. Pinnow 1959: 96 § 139 derives *run from Kharia qurun 'to pound rice' etc. (p. 92 §
116), and -ku('b) from Sant. horo, Mundari huru etc. (p.122 § 244), cf. also Kharia khiisro pe' etc. (p. 171 § 370). -In Munda there is, next to Kharia romku'b, also Juang ru(n)ka, Sora runka-n, Bondo/Remo, Parengi runku, Gutob
ruka (Pinnow 1959: 96), and in eastern Austro-As.: Khasi khau, Mon unko, Khmer onkor;- Thai khau may be a
loan word from Austro-As.? Further: Palaung ra-ktJ, Kuoi ankau, Sue rankao, Palaung ra-ktJ, Palaung-wa unko,
Sakai: Krau (Ketiar) un-kuok, Sakai also: e;~nron 'husked rice', Krau (Kuala Tembeling) r;~-kua' etc. (Pinnow
1959: 96, Kuiper 1962: 5lf.). The variation in Austro-As., already observed by Kuiper, points to a proto-form
*(r)(n)-k(h)u. - Thus, Dhimal (= Tib.-Burm. Kiranti, eastern Himalaya) ankha 'rice', according to Kuiper<
Munda *runku.
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The origin of O.Jpn. (Wamyosho) uru-shine (cf. kuma-shine), Jpn. uru-chi < *uru-ti
remains problematic. It seem to belong to the $./Central Asian group *vrij(h)i!*bras and could
have been introduced from (S.)China to Japan along with the domesticated plant. The protoform might have been something like **(;J)j3;1rij; the difficult initial cluster **fir- has received
various treatments: Drav. va-l a-, Proto-Jpn. *wuru- > uru, *j3;Jrij> *vrijhi > Ved. vrJhi as b is
relatively rare in lA and is often replaced by v in foreign words.
Wheat

Further dialect differences between the northern (Panjab) and the southern (Sindh)
forms of the Indus language can be observed in the designation of 'wheat'. Though some claim
that wheat, the staple of the Indus civilization, is a local domesticate (cf. Allchin 1995: 46, cf.
Allchin & Hammond 1978, Kenoyer 1998), it is a western import, as it originated west of the
Zagros and south of the Caucasus. In S. Asia it is found as early as the 7th millennium BCE.
This leaves several thousand years before the attestation of the S. Asian words for 'wheat', Ved.
godhama, Kan. gD di etc.
These are clearly related to Near Eastern ones, e.g. (according to Berger 1959, EWA II
499) *qend > Hitt. kant, Old Egypt. xnd, PSemit. *~ant (Arab. ~in~tum). The individual
track of the loan word differs, however, just as in the case of the word for 'plough'. A form
*gant-um (note also PKartv. *ghomu), that has entered via the northern Iranian trade route
(Media-Turkmenistan-Margiana/Bactria-Aratta/Sistan) has resulted in Avest. gantuma and
the later Iranian forms: M.Pers. gandum, Baluchi gandlm, Pashto yan;Jm < *gandama?,
Yigdha gondum, Shugni zindam; Khotanese ganama < *gandama, etc. (see Berger 1959: 40f,
EWA II 498). The Iranian form has also been taken over by the Drav. newcomer in the region,
Brahui: xDlum < lA *yolum (CDIAL 4287), according to Berger (1959: 42), however, from
Bur. However, Bur. gurin, guren (pl.), ydrum < *yor-um < **yund- (Berger), rather seem to
have been borrowed from the Indus language. (Berger thought of a loan from Bur. into the
Panjab area languages; cf. also Bur. gur 'barley, wheat colored', bur 'buck wheat' Berger 1959:
43. However, J. Bengtson informs me, by letter of 4/19/99, of the following Macro-Caucasian
links: Bur. gur 'wheat' - Basque gari 'wheat' < PEC *GDl'e 'wheat' > Tindi, Karta qeru, Archi
qoqol, etc. (Note that Harmatta, EWA II 499, thinks of an Anatolian *ghond[u], but cf.
Klimov's PKartv. *ghomu). How these can be linked to general "Near Eastern"
*qend!kant/gand remains to be seen. The question of the domestication of einkorn, wheat, etc.
in the Near East would play a role in determining when the word could have existed (in PEC)
and/or spread east- and westwards.
When this word entered the Pan jab it must have changed its initial syllable (*gan-) to
go-, thus *godum, a change echoed by the Southern Indus language (*godi). Vedic has
godhama and similar continuants (Turner, CDIAL 4287). This is a clear folk etymology: the
unfamiliar *gantumlgandum > *godum was analyzed as go-dhama 'cow smoke'.
Another form of the Near Eastern word that has come via the Southern route
(Elam/Ansan - Simaski/Tepe Yahya - Marhasi/Bampor) has resulted in Meluhhan *gDdi. This
is retained in Drav. *gDdi (Kan. gDdi, Tam. kDti, cf. DEDR 1906). The change from -an- > -ois not unfamiliar in Sindh (see below). A pre-Iranian *gantum must have become *go-tum or
*go-dum in Sindh.
The Drav. word, too, seems to be a popular etymology of the unfamiliar *godum: 'low
red plant", reconstructed by Southworth (1988: 658, 660) as PDrav. 3 at c. 1000 BC as *kDtumpai. Maybe he thought of DEDR 3334 Tam. tumpai etc. 'nettle, weed' etc. (cf. Tam.
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kcHumam, Mal. kcHambu?). The exact development from *tumpai > -di would then not clear;
(at this supposed late date kcHumpai could even be based on RV godhama!)
Obviously, in this case both the Northern and Southern Indus language have changed
-an- > -o, while the Northern language otherwise retains -an- (see below). The northern
form, based on Pre-Iranian *gantum would have resulted in Vedic **gan-dhama or perhaps
**gandha-dhama "perfume smell', cf. CDIAL 4020 Skt. (lex.) gandhalu 'fragrant rice', Pashai
ganddr 'a kind of grain'. The Southern (Meluhhan) *godi must have influenced a northern
*gantum!gandum that facilitated a later Vedic popular etymology as 'cow smoke'. The

mechanism of this influence is unclear. It may be due to Dravidian influence on the Panjab in
the Middle/Late ~gvedic period; note that godhama appears only in early post-RV texts.
In short, the inhabitants of the northern Indus region (Panjab) thus must have called
their wheat something like *godum and those in the Southern Indus region (Sindh), *godi.
§5.4. Further dialect differences
However, the strange sound change *an > o is not isolated. It also occurs in the
migrant word of culture for 'hemp': Ved. sa7Ja (AV 2.4.5, PS 2.11.5 sa7Ja), M.Pers., N.Pers.
san, Khotanese Saka ka1?1ha (but Gandharl > Niya Pkt. ~a1?17Ja), Osset. gren, grenre, (Greek
kannabis, EWA II 605; Engl. hemp, etc.). It appears, again, in Dravidian with popular
etymology, as Tel. gonu, go:gu, cf. gOizgara, Kan. gogi, 'hibiscus cannabinus' (DEDR 2183). The
original northwestern form is guaranteed by the North-Iranian (Ossete), Greek and Germanic
forms of the loan word: kanna-bis, hemp, etc. The northwestern dialect has preserved *-an-,
for example in the ~gvedic, yet certainly pre-Indo-Aryan tribal name of the Gandhari (and in
the later Vedic country Gandhara). The northwestern name Sambara (in the Afghan. hills),
too, has not been changed to *Sobara, but note the name of a poet in the more southern RV 8,
Sobhari Ka7Jva.
We have a clear distinction between N. Indus -an- and Southern Indus -o-. (Note that
original *-an- appears in post-RV texts further east and south, in Dravidian, as -o-). This is
again a point that may turn out to be of importance for the decipherment of the Indus script
which indeed has several features (special signs) that are different in Harappa (N) and
Mohenjo Daro (S), (see B. Wells 1998).
This is the opportune moment to briefly discuss another northwestern peculiarity, the
interchange of k/5 in Vedic. This has occasionally been observed, even one hundred years ago
in the case of Karkota!Sarkota, but it has not been put into proper relief (Kuiper 1991: 41, 42,
44 as Proto-Munda, cf. KEWA III 309, Witzel1999). The interchange of k and 5 is not related
at all to the well-known Indo-Ir. development of IE *k' > Ved. s, as the present variation
occurs only in 'foreign' words; (note also the curious development, in post-RV Skt., of ksa >
khya, Witzel 1989).
The name of the snake demon Sarkota (AV) appears also as Karkota ( -ka) RVKh
2.14.8, and locally especially in Kashmir and Nepal; cf. Bur. hergin (Berger hargin) 'dragon' or
rather yarqa (Berger yarqas: CDIAL 3418?) 'lizard', Skt. karkata 'crab', Mundari karkom etc.
(Pinnow 1959: 341 §483d). The prefix sar-/kar- can be connected with [s~r-] of the '300
foreign words' (Kuiper 1991: 40-1, 1948: 121), for example in Srbinda (Kuiper 1939 = 1997:
3 sqq.), Ku-sur(u)-binda, bainda (the mod. Bind tribe; probably also the name of the
Mountain range, post-Vedic Vindh-ya).
Further materials include kambala!Sambara 'blanket/name of a demon',
kabara/sabara, klsta/slHa 8.53.4 (with var. lect. sl~h slr~h slr~tr-, see above), Kimldin!simida-
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'demon/a demoness', kambu!sambu 'shell' (Kuiper 1955: 182), cf. Ka-samba, Kau-samba
'name of a person', cf. ki-sora 'filly' AV, 'youth' CDIAL 3190: si-su 'baby', si(rrz)-su-mara
'Gangetic dolphin', sisala 'dolphin' RV (EWA II 641-2; Levy, in Bagchi 1929: 121 sqq.),
Kirata!Cilada 'a mountain tribe', kiknasa 'ground grain' AB: cikkasa 'barley meal' lex., Bur.
son- Ved. kana 'blind' RV.
The re;uization [k'] or [s] of an unknown phoneme (probably k') would easily unite
such words as Sam-bara : Kam-bala, sabala : kabara; it would also offer a better candidate for
Pinnow's unexpected reconstruction for the Munda and Mon-Khmer self-designation
*Sqawar >Sahara AB, and in the tribal names> SDrll, Hor, Kora, Kherwar, Koro!Korku, Khmer
etc., Pinnow 154 §311); rather from* k'awar, *k'amwar.
In consequence, Vedic loan words with the interchange of s I k may go back to a
phoneme K' with realization close to [k'] or [s] in the Indus language.
Millet
Another dialect difference can be observed in the "new" import at the time of the Indus
civilization, millet. This domesticated plant has originated in China and another variety in
Africa (Southworth 1988: 665, Randhawa 1980: 504; Nurse 1983, summarized by CavalliSforza 1995, see now Meadow 1998). The Archaic Chinese words have no similarity to the
Indian ones (Karlgren 1923, no. 543 *liang< ,liang 'millet, sorghum', 1095 *,tsi 'common
millet', 1051 *,tsi < tsi~k 'panicled millet, god of agriculture', 903 *,~u' < d'z"iuet 'glutinous
millet', 135 *siWok 'rice, millet', 914 *'siWo 'glutinous millet'), and the source of the Indian
words has not been established so far: any language between the Sahel belt and Baluchistan is
possible.
Millet is important as it can be grown outside the winter period (wheat, barley}, during
the monsoon. The onset of its cultivation in S. Asia coincides with the increasing spread of rice
(Kenoyer 1998: 163, 173, 178, Glover & Higham 1996) which has markedly influenced the
archaeologically attested emigration of the Indus people towards the Gangetic plains, and
towards Gujarat. Even a middle Vedic text, Aitareya-Brahma1,1a 3. 45, still knows about this
(Witzel 1987: 185}.
However, the original source of the S. Asian word in Africa or in one of the
intermediary languages has not been determined. It has to be noted, that in the case of this
comparatively late import, -an-, -am- has been preserved both in Proto-Munda *gangay,
Dravidian DEDR 1084 kangu (Tam. kanku), DEDR 1242 kampu, Ved. priyangu, OIA dialects
*kankuna, *kanguna, *tanguna (which may provide some indication of the time frame for
the words discussed above).
Even though comparisons between the various words for 'millet' can be made, they
cannot be traced back, as is the case with many widely spread loan words, to a single source.
Hindi kangnf can be compared with OIA *kankunl CDIAL 2606, with Tamil kampu DEDR
1242 and with Munda *gan(-)gay (Southworth 1988: 660, Zide & Zide 1973: 8). The source
of these words may have had a form such as **kan-CV. From this, Ved. priyangu (EWA II
190) can be derived as well, as it seems to have been changed by popular etymology, like
several other agricultural terms: prefix *p~r- (Kuiper 1991: 42f.) > *priya+gu 'dear cow'.
Other lA designations of millet are: Ved. a7Ju and *a7Juni CDIAL 195. All of this points to a
contamination or cross of *kangu and *-(klg)angu --> lA a7Ju; ( *al'to mill' EWA I 55; rather
a Munda change, Pinnow 1959: 198f., k!*q > 0 typical for Sora, Kharia k: Sora 0; thus: kangu
: *angu --> Ved. a7Ju, cf. Kuiper 1991: 38). In short, all major language families of S. Asia have
taken over the word from an unknown, but not exactly the same source.
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Nevertheless, a clear difference between Northern and Eastern/Southern forms is
visible: PDrav. *kampu is opposed to PMunda *gangay (Zide & Zide 1973), while the lA forms
stand in between the two. The usual lA form is Ved. a7JU (cf. Old Indo-Aryan ,.a7Junl,
Turner, CDIAL 195). However, based on Ved. pri-yangu < *p~r-gangu? and the reconstructed
OIA forms *kankuni, *kanguni, *tanguni (CDIAL 2606), a northwestern Indian *kankun, a
central-northern *kangun, a more eastern North Indian *tangun can be reconstructed for the
pre-Vedic period, while the Southwest must have had, next to Drav. *kampu DEDR 1242 (=
Skt. kamba Hema.dri) also a form *kangu CDIAL 2605, DEDR 1084. The northern Indus
language should have had *kanku(n), its southern dialect (Meluhhan), *kangu.
The modern languages also do not agree: In Hindi (Masica 1979: 76 sqq., 135f.) we
find various terms for the many varieties of millet: kangni (*kankuni CDIAL 2606); ku(kl
(Masica from Skt. kutaka, not found in the dictionaries; cf. kutaka 'a kind of tree' KausS.);
kodo7J (CDIAL 3515 kodrava 'grain eaten by the poor' Mbh., cf. koradu~a 'idem' Susr., -ka
KSS; DEDR 2163 Tam. kural, Kan. korale, korle; Konda koren 'a grain'); khil (Masica: from
Skt. khiq),junhar, j(u)war) (*yonala > yavanala > juar, < Drav. *co7J7Jel, DEDR 2359, DEDR
2896, CDIAL 10437); bajra (Vedic: HSS varjari, CDIAL 9201 *bajjara); ma(tJ)rua (CDIAL
9728 < maqaka 'the small grain Euleusine corocana'); sil7JWil1J (Ved. syamaka VS, CDIAL
12667). Some of them belong to the c. 30o/o of agricultural vocabulary in Hindi that comes
from Masica's "Language X".
Finally, the word for 'peacock' must go back to a northern Indus form *mayur > Ved.
mayara RV level II, and to a southern form *mayil/r > Drav.: Tamil mayi~ Irula muyiru, Tulu
mairu, Konda mrilu, miril etc.
In summing up, it can be stated that in the north-west and also in the Panjab, as
represented by loan words in most of the RV, original northwestern *-an- is opposed to
southern -o-. The same relationship is also found in north-western s : subcontinental k,
north-western -fi- : subcontinental zero in the word for 'rice'. We can discern a clear
difference between the Panjab (-->Vedic) and Sindh/Gujarat (--> Dravidian) forms of the
Indus language.
Dialect differences between Panjab and Sindh seem even to be indicated in the Indus
inscriptions themselves. Seals and plates from Harappa (Panjab) differ in a number of items
from those found at Mohenjo Daro (Sindh), for example in the sign for 'container, quantity'
which looks like a V; this is almost only found at Harappa (B. Wells 1998). The same applies to
some 'suffixes' in the inscriptions (Wells, by letter 1999).
It can be concluded that the Melu}:l}:lan variety of the Indus language was the 'original'
language of Sindh. Was it also the Indus trading language? In that case, it has disappeared, just
like Sumerian and Elamite, and traces may at best be found in Sindhi -- a step that has not
been taken. There is no etymological dictionary of Sindhi.
§6. Dravidian immigration
The observations about the early linguistic evidence from Sindh, made above, indicate
that Dravidians were not a primary factor in the population of the Indus civilization, even of
Sindh, and that they were immigrating into the Panjab only in middle ~gvedic times. But
when could they have entered South Asia?
Earlier scholars (Heine-Geldern 1964, Pinnow 1954: 15) thought that they entered S.
Asia (sometime as late as the early 1st millennium BCE) and proceeded via Baluchistan, Sindh
and Gujarat to S. India (Zvelebil 1970, 1990: 48, 123). Indeed, their tracks are still visible in
certain place names in Sindh, Gujarat and Maharashtra (see above). According to Southworth
and McAlpin, however, the semi-nomadic speakers of Dravidian who even had contacts in
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Iran with the pre-immigration Indo-Aryans (Southworth 1979: 203, 228 f., 1990: 222-3,
1995), came to S. Asia relatively late, but early enough to participate in the Indus civilization,
from which they acquired agriculture and the accompanying vocabulary. This scenario, if
applied just to Sindh, explains why the c. 300 foreign words of the RV (in the Panjab) with
their (agricultural) vocabulary are relatively free of Drav. influence.
According to the indications given above, the Dravidians apparently were just as
foreign to Sindh and its agriculture as the Indo-Aryans to the Panjab. As the Northern Indus
language (Para-Munda/Harappan) differs considerably from the Southern one (Meluhhan),
it seems likely that the speakers of Indo-Aryan entered the Panjab and acquired local words
from the Northern dialect (sat;za, langala, vrlhi, godhama, kangu, Gandhara), and that the
Dravidians entered Sindh at or about the same time and acquired such words from the
southern dialect (gDnu, fiancil, varinci, godl, kanku!kampu). It may even be the case that the
first who made horses statues at Pirak ( 1700 BCE) were Dravidhms, not the IA Bhalanas. For
the first use of horses must not necessarily be linked to speakers of an lA language.
The Drav. words for 'horse' underline this: DEDR 500 Tam. ivuli, Brah. (h)ulll, 1711
Tam. kutirai, Kan. kudire, Tel. kudira, etc., 3963 Tam. pari 'runner', 4780 Tam. ma 'animal'
(horse, elephant), Tel. mavu 'horse, (cognates mean 'deer' etc. in other Drav. languages), cf.
Nahali mav 'horse'. These words are quite different and independent of lA asva 'horse' and
various words for 'runner' (arvant, vajin, etc.), etc.
On the other hand, the technical terminology for chariots is lA and IE. It has been
taken over into Drav.: ak~a 'axle' RV > Parji-Kolami accu 'axle'; tlt;zi RV (of unknown origin) >
tlt;zi 'lynch pin', ara RV > ar 'spoke' (cf. Southworth 1979: 230 n. 14). Note that the earliest Ilr
*ratha 'chariot (with two spoked wheels)' (Gening 1977, Pigott 1992, Anthony u. Vinogradov
1995, cf. Littauer u. Crouwel 1996) is found about 2000 BCE, near the Volga (North Iran.
*Raha >Greek Rha = Avest. Ra7Jhtl, Ved. Rasa). The Ilr word for 'chariot', however, is old
enough to have resulted in the archaic compounds Ved. rathe-~tha, Avest. ratJ.ae-sta- 'chariot
fighter', cf. Old Avestan rat9-I, RV rathl 'chariot driver.' Dravidian has nothing of this, but
words for 'wagon' or 'bullock cart'.
An early wave of Dravidian speakers might very well have preceded the lAs into Iran
and S. Asia. (Note the strange absence of Maka in the list of "Aryan countries" in the Avestan
records, such as V. 1, cf. Herodotos 3.94). A few lA loans in Proto-Drav. would settle the case,
but culturally decisive words, such as for the newly introduced horse, the chariot, or other
pastoral terminology do not exist. The Dravidians hardly had any previous contact with the
Indo-Aryans while still in Iran. Contra Southworth (1979: 196f.), there is little secure
evidence for early loans from IA into Drav.; such words can have been taken over any time
between the RV ( 1200 BCE) and the earliest attestation of Tamil at the begin of our era (see
above, on Drav. evidence in Vedic). There are only a few questionable loans that might have
come from the pre-immigration period, that is from hypothetical contact when still in Iran;
these remain speculative; cf. perhaps, Ved. garda-bha EWA I 473, Drav. kalu-tai DEDR 1364
'donkey'. -- On the other hand, several agricultural terms in Dravidian are in a close loan
word relationship with Sumerian and sometimes beyond, with Afro-Asiatic (Blazek and
Boisson 1992). These include words for plough-tail, -handle, plough share, to plough,
mortar, threshing floor, and to grind; this close link may point to a more western path of
immigration of Proto-Drav. speakers than that of those of pre-Vedic lA (see below § 15).
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§7.1. Eastern Panjab and Upper Gangetic Plains
We return now to the epicenter of post-Indus developments, the area of Eastern
Panjab-Haryana-Uttar Pradesh, in other words, the lands from the Pakistani border up to
Allahabad. In the early post-RV texts, its hub is the Kuru~etra area, northwest of Delhi.
This is the realm of the middle ~gvedic Bharata and the late ~gvedic Kuru (Witzel
1997). The Bharata tribe and its successor, the new tribal union of the Kuru, represent a new
wave of IA immigrants from the other side of the Indus (VasiHha RV 7, JB 3.238-9 §204),
which brought new linguistic traits with them (kuru for older krtJu, sarva for visva, etc.,
Witzel 1989). The Kuru dialect is remarkably more modern than the language of the bulk of
the RV. However, RV book 10 often reads already like the next level, that of the AV and other
Mantra texts of the Kuru period.
The Kuru confederation, supplanting the SO-odd ~gvedic clans and tribes, became the
center of linguistic (Witzel 1989), religious and social (Witzel 1997b) development. They
formed, together with partly IA acculturated Indus people (arya-tribes such as the AnuDruhyu, Yadu-Turvasa) and with the new addition of Dravida speakers, a new society with a
new elite kit (Ehret 1988). This included pastoralism (cattle, horse, sheep, goat), IA ritual and
acculturated customs, IA religion and ritual, but also post-Indus type agriculture (barley,
wheat, rice, millet) and local artisans (potters, etc. see below). The new culture, Vedic
orthopraxy and social system (with four classes) then spread eastwards into the Gangetic
plains, and ultimately to Bihar.
Because of the amalgamation of the three groups (IA, Para-Munda, Drav.) we have to
suppose a large degree of bilingualism and even trilingualism, and the forming of pidgins. A
Vedic pidgin must have been used at home, and proper Vedic Sanskrit was learnt 'in school',
at the time of initiation of boys (cf. Kuiper, A bilingual ~~i, in press). While the lingua franca
was a form of latelpost-~gvedic IA, pockets of the Para-Munda Indus language, of the newly
arrived Dravidian as well as some remnants of the Gangetic Language "X" must have survived
as well.
Among the post-~gvedic texts, especially the AVis full of non-IA, 'popular' words of
plants, animals, demons, local deities, and the like. Their character still is, by and large, ParaMunda, with some words from the 'local' language ("X"), and with some Drav. words
included; all of which is clearly visible in the increase of words with retroflexes.
The linguistic situation is reflected, among other items, in the mixture of IA and other
river names in the area. The famous Sarasvatl is also called Vaisambhalya I Vaisampalya I Vibali;
these names and that of the nearby VipaS < *vipa{/vipaz all seem to go back to a local word, *visam-paz, (Witzel 1999). However, and typically, there are no Dravidian river names in the
whole Kuru area.
A hint of how Drav. influence on Vedic was exerted is contained in the name of the
Sodra. From the late RV (10.90) onwards, this designates the fourth, non-Arya class; it was
added to the three 'Arya' classes of Brahmins, K~atriya (nobility) and Vaisya ('the people')
only at this time. However, Greek sources of Alexander's time still place the Sudroi people at
the confluence of the Panjab rivers with the Indus; this may still indicate their origin in Sindh/
Baluchistan.
Drav. words first appear in Middle and Late ~gvedic, in RV 3, 7, and 8, especially in
the Kai;tva section. Interestingly, it is Tura Kava~eya, the great-grandson of the Drav.-named
Kava~a 'straddle legged', a priest on the 'wrong side' in the great Bharata battle (RV 7.18) who
becomes an influential priest in the Kuru realm and who developed the new, post-~gvedic
(Srauta) rituals (Proferes 1999).
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It has been stressed by Burrow (1973 : 386) that the post-Vedic texts have more
Dravidian words; indeed, the evidence of Para-Munda words, too, is not diminishing but
increasing during the Vedic period. This is the case right from the Mantra texts, and includes
the Yajurveda Sarphi~as whose territory can be easily established (Witzel 1987, 1989, ~?~7) as
that of the area between E. Panjab (Lahore}, Allahabad and the Chambal River area (Unam).
A complete discussion of the c. 200 longer or shorter Vedic texts must be postponed to
a separate paper (for some lists, see below). In the mean time, one can compare the word index
to the AV (Whitney 1881), or Vishva Bandhu's Vedic Word Concordance (in Devanagari
script}, in conjunction with EWA, KEWA (and DEDR).
§7.2. The Post-]:tgvedic period
The new tribal union of the Kuru (and their more eastern allies, the Paiicala), with
their new social set-up and solemn rituals expanded, incorporating the surrounding tribes,
eastwards into the Gangetic plains, in a partly military, partly peaceful fashion until it reached
northern Bihar (Witzel 1995, 1997). The eastern tribes were at first regarded as half-barbarian
(JB 1.337 § 115) or 'asurya' (demonic).
The same is seen in archaeology: late Harappan people emigrated towards the Upper
Gangetic plain (the only movement of people the archaeologists allow for the whole period
under discussion here, Shaffer 1995: 139, cf. Allchin 1995: 33-35), a fact reflected in the Vedic
texts as well. The emigration was possible due to a new type of agriculture, permitting
cultivation of rice during the monsoon (Kenoyer 1998: 163) as well as wheat and barley in
winter, resulting in a food surplus. The settlement at first occurred along the river banks,
(Witzel 1987, 1995), in half-nomadic treks (grama, Rau 1997). This is reflected by the Painted
Gray Ware culture, with their clear elite pottery whose regional motifs indicate the split into
western Kuru and more eastern Paiicala, something that is also seen in the Vedic dialects they
use (Witzel 1989).
Not everybody is included: The non-IA Kikafa (3.53) or the Par:ri are clearly described
as foreigners (late hymn 6.45.31), and even later, in the Mantra and YV Sarphita period, the
Ni~ada in the Chambal area (MS 2.9.5 etc.) and other dasyu 'enemies' (JB, Witzel 1997b:
n.161, 163, 278); in RV 10.61.8 as well the South (i.e. the area south of Kuruk~etra) still is the
land to banish someone.
As has already been indicated, the features of the ]:tgvedic substrate language are also
found in post-~gvedic texts that were composed further east in the Kuruk~etra and in western
Gangetic plains, as well as in the Chambal area. These words are not just the same as found in
the RV, but there are many new ones.
In the Mantra period, starting with YV (MS, KS, TS) and AV/PS, we can clearly
distinguish all three linguistic elements:
• Indo-Aryan with some already incorporated north-western elements such as Nuristani kaca
'shining piece of jewelry' or Burushaski kilay - RV kilala, son - RV kar:ra, bus - RV busa, etc.;
• The Indus substrate (Para-Munda), that also is found in the Ganges area (next to some
elements of language 'X'), such as RV kusika, karanja, kankata, sirrzsapa, sirrzsumara, pu~kara,
pu~ya, especially the words with prefix C~r (p~rlk~r/s~r- ), kar-kofa-ka RVKh - sar-kota AV,
tila AV: jar-tila KS, kalmasa MS, KS, kal-ma~a PS, kul-ma~a Up.: ma~a AV, with the-ta,
-sa/sa
kantha?
. suffixes, and with -nd-:
. . ka-mandalu
. . : manda-la,
..
... PS, etc.
• The Middle and Late ~gvedic Drav. element also is found in the Ganges area: godhama AV
(Hindi gehu etc., Kusunda gabun), kur:rapa AV, kurkura AV, cat/a SB, cot/a TS, ee!aka JB, arka
SB, bilva AV 20 (Kuiper 1991 :66), -nira- SB, etc.
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In short, the upper class lA language (of the Vedic priests) used in the upper Gangetic
plains contains the same substrate elements as seen in the late l_tgvedic period of the Panjab.
However, due to the increasing stratification of society and increasing specialization among
occupations, many words from the sphere of the artisans and from technology were added;
furthermore many names of persons, localities and rivers.
Their affiliation can still be ascertained to some extent. With regards to agriculture,
Kuiper's RV list (Kuiper 1991: 8, 21, 96, see already Kuiper 1955) contains quite a number of
such terms (kinasa, langala, bija, etc.) Especially among the artisans there is an increasing
number of non-IA designations; many of them first appear in the Horse sacrifice (Asvamedha
ritual) (MS kevarta, kaivarta TB).15 Some of them are, in line with the increasing
specialization, new Indo-Aryan formations (anucara 'servant', grama-r;aJ 'leader of a trek,
wagon train' etc.}, but especially those of fishermen (kevarta/kaivarta, dasa, dhJvan, daivara,
punji~t~a, paunji~t~a, bainda, mainala) are non-IA (often until today). Furthermore, non-IA
specialists are: musicians (talava 'musician', a4ambara-aghata 'drum beater', dundubhy-aghata
'drum beater' (cf. dundubhi RV), vJr;aa-gathin 'lute player', vJr;aa-vada 'lute player', cf. vJr;aa
'lute' KS {EWA II 568), artisans (kar;atakJ-kari worker in thorns', bidala-karJ 'female splitter of
bamboo', also kulala 'potter', and the palagala 'messenger' (cf. palagalJ 'fourth wife of a
chieftain'), gar;aaka 'astrologer' (cf. gar;aa 'troop, number' RV) and 'money lender' (kusidin,
kusida KS).
Such words come up not only in the eastern parts of North India (Bihar, area of
VS/SB) but also everywhere from the Panjab (RV) and the Delhi area (MS, KS) eastwards, e.g.
kinasa 'plough man' RV, gar;aa 'troop' RV, dundubhi 'drum' RV, vJr;aa 'lute' KS, kusJda 'money
lending' KS. The newly attested words have the same 'foreign' grammatical formations as seen
in the RV: prefixes (ke-/kai-, dun-dubhi?}, retroflexes (a4ambara, kar;ataki- ), initial b(bidala), suffix -ala (pal-ala, main-ala, cf. Oberlies 1994: 341).
Similar data could be supplied for the spheres of material culture and the surrounding
nature: agriculture and domesticated plants, local animals and plants, many items of food,
illnesses and poisons, implements and utensils, and ornaments; this would lead to far afield in
present context (see the lists in MacDonell-Keith, Vedic Index, Delhi 1967 [1912] 517-92).
For more examples, one can consult Mayrhofer, EWA and for non-IA details especially
15 Details: klnasa 'plough man' EWA: 'non-IE'; lanara only RV 10.106.10; -- the following words all mean 'fisher'
kevarta!kaivarta VS/TB; Pali, Pkt. kevafta, *kevata. CDIAL 3469 and add., 3479; Drav. according to Burrow,
KEWA I 566, DEDR 1252 Tam. kayal 'carp', Mal. kayal 'a fish', etc.; kai- in kevarta; -- dasa VS, dasera lex. CDIAL
6314 a ]at tribe: 4aha; -- daivara VS, see dhJ, CDIAL add. 6819 NIA, Kuiper, KEWA II 105- tivara (lex.)= tribal
name?-- punj4!~a also 'bird catcher?', MS, VS, paunji~tha AV; no NIA etym.; -- bainda- Srbinda, Kuiper 1991,
EWA; -- mainala < Drav. mlna 'fish';--- sau~kala- su~ka 'dried up'?-- Further: talava 'musician' VS- ta4 Epic
'to play a musical instrument'? Kuiper ZII 8, 1931, 251; -- a4ambara-ghata 'drummer' VS, a- SB; Kuiper 1948: 85f.
from Proto-Munda, dundubhy-aghata 'drummer' (RV), SB EWA: onomatopoetic, Kuiper 1948: 84 Munda; vJ~a
gathin 'lute player', also in Iran?, see EWA, Mayrhofer 1968, CDIAL 12048; vJ~a-vada 'ditto'; -- palagala
'messenger' SB, -kalJ SS. no NIA continuants; -- ka~takJ-karJ 'worker in thorns' VS; ka~!aka 'thorn' SB, Iran?,
Greek akantha? -- bidala-karJ 'basket maker' VS, EWA "not clear", but cf. DEDR 5432 vif 'to split';-- sirJn 'weaver?'
only RV 10.71.9 (Ved. Ind. 585-6); -- ga~aka 'astrologer' VS: RV, ga~a, *grna, CDIAL 3993 and add.; Greek ageirD
'collect'; Kuiper 1948: 54 Munda; -- kusJdin 'money lender' SB, kuslda KS, TS; Pali kusJta 'lazy', etym.? ku+sad >
Pali ko-sajja?? -- par~aka? a tribal name? VS "Bhilla" in later commentary, EWA - pa~i? -- paulkasa? VS a
mixed tribe, Kuiper 1948: 54ff. --Indo-Iran.: malaga 'washer man'< AV, mala: IE *mel;-- upala-pra~inl from lA
upala 'mill stone' TS: kulala 'potter' MS, KS, VS; EWA- RV kula 'hole, hollow', in mahakula, Pashai kDlala 'potter'
CDIAL 3341; -- kr~J-vala 'agriculturist' RV, a-, AV kar~Jva~a: suffix variation!;-- vatJ-ij RV, Vl2tJ-ija KS 'trader'<
van-ij 'winning goods' according to EWA, Mayrhofer 1968.
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KEWA; these may serve, in connection with CDIAL, DEDR, Kuiper 1948, 1955, 1991 and

Pinnow 1959 as a first orientation.
§7.3. The Para-Munda substrate in Post-1:tgvedic.
Prefixes with ka- are found in the AV, YV and the Brahmat:tas (here follow only a few
proposals for etymologies; it is to be expected that not all of the following words can be
divided in the way proposed below; ultimately this depends on a fitting etymology):
• kaparu 'mushroom' AV, PS, cf. Sora pud-~n, Sant. o'd etc. (Pinnow 1959: 121 §237;
• kapala 'potsherd, skull' AV;
• kapifijala 'partridge' PS;
• kapola 'cheek' RVKh, cf. Sant. puti 'to swell', Kharia potki 'to sprout' etc. (Pinnow 1959: 173
§378, Kuiper 1948: 148) - puta 'bundle, bag' MS, BSS;
• kaphau4alkapho4a 'clavicle, elbow'? AV, see Kuiper 1948: 44;
• kamatJ4alu 'water jar' KS cf. matJdala 'circle' etc.;
• kartra 'bamboo shoot' MS, KS;
• karf~-in 'having dung' AV;
• karuma 'epithet of certain spirits' AV;
• karakara 'vertebra of the neck and spine' AV;
• kalap-in 'having a bundle of arrows (or 'peacock feathers')' SS;
• kalinga 'the name of Orissa' AB, cf. Skt. tri-linga (mod. Telingana), etc., see Kuiper 1948: 45;
• kavaca 'armor' PS (but see above, Zvelebil's no. 13);
• kasambhaka 'name of a mythical being' Supan;takhyana;
• kasipu 'cushion' AV;
• kaslti 'name of a man' JB;
• kasoka 'name of certain demons' AV;
• kasmasa? "?",'confusion, agitation?' AV, see Kuiper 1948: 39;
• k~aya 'astringent sap, red' SB;
• ka~ka~a? 'a certain damaging worm' AV;
• kasartJila 'a certain snake' AV, cf. sartJika 'water?' TSisrdika 'water?' MS (cf. srdaku 'snake,
lizard' ?);
• kasambu 'name of an extract derived from the devadaru a tree?' AV, etc.;
• kastapa 'hair tuft', kastapa-stopinl 'woman wearing a hair tuft' PS, cf. stupa 'hair tuft, top
knot' KS I stuka 'hair tuft' RV;
• kaho4a 'name of a teacher, belonging to the Kau~Itaki clan' SB, JB.
With 'double prefix' C~r-/C~l- there are the following words in which the many
variants of the prefix in br- stand out:
• karkandhu 'the tree Zizyphus jujuba' MS, KS;
• karkl? 'white (cow) 'AV;
• karkota-ka 'name of a snake demon, Naga' RVKh - sarkota 'name of a snake demon 'AV, PS,
cf. Mundari kar-kom (Pinnow 1959: 341 §483d), Kuiper 1991: 41, 44, 1948:121, Bur. yarqas
'lizard';
• kardama 'dirt, mud' KS, cf. Munda ko-di~ ~-dil 'dirty' (Pinnow 1959: 87 §101);
• karpasa 'cotton shrub' Susruta, karpasa 'made of cotton' SS;
• karsapha 'name of certain demons' AV, PS : sapha 'hoof? RV (note that sapha has a clear IE
etymology, EWA II 608), cf. Saphala 'a tribe' BSS;
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• garmut 'wild beans' TS, garmuta 'wild beans' MS (Kuiper 1948: 146, CDIAL 4063: Sindhi
gamu 'a sort of grass');
• kalk~I 'a bone of the lower arm' PS; SB,
• kalmali 'shimmering (of stars)? AV;
• kal~a 'spotted, variegated' MS, KS, kalma~a-grfva 'with spotted neck' SS, PS;
• kar~marya 'the tree Gmelia arborea' KS;
• kharjtlra 'date palm' KS;
• gulma? 'shrub, bush' Saqth.;
• jar-tila 'wild sesame' KS : tila 'sesame' AV;
• jarvara 'name of a person' PB;
• jalil~a 'an ingredient used in medicine, healing?' PS (or -a~a suffix, Kuiper 1991: 26);
• palala ' crushed sesame' Sn.,
• palilli 'straw' AV;
• palilva 'chaff AV;
• palijaka 'a certain demon' AV;
• barkara ' lam' SS;
• barbara 'having curly hair' KS;
• barhi7Ja 'peacock' ApDhS;
• bharaji 'a certain noxious animal' AV;
• mar!ca 'pepper corn' ApDhS;
• markata 'monkey' KS
• markataka 'a type of grain' ApSS, CDIAL 9884, Shina makari 'large millet', Bihari makra
'the grass Eleusine aegyptica'; cf. CDIAL 9879 markaka lex. > NIA makai, makai 'maize'
• sarkara 'sand, pebbles' AV, cf. Bur. yoro 'stones' ?;
• sarkota 'name of a snake demon, Naga' AV, PS (see above karkota);
• sardigrdi 'part of the female sexual organs' TS.
Double prefix C~n-/C~m-:
• kanka~a 'part of the head' AV, PS - sanku;
• ka7Jt~a? 'neck' PS, (saha)-ka7Jt~- AV, cf. Kharia konko, Khmer ko, Mon ka' "possibly old
compound", Pinnow 1959: 132 §276;
• ka7J4a? 'section, piece, section of bamboo, grass' AV, cf. Kharia ko7J4en 'bamboo', (Pinnow
1959: 132 §275);
• ka7J41ly-? 'to scratch' KS;
• kandhara 'neck' Up., cf. ka7Jtha;
• kambala AV 'woolen blanket, clothes' - sambara?;
• kambaka AV 'chaff - sambaka;
• kamboja 'name of a people in SE Afghanistan' PS, cf. Greek Ambautai;
• kampila- 'name of a particular dress, skirt' KS;
• jambila 'saliva' KS, TS;
• ta7J4ula 'rice grain, husked rice' AV;
• talilSa? 'a particular tree' AV (if not with -asa suffix);
• partl~aka 'a type of plant, Grewia asiatica' SS;
• palil7J4u 'onion' ApDhS;
• palilsa 'leaf TB (if not with -as a suffix);
• palijaka 'a certain demon' AV;
• palpalana 'lye, washing water' AV (if not onomatopoetic);
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• palvala? 'pool, small pond' So;
• palagala 'messenger, runner' SB, -J 'fourth wife of a chieftain' SB;
• barsa? 'knot' KS,
• barsva? 'gums, alveolus' KS;
• balasa 'a certain illness' PS (d. kilasa 'leprosy');
• balkasa 'sediment, residue' SB;
• balbaja 'a type of grass, Eleusine indica' RV;
• balbatha 'name of person' RV;
• bhalanas 'name of a tribe' (of the Bolan Pass area ?) RV.
From the post-~gvedic materials come words with other prefixes in c~r- and with
other vowels, etc.:
• kirika YV, girika MS 'sparkling';
• kirmira 'variegated' VS, etc.;
• kul-~a 'an inferior type of grain' Up., cf. (kal)ma~a 'spotted, variegated' AV;
• ku-taru 'rooster' YV, etc.;
• srdaku 'lizard', etc., lex., srdaku/-gu MS, srdara 'snake', etc. Mayrh. ZDMG 110, 6189 Munda
prefix sr- + da'k 'water', see KEWA s.v. srdaku, etc.;
• ka5masa? '?' 'confusion' AV, Kuiper 1948: 39;
• ka~ka~a? 'a certain type of noxious worm' AV;
• ja~kamada 'a certain animal' AV;
• ma~ntlra 'name of an area' AB;
• masara? 'lentil' KS, masura TS;
• prakubrata '?' SB, prakudrata '?' SBK,
• pramota '?' "deaf, blind?' AV etc.;
• tilvaka 'name of a tree, Symplocos racemosa' SB, tailvaka 'belonging, stemming from tilvaka'
MS, etc.;
• tumbara 'a certain tree, Disopyros embryopteris?' KausS etc.
Further Vedic words which are suspected of a Para-Munda origin are, among others:
• me-khala 'girdle' AV: sr-n-khala 'chain, fetters' Skt.;
• kha4ga 'rhinoceros' MS, EWA 443, cf. N.Pers. karka-dtln, Arab. karkaddan, Aelianus
kartazDnos (*kargazDnos) 'Indian rhinoceros', cf. Kuiper 1948: 136 sqq.;
• karta/garta 'hollow'I' seat' to be compared with Kharia garha 'river', Mundari ga4a, gara 'pit,
trench, grave, water course, stream, river'; Sant. ga4a 'hollow, pit, excavation, trench, river';
etc. (Pinnow 1959: 35lf. §498);
• tittira 'partridge' KS, MS cf. Korku titid, Santali sengel titi 'Guinea fowl': Kharia khonthe'4,
Sora on- 'tid-~n (Pinnow 344 §488a); probably also:
• musala 'pestle' AV;
• jala? RVKh, PS;
• dha~tJa/dhlu~tJa/dh!~tJa 'a bird' PS - dhvank~a 'crow' AV, dhan~tJtl 'white crow' TS; jha~a
SB :j~a AV, TS: c~a 'a large fish' VadhB;
• drumbhalJ MS I dalbhu~J KS I class. dambholi 'bow of Indra' see Kuiper 1991: 26 (cf. p. 18,
47, 61, 75).
Para-Munda suffixes.
In order to characterize the substrate, certain typical suffixes can be used. Kuiper
(1991: 45 sqq.) has isolated the following in the substrate of the RV: -ala, -ll~a.-J~a.-a~a/-tlsa,-
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Ua,-asa, -ta, -nas, -ya, -ra, -sa/~a, -ha. Among the suffixes are to be underlined in this context
are those often found in personal and tribal names, in -ta (KJkata 'a tribe', krpJta 'brush',
birlta
. 'crowd' , kevata
. 'hollow' RV I avata
. 'hollow' SV), and the ones in -ala/-ara (kllala
'biestings', c~ala 'snout'; mainala 'fisher' VS, cf. lA karmara RV 'smith'; Gandhari 'a tribe' RV,
Gandhara 'a country in N. Pakistan', Abhisara 'a region north of Gandhara'etc., cf. Witzel
1999).
Such suffixes also appear in post-~gvedic time in the texts of the Mantra period and in
the Yajurveda-Sarp.hitas, e.g. kalma~a 'spotted' VS, TS; ni~~a 'scraping' MS, KS; yeva~a AV,
eva~a MS 4.8.1:107:16, yava~a 'manna plant' KS 30.1, KpS 46.6 (vr~a5 ca yava~as ca); rjJ~a a
name of Indra, RV, 'residue of Soma' AV; up:H~a 'turban' AV; karl~a[-ja] PS, 'dung', karl~in
AV, karJ~a SB, (cf. the frequent purl~a 'dung'); cf. also ta~a 'border of garment' KS; later also:
palasa 'leaf TB, SB, ni-palasa SB, sirJ~a 'Acacia sirissa' ~a4vB, etc.; cf. also jha~a 'a certain large
fish', SB ja~a AV, TS, ca~a VadhB.

Para-Mundas in Kurulqetra and in the Gangetic plains.
The words mentioned above clearly show that also in post-~gvedic, i.e., in the Mantra
texts (AV, SV, RVKh, YV), in Yajurveda Prose, and in the Brahmal}aS, such Para-Munda
words can still appear for the first time. Therefore, they had either already existed in Vedic
colloquial speech or they entered Brahmanical High Vedic at that particular point in time
from the sphere of village life or of the artisans. The area of the early post-~gvedic texts
(Mantra texts, YV Prose) can be localized fairly well (Witzel 1987, 1989): it contains
Kuruk~etra (i.e. more or less, modern Haryana) and the western Ganga-Yamuna-doab (i.e.
the Gangetic plains of western Uttar Pradesh).
In these areas, where no modern groups of Munda speakers survive, the same ~gvedic
substrate with its typical prefixes can be found. That means Haryana and Uttar Pradesh once
had a Para-Munda population that was acculturated by the Indo-Aryans.
If the late Vedic texts (such as the Jaiminlya Br. and Satapatha-Br.) are added, the area
in question is further enlarged to include the regions south of the Ganges and east of Uttar
Pradesh. Here, new Munda words appear as well; however, these regions include those where
even today Munda languages are spoken.
In short, a strong Austro-Asiatic substrate is found both in the early Panjab (RV, c.
1500 BC) as well as later on in the Ganges valley (YV Sarp.hitas, Brahmal}as, c. 1200 v. - 500
BC.), a fact that can also be shown in the names prevailing in these areas (Witzel1999).
As examples, I mention the river names Ganga (popular etymology of Munda ga(7J)4),
GatJ4ak-l (see below), Narma-da, and tribal names such as Marata, Vibhindu (and
Vibhinduklya, cf. Nar-ka-vinda PS 12.2.3, Sr-binda RV Kuiper 1991: 40-43, 1997, Ku-surubinda TS, TB, ~B, Ku-sur-binda JB, Bainda VS, cf. Munda bid 'insert, plant, sow', Pinnow
1959: 143 §285), Sahara (*Sqawar, cf. Pinnow 1959: 154 §31; rather from *K'awar!Sawar),
PutJ4ra, Anga/Vanga (cf. also Ganga?; further: Pra-vanga), Kalinga (cf. Telinga/Trilinga, seeS.
Levy in Bagchi 1929: 100, cf. Shafer 1954: 14, 122 as Tib.-Burm.; Kuiper 1948: 45 compares
kulinga 'fork-tailed shrike' Mbh., and *lin in Munda, Khasi, Mon, Khmer, Malay); Ik~vaku
(RV, emigration from the Panjab eastwards, Witzel 1997b: 307 sqq., 321, 1989: 237), Ni~ada/
*Ni~adha/Nai~adha, Muclpa/Manba/Muvlpa, Magadha (cf. Pra-maganda), Saphala cf. Savasa,
Vasa etc.
However the truly eastern words (Uttar Pradesh, Bihar) are, next to some remnants of
language "X", of Munda nature: there are many personal and place names (Witzel 1999), e.g.
that of the river GatJ4ak(J), or even that of the Ganges, with popular etymology: Ganga, a
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sort of intensive formation of gam 'to go' (if not modeled after the tribal names Anga, Vanga).
Pinnow (1953-4) has pointed out many river names, from the GaPJ.clakf to the Narma-da
which contain the Munda element -*da', *-da'k 'water' (Pinnow 1959: 69), for ga7J.c/a(kf) cf.
Santali gat/a, Ho gat/a 'river' (Pinnow 1954: 3).
The Gandaki is not attested in Vedic, and is referred to as Sadanfra 'always having
water'. Apart fr~m the Epic, it appears in local context, the early Licchavi inscription (464
CE), Sanskritized as GaPJ.clakf and in other Skt. texts: Kala-GaPJ.c/ika, GaPJ.clarika, A para-,
Parva-; the shorter version, GaPJ.c/f. appears from the Epic onwards, and several times early on
in Nepal as Ga7J.c/i-(gulma-vi~aya) (998, 1092, 1165 CE, see Witzel 1993). The Gat:t4aka
appear as people in Mbh. as well.
Further, tribal names such as Pulinda/Pali Bali, Pali Moriya (from Skt. mayara
'peacock') and also Mara-ta (PS), from Munda mara' 'peacock'), Kunti from Munda kon-ti'd
'bird' (note that Munda kom is a children's word!), cf. RV sa-kunti, Epic Sa-kuntala, etc.
(contrast the IA Matsya 'fish' RV, a tribe just west of the Kunti), Matiba (var. Maapa), Sahara
(mod. Saora?), PuPJ.c/ra (Bengal), the Anga, at the bend of the Ganges, and the neighboring
Vanga (Bengal). The prefix change in Anga (AV) I Vanga (AB) is indicative of a Munda
formation (Kuiper 1991: 43). Mundas may also have lived in the hills and valleys of the SubHimalayas, for example in the Kathmandu Valley (see below, Witzel1993).
Other typical words of the Gangetic plains are, from west to east: sardigrdi 'part of
female sexual organs' TS, palasa 'leaf TB, palaPJ.c/u 'onion' ApDhS, tumbara 'a certain tree'
KausS, kasfti 'name of a man' JB, kirmira 'variegated' VS, k~aya 'astringent sap, red' SB, prakudrata '?' SBK, pra-kubrata '?' SB, ka-hoc/a 'name of a man' SB, JB, kul-ma~a 'an inferior
type of grain' Up. etc. Especially informative for regional dialect features of the substrate,
from W. to E.: ja~a AV, TS : ca~a VadhB : jha~a SB 'a certain large fish'.
The ~gvedic substrate thus has the same grammatical structure as the words in the
Yajurveda-Sarphitas and the Brahmat:tas that newly appear from the substrates of the
Kuruk~etra (Haryana) and Ganges regions (doab, Uttar Pradesh). It is of great importance
that we can detect the same Indus substrate as found in the RV. In other words, the ~gvedic
Panjab as well as the post-~gvedic Gangetic Plain were largely settled by speakers of ParaMunda (including remnants of Masica's 'Language X'). They had been joined, in the early
~gvedic period, by speakers of Indo-Aryan and, in the later ~gvedic period, by those of early
Dravidian (see above).
Dravidian
In the new IA speaking, culturally Vedic "eastern territories" of the Gangetic plains
some Drav. words occur for the first time in literature, e.g. nfr 'water' in the name of the
eastern river Sadanlr4, the modern Gat:t4ak (Witzel 1987), or the verb 'to speak in barbaric
fashion', mleccha-ti. However Drav. nfr is not found in the neighboring N. Drav. languages
(Malto, Kurukh), but is only found in Baluchistan (Brahui d!r, DEDR 3690). This may be
accidental, but it may also indicate that Brahmanical educated speech of the Kuru with their
IA-Drav.-Munda symbiosis and acculturation had incorporated some Drav. words which
appear only now in the texts. The word mlecch has been discussed above. Its appearance in the
eastern context is not surprising. From the point of view of the Brahmins, the easterners are
'foreigners', mleccha. The word may at first have designated only the southern (Sindh)
foreigners, and later on all others. These central and eastern North Indian territories,
however, have no Dravidian names; the river names belong to other substrates.
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A study of present and medieval north Indian places names has not been undertaken
in earnest. We will have to account for such names as that of the town of Gol)c;l(a) in Uttar
Pradesh, some 180 km north of Allahabad. The name Gol)c;l appears nowadays only on the
Central Indian Vindhya mountains, and is not known in U.P. from medieval and classical
sources. (For some supposedly Drav. river names such as Sada-nJra from Drav. nJr 'water' see
above, and for the Varat;zavatJ at Benares, see Witzell999.)
There are, as always, wrong leads, such as the river name Kankai in the Eastern Nepal
Terai, which looks like the Tamil form of the name Ganga (Witzel 1993); there are, however,
no traces of an earlier S. Drav. occupation in the area. The Dravidian Kurukh living in the
Terai now have recently been imported as laborers from Central India (K.H. Gordon 1976}
where they are known as Kurukh or Oraon.
For a different view of early Dravidian settlements in N. India, see R. Shafer 1954,
Parpola 1994: 168, and Burrow 1973: 386. Burrow points to the fact that most of the Drav.
loan words are found in post-RV texts and concludes: "the influence took place in the central
Gangetic plain and the classical Madhyadesa." Therefore, "the pre-Aryan population of this
area contained a considerable element of Dravidian speakers". If that had been the case, we
would expect some Drav. river names in the Gangetic plains. However, only Munda (and
Tib.-Burm.) names are found (Witzel 1999).
§8. Substrates of the Lower Gangetic Plains
Next to the Mundas, there must have been speakers of other languages, such as TibetoBurmese, who have left us names such as Kosala, Kausikl (mod. Kosi}, perhaps also Kasi and
Kausambi (mod. Kosam) (from Himalayan khu, ku, see Witzel 1993). In lA they also have left
such words as the designations for cooked rice lA *camala and probably also PS sali 'rice'.
In Uttar Pradesh and North Bihar (attested in Middle and Late Vedic texts, c. 1200500 BCE) another apparent substrate appears in which the 'foreign' words do not have the
typical Para-Munda structure, with the common prefixes, as described above (§4.2). Masica
(1979) called this unknown substrate "language X". He had traced it in agricultural terms in
Hindi that could not be identified as lA, Dravidian or Munda (or as late loans from Persian,
S.E. Asia, etc.). Surprisingly some 30% of the terms are of unknown, language "X" origin, and
only 9.5% of the terms are from Drav., something that does not point to the identity of the
Indus people with a Drav. speaking population.
However, only 5.7o/o of these terms are directly derived from Munda. Obviously, the
pre-IA population of the Gangetic plains had an extensive agricultural vocabulary that was
taken over into all subsequent languages. F.B.J. Kuiper has pointed out already in 1955: 137-9
(again in 1991: I) that many agricultural terms in the RV neither stem from Drav. nor from
Munda but from "an unknown third language" (cf. Zide & Zide 1973: IS). This stratum
should be below that of Para-Munda which is the active language in the middle and late Vedic
texts.
Again, it has been Kuiper who has pointed the way when he noted that certain
'foreign' words in the Vedic substrate appear with geminate consonants and that these are
replaced in 'proper' Vedic by two dissimilar consonants (1991: 67). Examples include: pippala
'fig' RV (1.164.20,22; 5.54.12, su- 7.101.5): pi~pala AV (in Mss.) 9.9.20,21; 6.109.1,2; supi~pala MS 1.2.2:11.7, guggulu 'bdellion' AV, PS: gulgulu KS, TS, kakkata PS 20.51.6, KSAsv.:
katkata 'a bird' TS, cf. Pali kakkata 'a large deer'. Kuiper adds many other cases of Vedic
words that can be explained on the basis of words attested later on.
In RV geminates also occur in 'onomatopoetic' words: akhkhalJ-kr 'to speak haltingly'
or 'in syllables?', apparently not attested again in lA until, now Nahali akkal-(kayni) '(to cry)
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loudly in anguish' MT II 17, L 33 (kayni < Skt. kathayati 'to tell' CDIAL 2703, cf. 38) MT II
17; cf. also janjan- RV 8.43.8 etc., ciccika 10.146.2 'a bird'?, and cf. also asvattha 1.135.8 :
a5vatha a personal name, a tree, 6.47.24, with unclear etymology, (Kuiper 1991: 61, 68).
Post-RV, new are: hikka PS 4.21.2, kakkata PS 20.51.6 (MS kakutha, TS katkata! 'a
type of bird'), KSA§v in YV: kikkifa KS, TS, kifkita kr 'call to attract birds' JB, kukkuta
'rooster' VS, pilippila 'slippery' TS 7.4.18.1, MS, VS; cf. also TS akkhidant, prakkhidant TS
4.5.9.2, ajjya 5.2.7.3.
Especially interesting is the early gemination *dr > ll: k~ullaka AV 2.32.5, TS 2.3.9.3
k~ullaka, < k~udra 'small' (a children's word?); later on, among others, bhalla-ak~a ChU4.1.2,
bhalla Br., MBh (with variants phala, phalla! EWA s.v.); JB Malla 'a tribe' (in the Indian
desert, Rajasthan; cf. DEDR 4730), etc.
Though certain geminates, especially in word formation and flexion ( -tt-, -dd-, -nnetc.), are allowed and common, they hardly ever appear in the stem of a word (Sandhi cases
such as anna, sanna etc. of course excepted). Until the late BrahmaJ;la texts, other geminates,
especially bb, dd, gg, jj, mm, ll, but also kk, pp, etc., are studiously avoided, except in the few
loan words mentioned above (pippala 'fig', gulgulu 'bdellion', katkata 'a bird' etc. 1991: 67
sqq.).
It will be readily seen that Kuiper's seminal observation reflects a tendency that can be
observed throughout the Vedic texts. Geminates, especially the mediae, apparently were
regarded, with the exception of a few inherited forms such as majj 'to dive under', as 'foreign'
or 'barbaric'. They did not agree with the contemporary Vedic (and even my own)

Sprachgefohl.
However, starting with Epic Sanskrit, forms such as galla 'cheek', malla 'wrestler', palla
'large granary', bhallaka 'bear'(CDIAL 9415, cf. Nahali bologo, MT II: 41, III, 48, but note
Marathi etc. bhalak; -- Nahali bologo cikin 'caterpillar' MT II: 21 would be 'bear insect') are
normal and very common (however, -mm-, perhaps regarded as Drav.(?) remains rare); such
words, in part derive from normal MIA developments, in part from the substrate.
This tendency can be sustained by materials from various other sources. In the
language 'X' only a few of Masica's agricultural substrate words that do not have a clear
etymology (1969: 135) contain such geminates: Hindi kaith < Skt. kapittha 'a tree, Feronia
elephantum, wood apple' CDIAL 2749 (Mbh), pipl!/p!pla < pippala (RV), rot!< *rona. rotika
'bread' 10837 (Bhpr.); karela < karella/karavella 'a gourd, Momordica charantia' 3061, khal <
khalla 'leather' 3838-9 (Susr.); to these one can add the unattested, reconstructed OIA forms
(Turner, CDIAL, see Masica 1969: 136): *alia 'a tree or plant' (Morinda citrifolia') CDIAL
725, *uqidda 'a pulse' 1693, *carassa 'raw hide' 4688, *chacchi 'buttermilk' 5012, *bajjara
'millet' (see, however, OIA *bajara, 9201 bajjara HSS: varjar!!), *balilla. 'ox' 9175, *manara
'pea' 9724, *suppara 'areca nut' 13482, *sajji/sDjji 'coarse white meal' 13552. However, these
words have come into NIA via MIA, and that their geminates may go back to a consonant
cluster without geminates (see below, on Turner's reconstructs).
All of these tendencies are reconfirmed by what we can discern in the other substrate
languages. While there still are but a few cases in the northwest, the substrates located further
east and south all have such geminates, (for details on these languages see §8). (Incidentally,
the northwest has retained the original, non-geminate consonant groups, such as -Cr-, to this
day, cf. Ved. bhrata 'brother' > Khowar bhrar, Balkan Gypsy phral, W. Panj. bhra, E. Panj.
bh(a)ra: Hindi bha!, etc.).
In the unstudied substrate of the Kathmandu Valley (inscriptions, 467-750 CE, see
below), geminates are found in the following place names: gamme, gullata'?'lga, golla'?'l, jajje-,
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dommilna dankhutta- bemmil cf. also bhumbhukkika (onomat. with double consonant: <
*bhumbhum-ki-ka?); cf. also village names such as jonjon-din, tun-catcatu, thu1?1tU1?1-ri,
da7J.4an-(gu'?1).
In the substrate of modem Tharu which is spoken in the swampy lowlands of the
foothills of Nepal and U.P.: e.g. getfl, ghattJ, tippa (?), ubba; cf. also 'onomatopoetic' words
such as jhemjhemiya 'small cymbal or drum', bhubhui 'white scurf, gula-gula 'mild' (with the
usual middle Vedic, OIA, Tamil, etc. form of the "expressive" and onomatopoetic words: type
kara-kara versus older Vedic bal-bal).
In Nahali (spoken on the Upper Tapti River) Kuiper 1962: 58 sqq.) the following
substrate words can be found, though apparently various types of consonant groups are
allowed: bekki 'to reap', betto 'to die', bokko 'hand', coggom 'pig', cutti 'to pound', joppoljappo
'a clan name', kaggo 'mouth', kallen 'egg', maikko 'bee', offi 'to pull out, to bum', poyye 'bird',
unni 'to take'. Additions to this list can easily be supplied now from that of A. Mundlay (MT
II) which are not obviously from NIA include 8 at]t]o 'tree', 91 attU 'to stretch', 221 bijjok 'to
lay in wait for prey', 232 bitthawi 'union, horizon', 255 buddi 'to set (sun)', etc.
In the Drav. Nilgiri languages (Zvelebil 1990: 63-72) there are a few isolated
geminating words that go back to a pre-Drav. substrate, e.g. Irula mattu 'lip', t/i!kkada
'panther', mutt(u)ri 'butterfly', vutta 'crossbar in a house'.
The Vedda substrate contains the same type of words: cappi 'bird', potti 'a kind of bee',
panni 'worm' (de Silva 1972: 16).
,
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It can be stated, therefore, that the substrate languages outside of the extreme
northwest indicate broad evidence for original geminates. Differently from lA (cf. below, on
Turner's reconstructions), these words have not been pushed through the 'filter' of MIA, that
means their original consonants clusters have not been 'simplified' (e.g. kt > tt, k~ > kkh, etc.)
The tendency probably has worked on lA from the beginning, as for example in the early
example AV k~ullaka < k~udraka. In Drav. various consonant groups are allowed, including
geminates (Zvelebil 1990: 10 sqq.:) e.g., kakku 'to vomit', kaccu 'to bite', kattu 'to tie', kattu 'to
screech', kappu 'to overspread', kammu 'to become hoarse'; (cf. also the interchange p- :: -pp1-v- :: -p/-u).
One can therefore put the question whether this old substrate tendency has already
influenced the Para-Munda of the RV. In Munda itself, such geminates are very rare (cf.
Kuiper 1991: 53), and open syllables are common. However, there is a tendency in the Munda
languages to eliminate consonant groups caused by vowel loss in prefixes (Pinnow 1959: 457);
this does not cause geminates in such cases but is in line with the similar developments from
Old to Middle and New lA (e.g. ak~i 'eye' > akkhi > 4kh, rakta 'colored, red' > ratta > rat,
etc.). One may therefore explain many of the 'foreign' words with geminates in Vedic and
.post-Vedic, excluding Drav. loans, in the same way.
For the same area that is covered by Masica's language "X", and for N. India in general,
one may also adduce the many words in NIA that are not attested in Vedic, Classical Skt. or
the various MIA languages such as Pali but that occur only in their NIA form. They have been
collected and reconstructed by V. Turner in his CDIAL. These include the starred forms,
appearing in their reconstructed OIA form, and those words that do not appear in Ved. but
are more or less accidentally attested in late Skt. texts, and the substrate words dealt with by
Turner. They have a typical, often non-IA structure, including the very common clusters
-7J.4- and -n-. Their root structure follows the following pattern. (C = any consonant, ~ any
vowel)
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*C;1kkh, ~g. ~gg. ~cc, ~cch, C;1jj, ~nc, C;1t, ~rr. ~tJ.th. ~4, ~44, ~4g. C;11J.4,
~dd, ~n, ~pp, ~mp, ~bb, ~mm, ~r, ~rC. ~l, ~ll, ~v, ~s, ~ss, ~h.
In Turner's CDIAL there are only a few forms such as *Cr;1k, Cr;1c, Cr;11J.t• Cr;1ll, Cl~kk; this

does not surprise as all reconstructed words have passed through the filter of MIA and have
lost such clusters,-- except in the extreme northwest (Lahnda and Dardic).
.
Double consonants at the end of roots may go back to complicated clusters that can no
longer be reconstructed, for example *C;1kkh < n~~q (cf. RV qvinka 'an animal, vulture?',
ilqvaku 'name of a person, tribe' (class. Skt. 'bitter pumpkin'}, and compare Ved. clusters such
as matkutJ.a 'bed bug', matkDtaka 'white ant', krunc 'curlew'). Consonant clusters with various
realizations in pronunciation may also be hidden in many Vedic loan words (Kuiper 1991: 51
sqq., Ved. cases p. 67 sqq.)
Prehistoric Semitic loan-words?
In passing, a few notes on Cyrus Gordon's and Liny Srinivasan's discussion of Semitic
loans in NIA, MT 1, 203-206. Most of them are 'disguised' derivatives of earlier stages of lA, a
warning to be heeded when comparing S. Asian words with their long literary tradition with
other languages (see above, introduction and cf. P. K. Benedict, MT III 93). I had a talk with
C. Gordon about that time, but unfortunately we only discussed the Mitanni Aryan words
(see MT I 206.)
I briefly list all their words (except for a handful that I could not yet explain) that
cannot be derived from a Canaaite source but stem from earlier forms of lA (Vedic, Class. Skt.,
Prakrit, NIA). Turner's CDIAL discusses the stages of development from OIA > NIA.
• ~ar 'bull'< MIA saJ?14a(ka) < Ved. stltJ.4a MS, ~atJ.4ha CDIAL 13331
• sita 'winter' - Ved. slta(la) 'cold', etc. CDIAL 12485-8; -t- in sita remains a problem; it
requires a compound with s!ta• gol'round' < Ved. golika 'little ball', Skt. gola 'ball'; origin unknown, CDIAL 4321
• mita (= mita) 'friend' < Ved. mitra CDIAL 10124
• celi 'purple red ritual garment< Ved. cela 'clothes', Skt. celika 'bodice'
• fola 'swelling' < Ved. phala 'fruit', etc. CDIAL 9051 and PHAL 'burst', note Bengali
pronunciation of a [:>],ph [f].
• tham 'to stop' cf. MIA thape-, thava- < sthapaya- 'cause to stand, establish', MIA thama <
Ved. sthaman 'station', cf. Gujarati tham 'place' CDIAL 13756-65
• hoi, haya 'is, are'< MIA bhavaf, hDi < Ved. bhavati 'to become, be' CDIAL 9416
• hagan 'garden' < NIA, Hindi bag'fd2 < Persian
• bas 'cloth< Ved. vas 'to clothe', vasana 'dress' CDIAL 11437
• thoka 'drive in a nail' - cf. MIA thaddha < Ved. stabdha 'firmly fixed' CDIAL 13676; the
form requires OIA *sthabdha-ka, like CDIAL 13675 stabaka 'tuft'> MIA thavaya- > Beng.
thok
• Abhlra : these tribes (or unknown origin) appear in S. Asia only at the beginning of our era;

but the connection of Mitanni Aryan speech with pre-Vedic Skt. is beyond doubt (p. 204).
• bana, bana'build' < Ved. vana- 'to desire, gain, make ready' CDIAL 11260
• dha 'run quickly' (for Beng. dh4oya?, Oriya dhai-ba) < Ved. dhava- 'to run' CDIAL 6802
• tola 'draw up water'< Ved. tolaya- 'lift up' CDIAL 5979
• gada 'cause mental anxiety'; cf. CDIAL 3960 MIA gaJ?lja- 'to oppress, rebuke' < *ganj 'to
press, ram'??
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• dhakal'trouble, misery' CDIAL 5581 < *t!halati 'bend over, fall'? (note extension with -kkin Hindi t!halakna 'to lean over', Beng. t!halka 'to get loose'; or rather CDIAL 6701 *dhakk
'push, strike', Hindi dhakelna.
• chalak 'smart, diplomatic' probably- Ved. ca~ calaya- 'to move' CDIAL 4772 (with common
-ka suffix).
• chamara 'a low caste'< Epic Skt. carma-kara 'leather-worker'
• dhapas 'fat, inert', cf. CDIAL 5580 *t!happa etc. 'lump', Beng. t!hepsa 'swollen', Marathi
t!hebas 'lump'
• karat 'saw'< MIA karapatta < Ved. kara-pattra 'saw' CDIAL 2795
• pala 'to flee'< Ved. palaya- 'go away, flee'
• pa-char 'to disperse'< pra-cala- 'move forward? CDIAL 8489
• sach (= sltc, sltclt) 'pure, true'< MIA sacca < Ved. satya 'true' CDIAL 13112
• kena 'to buy' <MIA ki7J,a-, ki7J,a- < Ved. krlPJtl- 'to buy' CDIAL 3594
§9. Tibeto-Burmese
Still, this is not all as far as the Gangetic plains are concerned. The eastern section of the
North Indian plains (E. Uttar Pradesh and N. Bihar) provides some indications of Tib.-Burm.
settlements. The name of the Avadh (Oudh) area north of Benares in late Vedic texts is
Kosala; this form should not appear in Vedic/Skt.; it should have been *Ko~ala or *Kosala (as
is indeed found in the Epics). The word clearly is foreign, and should belong, together with
the slightly more eastern river name KausikJ (post-Vedic, mod. Kosi) to a Tib.-Burmese
language. Such designations for 'river' are indeed found in eastern Himalayish: R. Kosi, many
Rai river names in -ku, -gu, in medieval Newari (kho, khu, khwa; ko 'river' in the unpublished
Newari Amarakosa) and modern Newari (khu, khusi 'streamlet, creak') in and near the
Kathmandu Valley, where it is already found in Licchavi time inscriptions, 464-750 CE, as:
Cnllaqt-khu, Then-khu, Japti-kha, Hu<;ii-kha, Pi-khu-, Vihliqt-kho-srota, Ripsiqt-ko-setu. It is
perhaps derived from Tib.-Burm. *klun (details in Witzel 1993).
Perhaps one may add the name of the tribe around Benares (KasJ) whose older, Vedic
form is Kasi (AV), and its western neighbor, the Kasamba, Kausambi (the later town
KausambJ, mod. village of Kosam near Allahabad). R. Shafer (1954) has a host of names, taken
from the list of peoples in the much later Mahabharata Epic that must be taken with caution
(redaction only c. 500 CE, where even the Huns are included with Ha7Ja, Haraha7Ja, - they
have become a Raj put clan!)
Indeed, early evidence for mountain tribes which might have been Tib.-Burm. is
found in the Vedic texts all along the Himalayas. These mountain tribes, probably of Himachal
Pradesh and Western Nepal, lived on the border of the Vedic settlement. They are first
encountered in AV (1200 BCE) under the names Kirata, in the western Himalayas where they
appear as herb collecting mountain girls (kairatika kumarika PS 16.16.4, SS 10.4.14., kailata
PS 8.2.5). The more eastern text VS 30.16 has them as living in caves; cf. also the popular form
Kilata PB, JB, SB; (for details see Witzel1993, 1999, and cf. KEWA I 211, EWA I 352, and also
EWA I 311, s.v. KAR, and Pralq-t Cilada).
An alternate form of the name, KJra, may have been retained in Kashmir, at 500 CE
(see above). Since the RV, tribal names are found have the suffix -ta/-ta (Witzel 1999), e.g.
KJkata, Bekanata (certainly a non-IA name: b-, -t-). Marata PS 5.21.3, 12.2.1, Kirata AV, PS,
Arat(tJa BSS (cf. Sumer. Aratta, an Eastern country!), Kulata, Kulata (MBh), Kula-ta(ka),
(but also: Kolata, Kaulata, Kuluta, and even Ulata, Ulata, see Kuiper 1991: 38 (cf. Pinnow
1959: 198f., cf. S. Levy, JA 203, 1923, 52 sqq. = Bagchi 1929: 119 sqq.), finally Kulu in W.
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Pahari, CDIAL 3348, with the typical prefix change of Munda; Virtlfa, a king of the Matsya
(Mbh) and a country in Brhatsaqthita., Pkt. Vira4a, mod. Berar.
However, names in -ta (and -nda) are restricted to the Himalayan mountains while
those with -fa (and -tJ.4a) occur all over the northern Indian plains (Witzel 1999). As for the
origin of the suffix -fa, compare the plural suffix -to in Nahali (Berger 1959, Mundlay MT II,
1996, 5, cf. Kuiper, 1991: 45 on 'Dravidian' -fa).
Beyond this, the early texts do not allow us to decide on the language and appearance
of the Kira.ta. (The Epic calls them gold-colored). However, MS and SB list them with the
Asura ('demons') Kilata-Akuli.
Apart from these Vedic sources for (possible) early Tibeto-Burmese, the earliest
datable, and so far not utilized evidence is found in Nepalese inscriptions (467 CE+) 16 . The
inscriptions are in classical Sanskrit, but contain a host of place names, some personal and
tribal names, and even a number of non-Sanskritic, traditional local names for government
offices which must be considerably older than c. 200 CE.
A note on the transcription of 'foreign' words in Sanskrit and in Indian alphabets is in
order here. Just as in the case of adaptation of 'foreign words' to the I_tgvedic phonetical
pattern, the local words of the Kathmandu Valley had to be adapted to the possibilities of
Sanskrit pronunciation and of spelling them in the Gupta (Na.gari style) alphabet.
·several vowels are used intermittently: i/e, iii, u/a/o (also va/o), rlri/o [~,::>);
• there is variation in some consonants as well, notably:
d/<;1 (no retroflex!), tt/<;1, k/kh, b/bh, ll/ 1, s/s (no s ?); jfi (common N. Indian
pronunciation: gy?); note aspirated m, n, r lhm, hn, hrl.
Typical is the spelling of the government office solla/sullJ/sulJ or of the name of the town of
Bhaktapur in Licchavi inscriptions: Khrpun, Khoprn [kh.:>prin], (Ma-)kho-, > medieval
Khvapo, Khvapva(rr), Khvapa, Khapva, Khopva [kh.:>pa]) >mod. Khvapya [kh.:>pe], (for
medieval names see Witzel 1999, 1993).
Of importance is a variation (just as in Kanauri) that indicates implosive (unreleased)
consonants: co/cok/cokh. On the other hand, final -k must, at least in part, still have been
pronounced in the late middle ages as it has been taken over into Nepali during the17th and
18th centuries, e.g. ]ama-cok, Pul-cok, or cf. the Patan toponym Nep. Nugal < New. Nuga~ <
O.New. Nogvala, Nogola, Nogala; or the Nep. loan word jhyal "window". -- For all such variant
spellings in the Licchavi inscriptions, see Witzel 1980: 327, n. 60,69, 72, 74, 75, 87, 1993: 240
sqq., 248, n. 171-3, and 1993, n. 120, 152.
The actual attribution of the locally spoken language and its substrate found in the
Licchavi inscriptions remains in the balance. It may be early Newari or a predecessor, the
Kira.ta language of the so-called Kira.ta dynasty (see below) that reigned in the valley well
before 200 CE and has left us with names of government offices such as sulli, kuthera.
If it is indeed early Newari, it is a very archaic form, characterized by a large numbers
of initial clusters (Cr-, etc.), which differ even from the oldest attested Newari texts (names,
occasional words or phrases in early Newari in documents, of 983 CE.) Such consonant
dusters are very rare in medieval and certainly in modern Newari.
A clear case for Tib.-Burm. is ti 'water'; I have compared (1980 n. 90, n. 94) co(kh)-,
bu-, dol/dul, khu, gal/gvala of the Licchavi inscriptions with mod. New. words: -co "hill,
mountain top", mod. New. cwa, cwak-, cf. Kaike chwang, Khaling cong; (note also cuk

16 Now there is one still older inscription which indicates Sanskritization of the valley already around the time of
Jayavarman, c. 200 CE {see Tamot and Alsop Asian Arts, July 10, 1996, at: www.asianart.com/index.html).
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"mountain range" in Gilyak); -bu, 'land'; O.New. bu!bru, cf. Tamang pa; -gaa '*village'? cf.
Mod. New. "classifier for round objects, part of Kathmandu", O.New. gvala(rrz), but note Skt.
gola(ka), 'ball, globe'; perhaps cognate with Tib.-Burm. (Benedict, 1972: 444) *r-wa I "'g-wa;
cf. 91 *wal'round'; -ko 'slope', kwa, kwaa 'down'; pa-ka 'slope of a hill'; cf. Thakali koh-plen.
(K. P. Malia has explained some of such place names as being ofNewari origin (1981: 17).
In the following list of names, place names are not specially marked, words ending in continue with Skt. words such as -adhikara 'office', -kara 'tax', -grama 'village', -dranga
'fortress', -nadY'river', -ptlftdJlY'association', -vastu 'area'.
ajika-(monastery), asiil-ko (area) (ko 'river? or ko 'slope?'), anlabaka-(association), ugane,
uc;Ianehusa, uc;lra, etail- (village), kailka-vagikha (Skt. vatika 'garden'?), kailku-laq1 (area)
(lam 'road'?), kac;lam-priil (area) (prin = prn), kapiSa (river), kampro-yambi (see
jamayambl), kambilampra, karvata (hamlet), kalopi- (village), kadalaka- (village), kaduil(village), kici-priciil- (village), kuthera-(office), kurpasi- (village), kuhmuq1-(area) (see
hahmun), kekha, ketumbata (name of a Kirata official), koil-ko (village), koli (cf. dak~ir:za
koli-grama 'Southern Koli village'), kosi (river), khakam-priil, khac;iuka, kharjurika(monastery), khac;labraqisai, khadyam, kharika, kharevalga-co (co, cok 'pass'), khahri-co,
khuc;lo-(deity), khula-priil- (village), khrpuil- (village), khaina~pu (area), kho-pril(village) (see makho-), gaq1prondiil (village), gal)iduil (village), gal)c;iaki (river), gamme
(area), gailsul (village), gi-gval- (association), gita- (association), glnuil, guildi-maka
(village) "hill-water"?, guc;lan-dul (area) (dul 'river?'), gumpadvrs (area), gullataqiga(village) {see gollarrz), gechiq1jaka, gollaq1 (river), gohala- (village), gvalaq1 (-gollam?),
(catur- )bhalatasana- (monastery), citalail, cisimal)c;ia (tila-maka), cu-priil- (river),
custuil- (village), custun- (river), cuhuilgapec;ia, cullaq1-khu (- collam?), cokh-para (cokh
'mountain pass'), choma-kou, cho-guq1- (village), jama-yambl (s. kampro ), jayapallika(village), jaya-lambha (cf. lamba), jajje- (association), jofijondiil- (village), jol-priil(village), jfiatikhrn (river), tistuilga, te-gval (village) (see tegval), c;iolaji-pratha, tam-bro?
(cf. Lalita-b(r )uma name of Patan; cf. -ba?), tagal)akam, tavecekha, tail-, tim-bro (cf.
ma/mittam-bra, prlti-bra), tila-(river) (= tila-maka? 'irrigation channel?'), tila-maka,
(srl)-tukhal)a, tufi-catcatu- (village), the-khuq1-dul (river) (cf. Tib.-Burm. dul 'dust',
local meaning 'sandy river?'), tegvail-, te-gvala (see tegval), te-gvala-(association), teilkhu, tepula (office), testuil- (village), thuqituqi-ri- (fortress), thasam-prin- (deity),
thambi-dul, tham-bo- (village) (Tib.-Burm. ba 'rice paddy'? Benedict 135, bu( d)!pu
"open land" Ben. 260), then-co, (dak~il)a-)koli- (village), (dak~il)a-)tilac;iu-ku
(tila='grain?'), dailkhuga- (street, tax), dal)c;iail-guqi, duq1prail- (village), duqilail(village), duprail, dommana, dola-(sikha) (deity), dova- (village), dhelan-tl (river) (cf.
Tib.-Burm. tl 'water'), nara-priil- (village), nalailga- (village), nim-bro (Tib.-Burm. ba
"rice paddy?"), nlll-sala, pailkuti, panapphu (area), pan-(river), parikha, palal)c;iu- {tax),
pakhusi, pa-guq1-maka, pasiilkhya, pikailkolaka (area), pikho- (village), pitalja-(office),
puq1daga (village), putham-priilga, pul)c;iri-(palace), puttl- (river), puttl-(deity), punu(association), prcchi-bro, pol)c;ii-(shrine?), prail-priil, pral)ali-di-maka (Tib.-Burm. ti
'water'?), prayittikha (area), prltu-bro (Tib.-Burm. ba 'rice paddy?), proq1jfiam-bu,
proilniprail, proilprovail, phaq1sinpral (river), phalanju (corvee), phavadrail-(village),
phrthula (area), phathula (area), pherail-(fort), buga-yomi- .(village), bunlu- (river),
bemma (area), brahmuil (office), bra-dul (river), brem-guq1-co (pass), bhumbhukkika(deity), bhel-bo, bhona- (corvee), breq1gu-co, ma-kho-duluq1, ma-kho-pril (fortress),
ma-gvala, matiilga- (village), matin-(temple), mathail- (village), map-cok-(office) cf.
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-co(klkh) 'pass', mUa, miil-ko, mittim-bro?, mirpdi-co (pass), mekat:t-c;li-dul (tilamaka)
(Tib.-Burm. ti water?}, mo-gurp-co (co 'pass'), yaku, ya-priil- (village), yavt- (village), yogvala-(association) (cf. gola), yo- (village), yovisama- (village), yebrarpkhara, ro!l-

(association), rogamacau (watchman), lakha-maka, larpkhularp unane, laiija-gval(association), lac;litama-(deity), liil-gvala- (office), lunsri-(area), lumbaii-co, lulju (river),
lerpdu (area), lembati-(fortress), lo-priil- (village), lo-priil- (association), vaditra(association), valasok~i-(temple), viilvoca-(shrine), vilivik~a (area); vihliil, vihliil-kho
(river, Tib.-Burm. khu 'river'?), vrjika, vrjika- (street, highway), vempra- (village),
(vaidya-)madgudi (village), vottarino?, voddi- (province), saktiba!a (corvee), sailga(village), satammi {area), salarpkha, (siva)-gal- (temple), sJtatJ, sulhmuil (office), solla
(office), sulli (office), suli (office), sail-ko, sattvauma-lamba (area) (cf. lambha), sapela(association), salam-bo (palace), sirp- (tax), sindrira (watchmen), subrarp-ko (area),
surisirpbattl, stharu- (fortress), hasvimavalll- (village), hahmuil- (place), hima-? (river),
huc;li-kho (Tib.-Burm. khu 'river'), hus-prinduil (village), hna-gurp, hmas-priil(village), hnu-priil, hrlm-ko (area).
There also is a traditional list of local kings, 32 in all, called the Kirata dynasty
(transmitted only in a manuscript of 1389 CE, the Gopalarajavarpsavali), it runs:
Elam, Pelam, Melam, Cammim, Dhaskem, Valumca, Humtim, Hurama, Tuske,
Prasaphurp, · Pavarp, ·DastJ, · Ca~ba, Karpka~rp, Svan.anda, Ph.uk~rp, Sirpghu, Julam,
Lukarp, Thoram, Thuko, Varmma, Gurpjarp, Puska, Tyapami, Mugamam, Sasaru,
Gurpt:tarp, Khimburp, Girijarp, Khurarpja, Khigu.
Some of these names obviously are Sanskritic: giri-ja- 'born in the mountains'; Svananda (svananda or sv-ananda); Varmma (varma, the designation of K~atriyas and kings); note that a
new Kathmandu inscription of c. 200 CE is already one of Jaya-varman; consequently, this list
will go back to at least 200 CE. The rest looks Tib.-Burm; note the initial clusters pr-, the
internal clusters -sk-, -stand the final nasals: these features agree with the phonetic shape and
the syllable structure of the place names recorded in the Licchavi inscriptions.
All these data have not yet been exploited for Tib.-Burm. linguistics. (For place names,
see Witzel 1980, 1993; for relations between the eastern Himalayan languages and Munda, s.
Kuiper 1962: 42, with Nahali, p. 46f; cf. Laufer 1916-18, 403 sqq.).
The Kathmandu Valley, however, seems to have has its own strange substrate, below
this Tib.-Burm. level. It is visible in some place names which definitely do not look Tib.-Burm.
Some of them are characterized by the geminates studied above: gamme, gullata'?"ga, golla'?",
jajje-, dommana, dankhuna-, bemma, cf. also bhumbhukkika (onomatopoetic with double
consonant < *bhumbhum-ki-ka?)
Our task would be simplified if we had an etymological dictionary of Newari, but so far
we only have a limited dictionary of O.New. (by H. J0rgensen, A dictionary of the Classical
NewarJ, K0benhavn 1936) and an equally limited one of modern Newari by Th. Manandhar
(Newari-English Dictionary, Delhi 1986); most of the older New. texts have not even been
edited. The next step would be to eliminate all Skt. loan words; (they are often difficult to
determine due to diverse and far reaching sound changes, and to telescoping: who would
derive punhf 'full moon' < Skt. par7J.ima, or yege(m) 'offering' < Skt. yajna, acagu 'yearly
meeting of all Kathmandu Bajracharya priests' from Skt. acarya-goHhika?) Only then, we can
be sure as to what is Newari, and what not and can proceed to eliminate Tib.-Burm. and other
loan words in order to trace the substrate language of the Kathmandu Valley. A shortcut, for
the time being, is provided by those untypical words with geminates mentioned above.
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§ 10. Himalayan Languages
§10.1. Early lA settlements in the Himalayas
D. D. Sharma, Old-Indo-Aryan element in Kinnauri (in: R.K. Sharma et al. (eds.), Dr.
B. R. Sharma felicitation Volume, Tirupati 1986, 149-155) describes older elements in the
Koehl dialect (of LSI 9, 4: 613-6), classified by Grierson as a subgroup of the KiOJPthali Group
(=Simla dialects, p. 549 sqq.). It is spoken in the western part of the former state of Bashahr,
along the upper Satlej River (Sharma's Lower Kinnaur, including the Kalpa, Nichar and
Sangla Valleys), while in the eastern part (Sharma's Upper Kinnaur), up to the Tibetan
border, the Tib.-Burm. language Kanauri (Kanawart) is used.
Sharma states that Lower Kinnauri has 'a substantial portion of Tibeto-Himalayan
vocabulary' and that it has 'various linguistic elements in its sub-strata ... whose origin is
sought elsewhere'. One of these substrata is, in his opinion, an Aryan element that cannot have
come from the (Vedic) OIA ofthe plains (Madhyadesa), since he regards linguistic and other
contact impossible ("unthinkable"; this can of course, be doubted, as we now have early iron
age civilizations in these hills and contacts with the plains).
He links his 'Lower Kinnauri' with "an independent group of Aryans in the prehistoric
days" ... the "Khasa and Yak~a" who spoke the Aryan language of the pre-Vedic period." He
also sees a "conspicuous absence of Brahmans and Brahmanical culture" (which, incidentally, is
quite typical for most of the upper Himalayan regions with NIA languages). Or, this form of
Aryan is seen by Sharma as that of the Khasa people "who form the bulk of the populace of
this region now-a-days .... The existing OIA elements are the remnants of language of these
Khasas". He thus is on a trail quite similar to that taken later on by Zoller (see below).
The vocabulary given by Sharma, however, shows traces of OIA, MIA and NIA -- as
might have been expected. One curious feature of L.Kin. is the division of nouns in animate
(suffix -s) and inanimate (suffix -n) which he compares to that of the Munda languages,
while he links the endings to OIA masc. -s, neuter -m.
However, his materials represent a mixture of OIA, MIA and NIA forms that have to
be separated. Typically, we find OIA kvath 'to boil' preserved as kwath or grtlma 'village' as
grama-n (as opposed to NIA gau/gao etc.); next, forms which represent a MIA stage such as
sappa-s 'snake' < sarpa, and NIA forms such as baya 'brother' < bhrtlttl, tau 'heat' < tapa,
dauya-n 'curds' < dadhi, ana-n 'food' <anna, or mama 'maternal uncle.'
Then, there are earlier and later loans directly form Sanskrit (tatsama). The earlier
ones have undergone some sound changes typical for this NIA language. Direct loans include
stlstra-n < stlstra, raksa-s < rak~asa, baga-n 'part, share' < bhaga; older ones must be: dhaura
'religion' < dharma has preserved dh (otherwise > d, a typical Dardic trait), or akhaura <
ak~ara 'letter'. There are several cases of "GandharJ metathesis" as well: trama-n 'copper' <
ttlmra, cf. grota-TJ 'cow urine'< gomatra etc.
In short, several layers have to be distinguished very carefully; Dardic influences and
medieval loan words from Skt. have to be separated, and finally, true OIA survivals must be
isolated, -- all of which cannot be done here. This Pahari language thus contains many loan
words from the levels of OIA and MIA and NIA.
The case is of interest as it shows, just as that of early Burushaski, the interaction of
plains and mountain people (cf. also, below, on Bangani). The present case also provides some
indication of the early date of such interaction between IA and Tib.-Burm. speakers; this may
be reflected even in AV, if the Kirtlta indeed are Tib.-Burm. speakers, and if the name has not
been passed on from an unknown earlier population (cf. the Kashmiri Pisaca, Naga traditions,
above) to Tib.-Burm. speakers.
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However that may be, from at least 1100 CE onwards, we see an increasing
Aryanization of the western Himalayas and W. Nepal with the spread of the Khasa tribe
(found already in Manu's law book); by 1150 CE they are still mentioned in the Rajatarailgii;ti
as settling southwest of the Kashmir Valley. Khas kura is the self-designation of what was called
the "language of the Gurkhas" (in Newari called khamy < khas); they have substituted the
name Nepali only in this century. By 1150 CE they had established theW. Nepal/C. Tibetan
Malia kingdom; by 1769 they had conquered the Kathmandu Valley; and by 1900 they had
settled, mixed with Gurung, Magar, and other Tib.-Burm. tribes speaking Nepali as lingua
franca, in Darjeeling, Sikkim, S. Bhutan and some parts of Assam. This movement is indicated
by their renaming of river names all across the Himalayas (Witzel1993).
Some part of the Himalayas may also have been occupied by the pre-Tibetan language
of W. and Central Tibet, Zhang Zhung. (See the list of Zhang Zhung words, Thomas 1933,
Beckwith 1987; for recent archaeological discoveries of Zhang Zhung settlements in the area
before the spread of Buddhism in the 7th c., see Bellezza, 12117/98, at:
www.asianart.com/index.html.)
The history of the settlement of the Himalayas is far from clear. (For some details,
based especially on hydronomy, see Witzel 1993, and cf. now van Driem
http://iias.leidenuniv.nl/host/himalaya/). For example, the Thami tribe who live higher up in
the Tama Kosi valley east of Kathmandu belong, as their language shows according to Shafer
( 1964: 3 n.1), to the Western Himalayish group of the Bodie division of Tibeto-Burmese
(Kanauri, etc.); cf. however, Starostin 1989. Indeed, the Thami claim to have immigrated
from Humla in northwest Nepal. This is one indication among others (Witzel1993) that there
was· a west-east flow of population and languages, similar to the much later one of the Nepali
speaking Khas tribe.

§ 10.2. Bangani
The intriguing question of Bangani has not been entirely resolved. Bangani is spoken
just east of Kinnauri, in the western-most tip of Garhwal, Uttar Pradesh. Zoller (1988, 1989)
has reported a non-IA substrate in this otherwise typical NIA language found high up in the
western Himalayas. Surprisingly, this substrate is a strange western variety of IE with words
such as ::>gn::>- 'unborn' (not Skt. a-ja) and g::>7J::> 'give birth' (not Skt. jan), k::>tr::> 'fight' (not
Skt. satru), d::>kru 'tear' (not Skt. asru); the initial d- is W. IE, cf. Greek dakru, Engl. tear, as
opposed to E. IE: Skt. asru, Avest. asru, Lithuanian asara. This claim has been disputed by G.
van Driem (1996, 1997), but has been sustained by research carried out in Bangan by Anvita
Abbi of Delhi University (see H.H. Hock [On Bangani] http://wwwpersonal.umich.edu/-pehook/bangani.html, with further discussion). Anvita Abbi recognizes
three layers in Bangani: words of the type d::>kru, bkt::>, g::>sti, the general NIA Pahari level, and
recent loans from Hindi, etc.
In principle, bands or tribes who have 'lost their way' and turn up in unexpected areas
are not altogether unknown. Tokharian, the easternmost IE language, has western
characteristics (kant, kiinte '100'), and the North Iranian Alani, ancestors of the Ossetes,
traveled all the way through Central Europe, Spain and North Africa with the Germanic
Vandals, to settle in Tunisia.
§10.3. Kusunda
Tib.-Burm. is, however, not the first language in the Central Himalayas. In Nepal it has
been preceded by the language isolate of Kusunda. (The language of the nomadic huntergatherer group, the Rau~e, is Tib.-Burm., though; see D.B. Bista, 1976, J. Reinhard 1974).
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Kusunda has recently been treated at length in MT II and III (cf. Shafer, 1966: 145; 1954: 10
sqq.), and I can therefore be brief. Personally, I deeply regret not having investigated the
language when I worked at Kathmandu (1972-8), at a time when this was still possible; I
thought that the Summer Institute of Linguistics (T. Toba 1970) and J. Reinhard (1969,
1970) were on the trail. At that time, some Kusunda still lived in the Mahabharata Range west
of Kathmandu, in the village Satobati on the river Kar Khola, west of Gorkha. This is,
however, a fairly recent settlement, and we should investigate whether other sections of the
tribe have survived elsewhere. One of my Nepalese friends, J.R. Acharya, tells me that some
decades ago, Kusunda used to come to his village near Tanahum. Children were threatened by
their mothers with exclamations such as "KusO.t;tQI ayo!" ("the Kusunda have come... they will
take you away!" It is important to note that Reinhard reports them from another area, the
Dang plains (south of Gorkha). Their possible survival should therefore be investigated
urgently -- though the question remains whether various groups of hunters called Kusut;tc;ia
in Nepal (such as those at Tanahum) do/did indeed speak this language. The language is
reported to have died out by now. The Summer Institute's web site
(www.sil.org/ethnologue/), misclassifying them as Tib.-Burm., says: "KUSANDA (KUSUNDA)
... Tanahun District, Gandaki Zone, western hills, Satto Bhatti west of Chepetar and possibly
jungle south of Ambhu. Kireni, near Kumhali. ... Last speaker died recently {1985). Extinct.)"
Therefore, Reinhard's taped material of c. 500 words and sentences, deposited in the
Phonogramm-Archiv, Vienna, should be (re-)investigated.
It is also important to point out the difference between Hodgson's {1848, 1880) and
Reinhard's {1969, 1970) Kusunda, a point also mentioned by P. Whitehouse MT III : 31;
however, these differences extend beyond the grammatical forms cited to the basic vocabulary,
e.g. gipan 'hand' H(odgson) : aibi R(einhard); ing gai 'star/night' H : sa'nam R (cf. ing, ing
ying 'sun'); jum 'moon' H : niho' R; cf. also smaller variations: toho 'tooth' H : uhu R; gitan
'skin' H gitat R.
It goes without saying that, for a thorough investigation of Kusunda, the loans it has
received from Nepali and some of the neighboring Tib.-Burm. languages such as (Kham)Magari, Gurung, Chepang, Newari, etc. must be taken into account, and that its relation to
the nearby substrate in Tharu (and Masica's "Language X") needs to be evaluated.
S. M. Joshi's dictionary (Paryacavaci Sabda Ko$,1974) unfortunately has no Kusunda
lists; on p. kha of the introduction he says (here translated from Nepali, with my notes
enclosed in []): "... there also exist two leftovers of these families: }hangar of the Dravida
family, and Santhali or Sartar of the Agneya [= Munda] family. [Note that the 1961 Census
has both Dhangar = Kurukh in Dhanusha Dst., and }hangar, see Zvelebil 1990: xxiv, n.24;
Santali and Sartar are both spoken in the extreme southeast of Nepal]. Again, there are also
such languages about which certainty of their language family has not been reached, such as
the Kusut;tc;ia language. In the Census the language of a tribe, wandering about in small
numbers and either living in village houses or not, and of other languages have been
separated. Thus, the language of the Kusut;tc;ia (a tribe found here and there in the Gandaki
district) and of the Raute people (found in Rapti, Bheri, Karnali and Seti districts) [Tib.Burm.] cannot be seen [in this dictionary]. But, from the point of view of anthropology and
linguistics, the language of some such tribes is important."
§10.4. A Munda substrate in the Himalayas?
In passing, the old theory of a Munda substrate in the Himalayas should be revisited. It
goes back to S. Konow 1905, 117-125. This has been denied by P.K. Benedict 1972:7, n. 23 and
G. van Driem, Rutgers 1993, J.J. Bauman (1975), Turin 1998 (see website:
http://iias.leidenuniv.nl/host/himalaya/individ/ kirmor.html).
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Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the name of the R. Ga~4aki can be traced
back to Munda. It is found all over Central Nepal, where the major rivers are called "the seven
G~4aki". How far into the Nepalese hills did the settlements of a Munda speaking people
reach? Even in exclusively Nepali speaking W. Nepal, the common hydronomical 'suffix' gaq
denoting 'river' may be connected with the Munda word da 'k, ganda 'k (Witzel 1993, 1999;
further materials in Kuiper 1962: 10, with lit.; and already B. H. Hodgson (1880, 1848).
A further hint may be provided by the implosives (unreleased stops) found in the
substrate of the Kathmandu Valley (cokh!cok/co, see above) and in Kanauri (see Grierson, LSI
on Kanauri). We may see here an areal feature of implosives that has influenced both the Tib.Burm. languages in Kinaur (Kanauri) in the western Himalaya and in the Kathmandu Valley.
Apart from Munda and Sindhi, this feature is otherwise not found in S. Asia. There are
indications in the eastern Himalayas of a pre-Tib.-Burm. population (Witzel 1993).
Anecdotally, it may be mentioned that the Kulunge Rai, a Tib.-Burm. tribe in. E. Nepal has
legends about the earlier settlers of the Hongu valley, the Rungsiupa.
Even today, the Munda languages Satar and Santali are actually spoken in the extreme
south-east of Nepal (probably, like the Kurukh, recent imports). Other Munda speakers are,
after all, found south of the Ganges, only about a hundred miles south of Eastern Nepal.
§10.5. The Tharu substrate
Finally, there are the various Tharu tribes who live in the foothills of the Himalayas,
from the Ramgailga river in U.P. (India) to the eastern border of Nepal, and in some
bordering hill tracts, such as in the Raptl Valley (Chitawan, just 50 miles SW of Kathmandu).
They practice slash-and-burn agriculture and nowadays speak a form of one of the
neighboring NIA languages, just like the Nahali or Yedda (see below); however, I believe that
we can find, again, a so far unstudied substrate from a pre-IA, Pre-Munda language.
Although often referred to as an archaic, remnant group, they have been little studied
(cf. the bibliography in Leal 1972, see now Krauskopf (1989). G. Grierson (Linguistic Survey
of India, 5.2: 311) reports the opinion of W. Crooke {1906) that they were formerly
Dravidians who intermarried with Himalayan people. Indeed, rarely, some of the vocabulary
looks Tib.-Burm.: for example Tib.-Burm. ti- 'water' in Tharu suitl 'small river.' (For -ti in
Himalayan river names, see Witzell993).
And indeed, D. N. Majumdar (1944) reports blood group types 'predominantly
Mongoloid.' This is now supported by recent, more advanced genetic studies. The Tharu are
very isolated within S. Asia (L. Cavalli-Sforza 1994: 84, 239 with fig. 4.14.1).
In Nepal, the Tharu have also consistently been reported to be immune against malaria.
Their area was heavily infested until the use of DDT, in the Sixties and early Seventies; and no
non-Tharu traveler stopped in this "8 kos" jungle belt overnight as to avoid catching the
"mountain fever". L. Cavalli-Sforza 1995:125 gives a genetic reason for immunity. The
anecdotally high Tharu immunity rate should be compared to the generally low Indian
'immunity gene' rate.
As for the suspected substrate, D. Leal {1972), provides an example of the influence of
their original non-NIA language, i.e. the difficulty the Chitaun Tharu have to pronounce
aspirated mediae (bh >bah; cf. above, on the Kathmandu Valley substrate) and mentions as
another ("Dravidian") substrate influence the simplification of the possessive case suffix Hindi
-ka, -ke, -ki, Nepali -ko, -ka to -k.
I list some examples of suspected substrate evidence from the Tharu word list in S. M.
Joshi (1974); this contains lists of 2914 words, starting from the Nepali entry. As in Grierson
and Leal, most Tharu words in this dictionary are close to Bhojpuri and Nepali; a cursory
check has resulted in the following words (cf. Witzel 1999, n. 43) which are neither related to
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the surrounding lA languages (Nepali, Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Maithili) nor to the nearby Tib.Burm. ones (Magar, Chepang, Newari, Tamang). I propose a more detailed study in a later
issue of MT. Some interesting words are:
• ubba 'small box'
• konhila 'tiger'
• khadi 'sugar cane' (cf. Ved. i~u 'sugar cane', MIA ikkhu, icchu, Maithili, Bhojpuri akhi,
+ Tib.-Burm. ti 'water' ??)
• gukha 'shaman'
• gulagula 'mild'
• gertJ 'splinter'
• jhemjhemiya 'small cymbal or drum'
• fippa 'mountain top' (probably NIA)
• ta 'small'
• tlra 'afterbirth'
• nlva 'whore house'
• nimak 'salt'
• bhubhui 'white scurf
• yedi 'brick'.
But the agricultural terms are NIA: bajra 'millet', dhan 'rice', makai 'maize', geha1?" 'wheat', as
well as most of their basic vocabulary.
All these cases indicate that we probably can discover more substrates if more work
along these lines would be done. But we lack etymological dictionaries for most NIA languages
(apart from Turner's great work, CDIAL), not to speak of Munda (in preparation by D.
Stampe et al.) and Tib.-Burm.; (see, however, those on the internet: Starostin et al., accessible
from: http://starling.rinet.ru/). For example, it may very well be that the Bihari languages
have more Tib.-Burmese substrate words. There is, after all, cttmal 'cooked rice' in Nepali,
cttwal in Hindi, etc. which can be connected with Tib.-Burm. *dza 'to eat', Newari ja 'cooked
rice, etc.' Yet, nobody in Indian Studies is looking for such substrate material.
§11. Nahali (Nihali).
Turning further South, it may very well be that Rajasthani has a strong Bhili (and
Nahali) substrate; Koppers (1948: 23, Kuiper 1962, 1966, 1991) and Shafer (1940, 1954: 10)
thought that the Bhils once spoke Nahali as well. The Bhils are now widely spread between the
AravaJa (Aravalli) Mountains, the Vindhya Mts. and the Tapti River (Khandesh area); they
now speak Gujarati-like lA.
Again, as extensively treated in MT II and Ill, it should be underlined that Kuiper
(1962: 51) distinguished 4 levels in this isolate language: some 25o/o substrate, then a Munda,
Dravidian and finally a NIA layer. The vocabulary given by Mundlay in MT II should be
reinvestigated by specialists of lA, Drav., and Munda. From the point of view of lA some
words stand out, even if they have not come directly from Marathi or a Hindi dialect or not,
whether they have been marked as L (loan-word), as the case of akkal-kayni (above) shows:
MT II p. 45 no. 161, p. 70 no. 10 sanu 'younger brother', belongs to CDIAL 12732 Ved.
slak~7Ja 'slippery, tender'> NIA: Panjabi nannha 'small, young', Nepali sanu 'small', nani 'little
girl', Oriya sana 'small, youngest', Hindi nanh 'small, light', Marathi sana 'small' etc., or MT
II: 36 no. 1274 parayn 'river', is other than maintained in MT II: 64 no. 17, a simple look-alike
of Nostratic *bihra', as parayn (Kuiper 1962: 96, 1966: 78) is a borrowing from its neighboring
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language, Marathi parhya 'streamlet, brook', and its dialect Konkani par~y, < Skt. parivaha
'overflow of a tank, water channel' CDIAL 7878, cf. MT II: 36.
Berger (1959) was of the opinion that the Nahals were identical with the well known
Nisa.da of the Chambal, Malwa and Bandelkhand areas. He discussed their mythology as found
in the Maha.bha.rata; however the Ni~ada (and once, the variant Ni~adha) are found already in
the Middle Vedic texts (see below).
The people called Niha.l or Na.hal are found (Berger 1959: 35) in many medieval texts,
such as in Hemacandra's Grammar (c. 1200 CE) as lahala; in Padma Pur. nahalaka, together
with the Bhilla, as mountain/jungle tribe; in Pu~padanta's Harivaqtsapura.t;ta as PJ.t2hala,
synomym of bhilla, savara (another jungle tribe : modern Saora); also in
Vikramankadevacaritra ofBilhat;ta (c. 1150 CE), and in R.a.ja5ekhara's drama BalaramayarJ.a (on
the R. Narmada.). Berger wanted to identify them with the 4ahala as well; they are found in
inscriptions of the Kalacuri dynasty of Tripuri and in Albiruni (1030 CE). All of their
territories are c. 400 km away from the modern eastern Nahalis near Nimar.
He thus derived Nahal/Nihal from a form such as *ne5ad reflected by Ved. Ni~ada.
Indeed, the word is found in early post-RV texts: KS, MS, and with the typical sound changes
in 'foreign' words: Ni~ada : *Ni~idha : SB 2.3.2.1-2 Na4a Nai~idha, (apparently the Vedic
'ancestor' of the Epic Nala Nai~adha); thus, d: dh (as in Magadha : Pra-magandha, etc.). The
name certainly is a popular etymology (however, the modern self-designation of the Nahals is
kalto, du. kaltih-tel, pl. kalina; < stem *kal#-o, s. Kuiper 1962: 82, 17, 27, Mundlay MT II 57, no. 858 kalto, pl. kolta). The Ni~a.da are described in Vedic texts (first MS 2.9.5 =KS 17.13,
TS 4.5.4.2, VS 16.27) as being "neither wilderness (ararJ.ya) nor 'wagon trek, settlement'
(grama)" who are "given over to the earth:" (asyam eva parftta~), next to jana '(foreign) tribe'
PB, other non-Brahmins (JB), and samanajana "one's own people" (cf. PB 16.6.7-9); cf. also
KB 25.15, LSS 8.2.8 on temporary residence in a nai~ada settlement.
Similarly, MS 2.9.5 describes the Ni~a.da, among the names of the fearsome god Rudra
and his people, together with hunters and other low caste people (=KS 17.13, TS 4.5.4.2, VS
16.27); -- AB 8.11 as robbers in the wilderness; similarly the dasyu JB 2.423:§ 168, where the
text insists on K~atriya accompaniment during travel, necessary to keep the Dasyu at bay and
turn them madhu 'sweet' , cf. AB 8.11 where the dasyu rob a wealthy man or a caravan in the
wilderness.
Acculturation is seen at MS 2.2.4, where their chief (sthapati) is allowed to offer
sacrifices, cf. KSS 1.1.12. The inclusion of the headman of the Nisa.da reflects the well-known
process of upward social movement, called "Sanskritization." (Wit~el1997a)
Their Vedic designation obviously is a popular etymology "those who sit at home."
However, they are more frequently described as robbers (still a favorite occupation of the
Nahals in early British times) -- against whom one had to guard when traveling through
uninhabited territory. Their chieftains (sthapati), however, were allowed into the Aryan fold
and could perform solemn Vedic sacrifices, clearly an early form of Sanskritization.
In passing, as has been first seen by Shafer and Kuiper, Nahali has connections with
Ainu, etc. (see now Bengtson, MT II 51-55), remnants of the earliest substratum of modern
Homo Sapiens sapiens' move from the Near East all the way to E. Asia (and S.E. Asia,
Australia); note however, the differing views ofV. Blazek, H. Fleming, and I. Peiros in MT II.
§12. Dravidians in the Vindhya Range
Both North Dravidian languages, Kurukh ( Oraon, on the borders of
Bihar/Orissa/Madhya Pradesh; the settlement in Nepal and Assam is recent) and Malto (on
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the bend of the Ganges in S.E. Bihar) are late-comers to Munda territory as many loans from
Munda languages indicate. Brahui in Baluchistan has returned to E. Iran only a few hundred
years ago (Elfenbein 1987); it has no older Iranian loans (from Avestan or Pashto, just from
their symbiotic neighbors, the Baluch).
In the Vindhya Mountains we find such names as the following: the Vidarbha people,
in the area around Nagpur, (the mod. Barhttq, Berar < Virafa, Mbh) are mentioned (JB),
along with their fierce macala dogs 'that kill even tigers' (note that this is an area with early
iron and horses). Vidarbha seems to be a popular etymology vi-darbha 'with widely spread
darbha (grass)', especially if connected with Munda da'b 'to thatch' (Pinnow 1959: 69), cf. vibhindu in the Gangetic plains (above). The name of the Vibhindus is related to that of the
Bainda tribe (derived from *bind) that still survives in the Vindhyas today, and names such as
Ku-sur(u)-binda (above). The very name of the Vindhya (post-Vedic) can be related, with
typical Sanskritizing interchange of d: dh, as in Pra-maganda : Magadha, (above). East of
these mountains, we have the Kaliilga (cf. Triliilga south of Orissa) and Ailga, Vailga. All of
these are names that hardly have a Drav. etymology, but which look Austro-Asiatic because of
their prefix changes.
However, all around Vidarbha, the first Drav. river names are met with : the Purna (<
*ptrJ) west of it, the Vtn-ganga east of it, and the Pain-ganga south of it. They all are
adaptations of a Drav. term for rivers, DEDR 4160a. *ptrJ-: *pe1J-V- 'to twine, twist'. It seems
that the area which still has a Munda name in the Vedic middle period (Vidarbha) has also
received a Dravidian overlay. This is confirmed by Drav. place names in -oli in Maharastra
and in -palli, -valli, -pal in Bastar, just east of the Vidarbha area (now southernmost Madhya
Pradesh) where they range from 21 o/o in the south to only 0-4% as one approaches the
Raypur plains. The south and southwest of Bastar is occupied by Gonds, all other regions by
Chattisgarhi Hindi speakers. (For an overview of studies in (South) Indian place names see the
paper by M.N. Nampoothiry 1987: 1-47, --- including a good bibliography, also of
unpublished Indian theses).
§13. The South
The South is frequently supposed to have been Dravidian from times immemorial.
However, in the refuge area of Nilgiris with their isolated Drav. tribes (Toda, etc.), we find a
substrate, see Zvelebil 1990, 63-70. Isolated words indicating this pre-Drav. substrate (Zvelebil
1990: 69f., Zvelebil 1979: 7lf.) include the Irula words
• mattu 'lip',
• qokene, qekene, qekena, qekkada 'panther',
• ovarakanku, Drakanku, Drangeku, Drange, Drapodu 'tomorrow' (unless DEDR 707 Tam.
uranku 'to sleep'),
• bu1J4ri 'grass hopper' (unless DEDR 4169),
• muff(u)ri 'butterfly' (unless DEDR 4850 mi~J 'locust'),
• vutta 'crossbar in a house'.
These instances should encourage Drav. specialists to look for substrates in Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada, etc. However, just like the propagators of indigenous "Aryans" in the North,
Dravidians of the South frequently think that they are autochthonous.
§14. Vedda
Finally, in Sri Lanka, the remnant population of the Yedda now speaks Sinhala. (De
Silva 1972).
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The substrate that they may have preserved is in urgent need of thorough study,
carried out by comparing Pali, Sinhala and Tamil words. Some typical words, interestingly
many with geminates, that cannot be linked either to Sinhala or to Tamil are:
• cappi 'bird'
• mun4i 'monitor lizard'
• potti 'a kind of bee'
• panni 'worm'
• rukula 'home, cavity'
(see de Silva 1972: 16; his vocabulary, pp. 69-96, does not contain etymologies).
Finally there is Andamanese, but unlike the Austro-As. Nicobarese, so isolated that it
can only be compared in long-range fashion, something entirely beyond my competence.
§15. Indo-Iranian substrates in Central Asia and Iran
By way of addition, attention may be drawn to the northwestern borders of the
subcontinent. Nuristani or Kafiri, as it was formerly called, is (differently from the older
handbooks which lump it together with the Dardic branch of lA) a third branch of the IndoIranians (G. Morgenstierne, Irano-Dardica. Wiesbaden 1973). It has survived in the
mountains of East Afghanistan and in neighboring Chitral (N.W. Pakistan). The Kalasha
(Chitral) subgroup have even preserved their ancient non-Hindu and non-Iranian religion.
Nuristani has preserved such sounds as Ilr. c that has been changed even in the RV > s (c.
1500 BCE) and in Old Iranian > s. It has transmitted at least one loan word into Vedic, Nur.
*kat's'a > Ved. k4ca 'shining piece of jewelry' (K. Hoffmann 1986, EWA I 335).
Beyond this, in Proto-Hr., there is a host of unstudied words found both in lA and
Old Iranian that do not have an IE etymology and must represent old, Bactria-Margiana
(BMAC culture 2100-1900 BCE), or other Central Asian substrate(s). They include plants,
animals, and material culture, such as found in Ved. I Avestan:
• u~tra I ustra 'camel', middle and new Akkadian udru "Bactrian camel" is a loan from
Iran, see EWA I 238, KEWA III 652, cf. Diakonoffin ]AOS 105, 1985, 600; the camel
was introduced into the BMAC area from Central Asia only in the late 3rd mill. BCE;
• khara I xara 'donkey', cf. Toch. B ker-ca-po < *karca-bha?, with the common Indian
animal suffix -bha (as in garda-bha, sara-bha, r~a-bha); the word ultimately may be a
late 3rd mill. Near Eastern loan, cf. Akkadian (Mari) ~arum, ajarum 'male donkey',
EWA I 447. Note also the overlap with Dravidian (denied by EWA 473): Drav. *garda
> Tamil kalutai, etc., one of the few possible links of a Central Asian substrate with
Dravidian (and with Vedic);
• iHi, iHik4 I istiia 'brick', ~moistuua 'clay brick'; OP isti, MP., NP. xist; cf. Toch. i5cem
'clay'?
• sthana I stana, stuna, OP stana 'pillar', unless it belongs to Ved. sthara 'tall, thick',
Avest. -stura, Khot. stura (thus EWA II 768);
• yavya IO.P. yauviya 'channel', > MP., NP. jo, joy 'stream, channel', Parachi zi 'rivulet',
EWA II 405; both words, typical for loans, do not go back to exactly the same source;
• godhama I gantuma 'wheat' from a Near Eastern language, cf. PSemitic *~nr, Hitt.
kant and Egyptian xnd (EWA II 499, Kuiper II] 34, 1991, 119)
• par~a I par'Sa 'sheaf, see EWA II 101;
• bija I Olran. *biza (in names), 'seed, semen', Buddh. Sogdian byz'k, Parachi biz
'grains';
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• satJa I kana- 'hemp', MP. san 'hemp' (with northwestern interchange k/s, see above),
Khot. kaJ?1ha, Osset. gren, grenre, Russ. Church Slavic konoplja, Gr. kannabis, itse~f a
loan from Scythian, as also the early loans into Germanic (before *k >h): Old H1gh
German hanaf, Dutch hennep < *kanap;
• bhanga I banga 'hemp, hashish', if the word does not belong to bhanj 'to break';
• *sinsap 'mustard': Ved. sa~arpa 'mustard', Khot. ssa5vana, Parthian syfl-d'n, Sogdian
sywsp-8n, MP. span-dan 'mustard seed'; Greek sinapi; < pre-Iran. *sinsapa < **sinsap
(Henning 5Jens2ap ); cf. also: Malay sawi, s~sawi, or Austro-As. *sapi, sV(r )-sapi;
further EWA 712, 727: sif?1Sdpa RV+ 'Dalbergia sissoo' NP. sf5am, Pashto s~wa <
*st~ampa, CDIAL 12424), Elam. se-is-sa-ba-ut = /se'Ssap!;
• kasyapa I kasiiapa 'turtle', Sogdian kysph, NP. kasaf, kas(a)p 'tortoise'; cf. Kashaf
Rod, a river in Turkmenistan and Khorasan;
• pard/pandh 'spotted animal, panther' : Ved. prdaku 'snake' RV, prdaka AV, prdakhu
BSS (EWA II 163), with Para-Munda prefix p~r?; Khowar purdum < *prdhama?
KEWA II 335, CDIAL 8362; Bur. '(Yasin) phurdum 'adder, snake'; later Skt. 'tiger,
panther'; NP. palang 'leopard' < O.Iran. *pard-, Greek pardalis, pardos, leo-pardos
'leopard' (EWA II 163), all < **pard 'spotted, wild animal?'; Henning reconstructs
**par~ (but note Greek pdnthtr), which may have been close to the Central Asian
form;
• *kar(t)ka 'rhinoceros', Ved. khaqga 'rhinoceros' MS+, EWA 443, cf. N.P. karka-dan,
Arab. karkaddan, Aelianus kartazonos (*kargazonos) 'Indian rhinoceros', all from a
pre-Aryan source; however, cf. Kuiper 1948: 136 sqq.
• bhe~aja I baesaziia 'healing'; Ilr *bhis-aj > Ved. bhi~-aj; the root *bhis may be a loan
word (cf. EWA s.v.),
• vtna 'lute': Ved. VltJa Khot. btna 'harp, lute', Sogdian wyn' 'lute', MP. win 'lute',
Armenian vin 'lute', unless loans from India, cf. EWA II 568;
• *kapauta 'blue': Ved. kapota 'pigeon', O.P. kapauta 'blue'; Khot. kavata 'blue', MP.
kabod 'grey-blue', kabotar 'pigeon'; EWA I 303, Kuiper 1991;
• *kadru 'brown': Ved. kadru 'red-brown', Kadra 'a snake deity', Avest. kadruua.aspa
'with brown horses, NP. kahar 'light brown';
The following words may be of still older origin and may have been taken over either in E.
Europe or in Northern Central Asia:
*medh!melit 'sweet, honey': IE. *medhu 'sweet' is found in Ved. madhu 'sweet, honey,
mead', Avest. ma8u, Sogdian m8w 'wine', (cf. Bur. mel'wine, from grapes'), Toch. B
mit 'honey', Gr. methu 'wine' etc.; it has spread to Uralic *mese, mete, Finnish mete,
Hungarian mez 'honey'; Chin. mi < *miet, Sino-Korean mil, Jpn. mitsu < *mit(u);
Iran. *ma8u > Turkic, Mongolian bal'honey'; Arabic madt?, and to> Toch. B mot
'intoxicating drink'. --- From another source *melit, Greek melit-, Hitt. milit, Latin
mel, mell-, Gothic mili'O. In Nostratic (Illich-Svitych, Opyt II, Moskva 1976: 38sq.)
both forms are united under *majM > *Uralic maj8A., Drav. matt. mitt, Altaic 1m/ala,
bala; cf. also, still further afield, in Polynesia: Samoan meli, Hawaiian mele, meli; mele,
melemele 'yellow', Maori miere; Tongan melie 'sweetness, sweet, delicious', Rarotongan
meli 'honey', Mangareva mere 'honey'.
• *sengha!singha 'lion' : Ved. siJ?1ha 'lion' < * sinj'ha < *sing'ha differs from ProtoIran. *sarg: Khoresmian sary, Parthian sarg, Khot. sarau; Henning reconstructs
**sJetJ,gha; -- loans into nearby languages, such as Toch. A sisiik, B secake 'lion'; Tib.
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senge, Chin. *sudn-1Jei (Henning, EWA), note, however, Karlgren 1923, no. 893 Arch.
Chin. *,~i, Jpn. *si > shi(-shi); cf. perhaps Armenian inc, inj EWA II 727, KEWA III
447; the western IE languages have received the 'lion' word from a different source,
Gr. lJs, leon(t)-, Latin leon-.
In short, western and central Iran must have been inhabited by archaeologically well
attested people of non-IIr speech. However, their languages have left few remains in Iranian.
Apparently, Elamian was spoken up to Sima5ki (Kerman/Bandar Abbas.area), while Aratta
(Sistan) and Marha5i (W. Baluchistan, Bampur region) apparently had other language(s),
(Vallat 1980); note also the loan word links between Sumerian and Drav. (above, §6.) All of
these data need to be studied in greater detail, especially the early Ilr substrate language(s).
§ 16 Conclusion
In short, the early linguistic picture of South Asia in the second and first millennium
BCE is as complex as (or even more so) than its modern counterpart. Some of the examples
adduced above indeed indicate that we are in for surprises, once more information is received.
The RV hapax akhkhalJ kr 'to speak haltingly, to bleat' would have remained one -- if not for
A. Mundlay's list in MT II, 17 with Nahali akkal-(kayni) '(to cry) loudly in anguish'. This
excludes other etymologies recorded in EWA, ingenious as they may be. This example also
indicates that even the oldest literary tradition has retained important information on the
(lost) substrates. What may we still find in the Tamil Sangam texts? Yet, as expressed above:
nobody is looking!
On the other hand, it is important to know the location and time frame of the first
occurrence of substrate words in order to evaluate them properly, and to avoid comparing
accidentallook-alikes by using derivatives that may have been possible, e.g., only a thousand
years later. The Canaaite words or Nahali parayn and sanu (see above) are cases in point. P.
Benedict's warning (MT III: 93) on EFPs needs to be heeded.
The few etymological dictionaries available so far do not provide geographical and
historical information, though Mayrhofer's EWA now gives a general idea, for the specialist, of
the historical levels, but hardly of the geographical spread. DEDR does not have any such
information yet, and we need to check the on-line dictionary at Cologne (http://www.unikoeln.de/phil-fak/indologie/tamil/otl_search.html); and the KWIC Concordance of Classical
Tamil texts (http://www.uni-koeln.de/cgi-bin/SFgate). A Munda etymological dictionary is
still under preparation.
We need much more philological and linguistic study in a number of areas for further
comparisons inside and outside South Asia. In this undertaking, the ancient Vedic and Tamil
texts still hold out a lot of important and interesting data, but they have not yet been tapped
properly. Even in the well-studied IA sector we do not yet have enough reliable information
on the geographical spread an time frame of the texts (except for the Veda, see Witzel 1987,
1989, 1997). The various levels and the geography of the Pali and Epic texts still need much
more sorting out. In the Dravidian field, we need, especially, a detailed historical grammar and
dictionary of Tamil that covers the past two millennia or so in a comprehensive fashion. In
Munda, a new reconstruction that pays more attention to S. Munda is eagerly awaited, not to
speak of a comparative or etymological dictionary of the various languages and dialects
involved. For the remnant languages such as Burushaski, Nahali, Kusunda, and the various
substrates the lesser said the better. Even the extensive new Burushaski dictionary of Berger
(1998) contains few etymological notes, and they are restricted to the northwestern languages
and to Urdu. All major Indian languages, north or south, are lack historical and etymological
dictionaries. Even in the well researched field of Indo-Aryan, Turner's CDIAL and
Mayrhofer' s EWA are only of limited help for our purpose, restricted as they are, to words
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derived from OIA or reconstructable as OIA. Mayrhofer's 'unexplained, difficult, unclear'
words and Turners 'starred' words may be a help, at least, to highlight possible loan and
substrate words; even then, Mayrhofer' s marked tendency to explain virtually everything as
IE needs constant attention. Unfortunately, in similar vein, Burrow-Emeneau's DEDR only
compares only inside Drav., and outside the family refers only lA and not to Munda or to
other S. Asian languages, so that "their dictionary, by omitting all references to Munda,
sometimes inevitably creates a false perspective from a Pan-Indic point of view" (Kuiper 1991:
53).
Even then, it is my hope that this brief survey will induce comparative linguists to pay
closer attention to the rich materials found in the early Indian texts, and that even this still
rather limited list will provide some useful materials for further study. More lists are in
preparation.
In sum, not only is the linguistic situation of northern South Asia in the second
millennium BCE much more complex than usually admitted, the materials adduced above also
indicate that, even with the addition of the modern descendants of Proto-Burushaski, -Nahali
and -Kusunda, we have to reckon with, and make use of, a number of other substrate
languages such languages as Tharu, Masica's "Language X", the substrate of the Kathmandu
Valley, and the Panjab and the Sindh varieties of the Indus language.
However, except for the few items pointed out for Vedda and the Nilgiri languages,
the prehistoric linguistic situation of South India (before Dravidian) is entirely unclear: in this
respect, a lot of spade work needs to be done by Dravidian specialists; the same applies to the
reconstruction of Munda and the possible substrates of the eastern and central parts of India;
yet, just as in the modern North Indian languages, no progress has been made in all these
respects over the past few decades. The Himalayan languages that are finally studied in greater
detail by the Linguistic Survey sponsored by the German Research Association and by the
Himalayan Languages Project at Leiden, may still surprise us with remnants of pre-Tib.Burm. substrates.
All of this, and to a small degree even the summaries of substrata given above, provide
a multitude of data for the many waves of immigration and amalgamation that have swept
over the Indian subcontinent. Ultimately, these substrates will hint at the first wave of
immigrant groups of Homo Sapiens sapiens, which may have left us some remnants in the
deep substratum of languages such as Nahali, Vedda and Kusunda.

*** *** ***
ABBREVIATIONS
Note: for ready reference, the five historical levels of Vedic are indicated by numbers (1-5),
followed by their geographical location, W: western North India= Panjab, Haryana, C: central
North India = Uttar Pradesh, E: eastern North India = N. Bihar; S: southern N. India =
between the Jamna/Ganges and the Vindhya mountains).
AA
AB
Akkad.
ApDhS

Austro-Asiatic
Aitareya Brahmai,ta (4, W & E)
Akkadian
Apastamba Dharmasntra (5 C)
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.ApSS
Arm en.
Austro-As.

AV
Avest.

AVP
Ben g.
Brah.
BSL
BSS
Bur.
CDIAL
DED
DEDR
Drav.
ep.
EWA
Gr.
GS
Guj.
HSS
Hitt.
IA
IE

IIJ
Ilr
Indo-Ar.
Iran.
JB
Jpn.
Kan.
Kasm.
Ka~h.A

KausS.
KB
KEWA
Khar.
Khot.
KS
KSS
Kur.
LSS
Lit.
Mal.
Mar.
Mbh.
MIA
MP.
MS

Apastamba Srautasotra (5 C)
Armenian
Austro-Asiatic
Atharvaveda Sa1phita (2 C)
Avestan
Atharvaveda Saiphita, Paippalada version (2 W)
Bengali
Brahui
Bulletin de Ia societe de linguistique de Paris
Baudhayana Srautasotra (4-5 C)
Burushaski
Turner 1966-69
Burrow, T. and M.B. Emeneau 1960
Burrow, T. and M.B. Emeneau 1984
Dravidian
Epic Sanskrit
Mayrhofer 1956-76
Greek
Grhyasotra(s) (5)
Gujarati
HiraQ.yakesi Srautasotra (5 C)
Hittite
Indo-Aryan
Indo- European
Indo-Iranian Journal
Indo- Iranian
Indo-Aryan
Iranian
Jaiminlya BrahmaQ.a (4 S)
Japanese
Kannada, Canarese
Kashmiri
Ka~ha AraQ.yaka (4 W)
Kausika Sotra (5 C)
Kau~Itaki BrahmaQ.a ( 4 C)
Mayrhofer 1986-96
Kharia
Khotanese Saka
Katha Samhita
Katyayan~ Srautasotra (5 E)
Kurukh
Larrayana Srautasotra (5 S)
Lithuanian
Malayalam
Marathi
Mahabharata
Middle Indo-Aryan
Middle Persian
MaitrayaQ.i Sa1phita (2-3 W)
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MT
Mund.
Nep.
New.
NP.

NIA
Nir.
Nur.
OP
Osset.
Panj.
Pkt.
PS
PSK
RV
RVKh
~ac;lvB
Sa~ph.

Sant.
SA
SB
SB
SBK

ss

Skt.
Sum(er).
So.
Susr.

sv

Susr.
Stii
TA
Tam.
Tel.
TB
Tib.
Tib.-Burm.
Toch.
TS
Up.

v.

VadhB
Ved.
Ved. Index

vs

YV
ZDMG

Mother Tongue
Mundari
Nepali
Newari
New Persian
New Indo-Aryan
Nirukta (5)
N uristani (Kafiri)
Old Persian
Ossetic
Panjabi
Prakrit
Paippalada Sa~phita (2 W)
Paippalada Salphita, Kashmir MS.
~gveda Sa~phita ( 1, Greater Panjab)
~gveda Khila (2 W)
~advi~psa Brahmcu:ta (4 W)
Samhita(s)
Santali
Sankhayana Arcu:tyaka (4 C)
Sadvimsa Brahmana

Satap~tha Brahma~a (4 E)

Satapatha Brahmcu:ta, Kru;tva recension (4 C)
Srautasotra (5)
Sanskrit
Sumerian
Sotra(s) (5)
Susruta
Samaveda Sa~phita (2 W)
Susruta
Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik
Taittiriya Ara1,1yaka (4 C)
Tamil
Telugu
Taittiriya Brahma1,1a (4C)
Tibetan
Tibeto-Burmese
Tocharian
Taittirtya Sa~phita (2 C)
Upani~ad(s)

(4)

Vtdevdad
Vadhola Brahmcu:ta (Anvakhyana) (4 C)
Vedic
Macdonell- Keith 1912
Vajasaneyi Sa~phita (2 E)
Yajurveda (-Sa~phita) (2)
Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenUindischen Gesellschaft
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On the Linguistic Prehistory of South Asia.
Paul 'Mlitehouse:
Flat 3, Angel House, Pentonville Road, London N1 9HJ
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Email: paut_whitehouse@talk21.com
Michael Witzel's article: Early Sources for South Asian Languages is a rich compilation of all the latest
proposals for substratum retentions in South Asian languages and, as such, is a fascinating read. That
it promises more than it delivers is as much down to difficulties of presentation as to the deficiencies of
the data. Sometimes this is merely the consequence of it being a preliminary draft - and my own overdependence on the visual may also be to blame - but other niggles are perhaps more endemic to the
field as a whole.
Specifically, although there are repeated references to the 380 or so substrate words present in the
Rgveda, there is no comprehensive list for us comparativists to get our teeth into. Nor is this available
elsewhere. Kuiper's 'convenient list' is entirely in Sanskrit, which is not my definition of 'convenient'.
Indeed, on many occasions Witzel himself discusses Sanskrit words without giving their meanings. I
know it is easy for the specialist to forget how little non-specialists know of their specialities (and how
few of us know Sanskrit), but please can we have articles written in one language only.
Unfortunately, this makes it difficult to evaluate the central plank of Witzel's argument. the presence of
'Para-Munda' prefixes in much of the non-Indo-European Sanskrit wcabulary. FirsUy, much of the
evidence is contained in articles by Kuiper eta/., and is merely alluded to here. 'Mlere 'Para-Munda'
prefixes are cited, most of them are not explained. 'Mlere there are explanations we find prefixes
'which relate to persons and animals' attached to Sanskrit words for 'axe', 'shimmering', 'barrel',
'wooden stick' etc. With the exception of the two (admittedly plausible) items linked to Munda 'water',
we are given no indication as to how each prefix frts into the corresponding Sanskrit word as a whole. It
is therefore not obvious that these are even prefixes at all (let alone Munda prefixes), as opposed to
initial syllables that happen to sound the same as Munda prefixes.
The presence or absence of prefixes is binary, with a fifty-fifty chance of any two linguistic entities
being either both with or both without, so the presence of prefixes per se is of minimal diagnostic
value. But even if they share the same prefixes, it can be misleading, as in the case of Ma'a (Mbugu), a
South Cushitic language which was originally treated as a mixed language on account of its heavy
accumulation of Bantu grammatical elements. I would be reluctant to put too much faith in the ParaMunds prefixes as so far outlined, in the absence of other evidence. Other typological features such
as the presence or absence of retroflex or geminated consonants are equally binary and, as such, are
equally unreliable guides to genetic affiliation.
As for the support offered by the Munda affiliation of Sumerian, Diakonoff's case for this is much
weaker than the case for connecting Sumerian either to Nostratic or Dene-Caucasic. My own
preliminary researches, admittedly using a very limited Sumerian database, suggest that it aligns more
closely with both of these than with Austric or any other phylum to the South-East. Incidentally, 1was
interested to learn that SUmerian 'has implosive consonants'. I did wonder whether perhaps the
Sumerian consonantal system had contrasts to which the Akkadian speaking scribes who wrote the
language down were indifferent or oblivious.

But if Wrtzel's Sanskrit substratum is not 'Para-Munda'. then what is it? Wrtzel provides good evidence
for it not being either Dravidian or Burushaski, which is progress in itself. For a start it suggests that
attempts to decipher the Indus Valley inscriptions via Dravidian or Burushaski will not work. The dialect
differences he seems to have identified between the Northern and Southern Indus substrate,
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meanwhile. offer a new starting point for attempts at decipherment. Even the 'Para-Munda' thesis,
whilst It has yet to convince me, deserves to be tried on the Indus inscriptions. There is no a priori
reason why an Austroasiatic language can not have been spoken in the Indus Valley.
Unfortunately, without the full list of substrate words and their meanings I am in no position to offer an
alternative affiliation for them. This is equally true of the other intriguing cases Witzel raises. such as
lrala. Vedda and Khawar. Of the handful of words listed I was unable to match a single one to any other
family - and there are two compelling reasons why I might not have been any more successful even
with the full lists.
There are two ways in which evidence for the original languages of South Asia may have been
preserved. Firstly, the languages themselves may survive. Nihali and Kusunda are examples of this,
and in each case it is the core vocabulary (body parts etc.) that survives beneath layers of more recent
borrowings. It is within this core vocabulary that the evidence for deeper relationships may be sought,
as 1attempted to show in my recent article (Mother Tongue Ill).
Secondly, aboriginal communities may adopt the languages of more recent arrivals but incorporate
some elements of their ancestral languages in the process. In these cases, however, the core
vocabulary of the resulting language is that of the recent arrivals, while the retentions are limited both
in number and in range. Generally the latter are cultural items reflecting differences of lifestyle or
environment. This accounts for the presence of the non-Indo-European agrlculutural vocabulary in
Hindi, retained from Masica's 'Language X'. The problem here, from a taxonomic point of view, is that
cultural items are also the items most prone to borrowing. Witzel presents some very interesting
evidence illuminating the development and transmission of agriculture In South Asia. This is
historically very important (particularly what it says about the coming of the Dravida), but what it doesn't
do is illuminate the wider genetic relationships of the languages concerned.
The second serious limitation on our knowledge of South Asian linguistic prehistory is the complexity
of the pre-agricultural scene. Though Wrtzel himself also uses the word 'complex' to describe this, I
believe he underestimates the likely degree of that complexity. It is inconceivable that the precursors
of modem Indian languages have been spoken in South Asia for less than 40,000 years. My preferred
figure would be twice that. Such a time scale allows for extreme diversity to develop, and I consider it
likely that pre-agricultural South Asia must have exhibited a degree of linguistic variation comparable to
that found in New Guinea - but on a larger scale. In other words, there could have been hundreds of
languages as different from each other as are Nihali, Kusunda and Burushaski, spread between
scores of similarly disparate families.
This means that the chances of a substrate language being closely related to any other surviving 'Old
Indian' language are very slim, while the chances of being able to identify more distant relationships
are, in the absence of residual core vocabulary, slimmer yet. It further means that for the most part the
earliest linguistic prehistory of South Asia is lost to us for ever.
But we must not allow such pessimistic considerations to prevent us looking. Witzel mentions several
languages in which substratum vocabulary has been identified, and gives ground for hope that there
may be many more. As long as we have the data (preferably complete lists of words and their
meanings) there is hope that some glimmer may yet reach us from the depths of this otherwise
impenetrable darkness. This is important because, by virtue of its geographical position, South Asia
and its languages are crucial to our understanding of the Human language family as a whole.
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On the Austroasiatic Indus Theory
George van Driem
Leiden University
The problem in a nutshell
The idea that the ancient Austroasiatic homeland lay somewhere in India is an old one. Linguistic facts about Austroasiatic have always supported an Indian homeland for Austroasiatic.
First of all, as Heinz-Jiirgen Pinnow observed, 'the Munda languages undoubtedly are more
similar to Proto-Austroasiatic than the other members of the family' (1963: 150), which
suggests that the Munda peoples, who reside in India, have been subjected to less upheaval
through migration than have other Austroasiatic groups, such as the Nicobarese and the
various Mon-Khmer groups. Secondly, toponymical evidence has been adduced in support of
the hypothesis that the Austroasiatic Urheimat lay in South Asia or, at least, that the Austroasiatic linguistic area was once far more widespread in South Asia than it is today. Toponyms
and particularly river names in the Himalayan region, such as GQrJt/ald which may derive from
a Munda word for 'river', have suggested to researchers such as Hermann Berger and Manfred
Mayrhofer that Austroasiatic is an old ethnic substrate in the north of the Indian Subcontinent
and that its presence antedates the advent of Tibeto-Burman peoples in the Himalayan region.
Thirdly, Przyluski (1922, 1923), Levi (1923), Bloch (1925, 1930), Levi, Przyluski and Bloch
(1929) and Kuiper (1948, 1950, 1954, 1955, 1991) advocated the idea that an Austroasiatic
substrate existed in Vedic Sanskrit, but perhaps not all of the evidence adduced to date is
equally cogent (cf. Emeneau 1954: 291-292).
The competing theory that the Austroasiatic homeland lay in Southeast Asia was put forth
by Robert von Heine-Geldem, whose theory was an interpretation of archaeological fmdings
based on anthropological findings and the modem geographical distribution of Austroasiatic
speaking peoples. He interpreted the Munda peoples as the result of 'die Einwanderung mongolider austroasiatischer Stiimme in Vorderindien' and of their 'Mischung mit Dravida und
Urbevolkerungselementen'. The original inhabitants of India were a 'mehrrassige Urbevolkerung' which inhabited the Subcontinent in palaeolithic times (1928, 1932). This theory has
remained influential to the present day. It must be kept in mind, however, that, in interpreting
the archaeological record with the idea of reconstructing an ancient linguistic intrusion, the
linguistic evidence holds primacy above the archaeological evidence.
In his fascinating and exciting paper 'Early sources for South Asian substrate languages',
Michael Witzel provides new evidence for a special variant of the Indian homeland hypothesis
and even goes as far as to suggest that the people behind the Indus Valley civilisation could
have been Austroasiatic. In so doing, Witzel suggests that the old theory of a Munda substrate
in the Himalayas has been denied by various people including myself (p. 48). This is not altogether precise. What I disbelieve is that the verbal agreement morphology observed in TibetoBurman languages of the Himalayas, such as the Kiranti languages in eastern Nepal, the recently discovered Gongduk language in central Bhutan, Dhimal in the Nepalese Terai, etc., can
be attributed to a Munda substrate, as some scholars had been inclined to believe ever since
Wilhelm Schmidt misidentified such languages as 'tibetobirmanisch-austrische Mischsprachen'
(1906). James John Bauman's study definitively put this idea to rest, at least as far as Kiranti
verbal flexion is concerned (1975). Subsequent studies have borne out that the desinences and
individual agreement etyma, a subset of which are grammaticalized pronominal elements, are
reconstructible to the Tibeto-Bunnan level and demonstrably native to that family in the sense
-----

---------
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that they are well reflected in far-flung branches of the family, even to the northeast of the
Himalayan divide, e.g. van Driem (1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 1994a,
1994b, 1995, 1997b, 1997c), Rutgers (1993), Kepping (1994), Turin (1998). In passing, I
cannot help but wonder from which dialect Witzel draws his modem Tibetan forms, e.g. [ye]
'eight' for literary Tibetan brgyad (p. 39), but since he provides a proper transliteration of the
native spelling, this point is not material to his argument
It is fair and fitting that I state my own point of view on the subject at the outset. Although I
believe in the antiquity of an Austroasiatic presence in the north of the Subcontinent, I do not
currently suscribe to the hypothesis of an Austroasiatic Indus. None the less, I strongly feel
that Michael Witzel's new evidence for the Indian homeland hypothesis for Austroasiatic merits
serious consideration and that his Austroasiatic Indus is a highly intriguing hypothesis. His
past studies on toponyms, particularly on Himalayan hydronymy are of the greatest interest in
this context. Last month I had occasion to discuss Michael Witzel's fascinating article with my
friend Asko Parpola, whom I visited in Kyoto. Parpola, author of the lovely study Deciphering
the Indus Script (Cambridge, 1994), has given much thought to the material presented by Witzel, and he kindly shared his thoughts with me in Japan. Parpola's objections deal mainly with
the weakness of a number of the etymologies proposed by Witzel, and I shall not deal with this
topic here.
Witzel points out that three chronological layers can be identified in the ~gveda. This division into an 'early', 'middle' and 'late' layer is well accepted. Roughly speaking, the classical
division is that Books 2 through 7 and Book 9 represent the old portion. Book 8 and the frrst
part of Book 1 represent the middle layer, followed by the second part of Book 1. Book 10 represents the late layer. On the basis of recent investigations, Witzel has now assigned Books 3
and 7 to the middle layer, and he has reassigned to the late layer the first part of Book 1, the
second part of Book 8 and the later accretion in the frrst part of Book 8 running from lines 49
through 59. Witzel remains tacit on the status of Book 9. It is generally accepted that editorial
revisions to the ~gveda, particularly in composition, were introduced later, probably on the
Gangetic Plain, where later texts such as the Brahma.Qas were most probably composed. Witzel
points out that there is little Dravidian in the oldest layer of the ~gveda, which he dates to the
period 1700-1500 BC, perhaps arguably none, and that Dravidian loans are only to be found in
the later strata of the ~gveda.
The crux and simultaneously the Achilles' heel of Witzel's argument is that he maintains that
the ~gveda was first composed in the Punjab and later on the Gangetic Plain. The idea that
much of the ~gveda took shape in the Punjab is relatively well accepted because the geography
reflected in the text involves rivers flowing from north to south. However, a good number of
scholars, including Asko Parpola, believe that the oldest layers of the ~gveda were composed
in more northerly areas, perhaps even as far north as modem Afghanistan. Witzel's argument
hinges upon his ability to convincingly demonstrate that the oldest hymns of the ~gveda were
composed in the Punjab and not in more northwesterly parts of what today is Pakistan and Afghanistan. Little new compelling evidence has been adduced to substantiate this claim. The presence of a non-Dravidian, non-Aryan component in the oldest layer of the ~gveda has long
been recognized, and Witzel, with his mastery of a large corpus of data, drives home this point
strongly. This fact does not, however, necessarily militate against the conventional theory of a
Dravidian Indus.
Conventionally, the ancient Indo-Iranians are identified with the Andronovo culture, a blanket term for a number of similar local cultures which occupied the entire west Asiatic steppe
from the Ural river to the Yenissei between 2000 and 900 BC. The split between the lndoAryans and the Proto-Iranians is believed to originally have been a north-south split with the
Prato-Iranians to the north of the Indo-Aryans, who led the vanguard south down through
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Bactria and Margiana Thence the Indo-Aryans spread both east into the Indus Valley as well
as west to the Fertile Crescent. where they became the Mitanni ruling class of an ancient kingdom in the Jazirah in upper Mesopotamia in the XVth and XIVth centuries BC, and succeeded in
imposing their Indo-Aryan religion and deities upon their Hurrian subjects, although it was the
language of the subjected Hurrians which ultimately prevailed. In the east. the Indo-Aryans
were to be more successful, and the limguages which derive from their original tongue are today the major languages of northern India, Bangladesh and Pakistan. The Irido-Aryans were
followed by the Proto-Iranians.

Three weaknesses and an alternative explanation
I believe that there are at least three reasons why the facts adduced by Witzel more aptly argue against an Austroasiatic Indus and for a Dravidian Indus. First of all, Alexander Lubotsky
has recently examined lexical items which qualify as Indo-Iranian isolates in that they are attested in Iranian and Indo-Aryan but in no other branches of Indo-European. This lexical component in Indo-Iranian is evidently a loan layer characterized by a shared phonological and morphological shape which is uncharacteristic for words of Indo-European stock, such as the
presence of voiceless aspirates and long middle syllables. These loans show sound correspondences which are, in part, irregular between Iranian and Indo-Aryan. This points either to later
borrowing of these items between Indo-Aryan and Iranian or to borrowing of these items from
the substrate language into both Indo-Aryan and Iranian at different times. These Indo-Iranian
isolates appear at this early stage of investigation to correspond to the old non-Dravidian loan
layer in the ~gveda. Lubotsky's fmdings indicate that this oldest loan layer must therefore
antedate the arrival of the Indo-Aryans on the fluvial plains of the Indus and the large, now
largely dry river bed of the Ghaggar-Hakra. The ancient language from which this substrate
layer was borrowed was probably spoken on both sides of the Hindu Kush and may, in fact,
represent the language which the Indo-Iranians encountered as they descended from the
steppes onto the people who inhabited the Bactria Margiana Archaeological Complex. Significantly, some of the isolated Indo-Iranian vocabulary is religious in nature and includes
terms dealing with the soma or Ephedra cult, which Viktor Sarianidi claims was a feature of the
urban civilisation of Margiana (1991, 1998a, 1998b). Lubotsky's fmdings suggest that the ancient Indo-Iranians were first infected with their religion or, at least. with certain key elements
thereof as they passed through Bactria and Margiana on their march to the south.
Secondly, the sociolinguistically most obvious and foremost thing for a conquering people
to do is not necessarily to borrow words extensively from the language of a subjugated populace. Borrowing is more likely to have increased as the subjugated populace was assimilated
and a form of coexistence and peaceful interaction had come into being. Although some borrowing may already have occurred in the earliest phases of contact, it is reasonable to assume
that it would have taken some time for such alien words to enter the elevated, formal language
of native oral tradition. If the hypothesis of a Dravidian Indus is correct, then the Indo-Aryans
would not necessarily have encountered the Dravidians until they had descended from the
mountains and actually entered the Punjab in what today is Pakistan, and the later date of the
Dravidian loans is precisely what we should expect
Thirdly, any solution to the Austroasiatic homeland problem must satisfy several criteria
One of these is what Jim Mallory calls the 'total relationship' principle, whereby the origins for
any single Austroasiatic group cannot be resolved independently of other Austroasiatic groups.
This criterion is often overlooked in the case of Austroasiatic, for scholars have put the Austroasiatic homeland as far east as the eastern seaboard of China and as far west as the Punjab. The
origins of Munda cannot be resolved without taking into account the linguistic ancestors of the
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Nicobarese and speakers of Mon-Khmer languages as far flung as Vietnamese. The Punjab is
not only far away from the geographical centre of gravity of modem Austroasiatic language
communities, the Punjab in the far northwest is beyond the range of any modem or historically
attested Austroasiatic language community. The present distribution of Austroasiatic language
communities makes an early Austroasiatic presence in the north of the Subcontinent plausible,
but the distribution ofMon-Khmer language communities in mainland Southeast Asia (including Khasi in the Meghalaya) and Nicobarese in the Andaman Sea suggests that the Austroasiatic homeland lay in the northeast along the Brahmaputra and around the Bay of Bengal,
perhaps extending as far west as the Gangetic Plain. The presence of Aryanized 'scheduled
castes' and possibly originally Austroasiatic groups such as the Bhils, Tha.ru and Musahar
could suggest an Austroasiatic presence even further west, but the original linguistic affinity of
these groups is, to be precise, unknown. A real problem is that there are too many miles and
too many peoples between the Hindu Kush and the Bay of Bengal, and the distinctness of the
neolithic assemblage in eastern and northeastern India and the neolithic traditions elsewhere in
the Subcontinent is a very well-established in Indian archaeology.
In summary, some indologists hold that the oldest layers of the ~gveda were composed in
areas to the northwest of the Punjab, and compelling evidence has not yet been adduced to
demonstrate that this is not the case. Lubotsky's fmdings indicate that the non-Dravidian loan
layer in the ~gveda is too early to be traced to the Punjab and that the same source language is
already reflected in Indo-Iranian. The fact that Dravidian loans are to be found in the later layers of the ~gveda is precisely what we should expect if we entertain the hypothesis of a Dravidian Indus. Finally, the geographical distribution of Austroasiatic language communities and
the well-established distinctness of the neolithic assemblage in eastern India from the neolithic
traditions elsewhere in the Subcontinent renders the hypothesis of an Austroasiatic Indus implausible. In this connexion, Witzel's para-Munda source becomes meaningful, for the hypothesis of a lost western branch of Austroasiatic is an intriguing possibility. However, much is
contingent on the soundness of the proposed etymologies and on how much leeway is permitted by the necessarily nebulous nature of para-Munda. In view of the ethnolinguistic composition of the north of the Subcontinent, Kusunda or para-Kusunda might be a more obvious
place to look for the source of early loan layer in Vedic. On the other hand, it may be that the
language from which the early loan layer entered into Vedic and, for that matter, Indo-Iranian
may have been lost forever in the sands of Bactria and Margiana. Therefore, even if Witzel's
Austroasiatic Indus theory is incorrect, the large body of analysed data which he has adduced
will be of lasting value to Vedic studies.

Related issues
Finally, I shall address a number of issues germane to Witzel's argument. The first and
foremost question is just how Austroasiatic is the source language for the early borrowings
seen in the ~gveda and- as Alexander Lubotsky has recently argued - in Indo-Iranian. We
know that Frans Kuiper already thought that items in the early loan layer exhibited elements
which he identified with Austroasiatic prefixes, only relicts of which he believed could be
found in Munda but many of which were still found intact in Malay. Here we have arrived at
another core problem, for which Michael Witzel can in no way be held accountable, i.e. the
state of the art in Austroasiatic linguistics.
Malay is one of many Austronesian languages, whereas the Munda, Nicobarese and MooKhmer languages together make up the Austroasiatic language family. Wilhelm Schmidt is the
father of the old Austric theory, which posited a language family consisting of Austroasiatic
and Austronesian. Schmidt's Austric was a very inclusive group, which later even included
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Japanese as a predominantly Austric 'Mischsprache' consisting of an 'austroasiatische' and an
'ural-altaische' layer (1906, 1930). The late Paul Benedict, who himself still entertained the
Austric theory during the war, facetiously pronounced this proto-language 'extinct' in 1991,
but his pronouncement was premature. Gerard Diffloth has found that the lexical evidence for
Austric is largely negative (1994), but Lawry Reid has kept the idea alive by adducing a
meagre but tantalizing handful of Austric morphemes (1994). Reid relates the Proto-Austroasiatic causative morphemes *<pa- - -ap-> and *<ka-> to the Proto-Austronesian causative
prefixes *<pa->, *<ka-> and *<paka->, the Proto-Austroasiatic agentive marker *<rna- -am-> to the Proto-Austronesian agentive *<mu- - -urn->, and the Proto-Austroasiatic instrumental infixes *<-an-> and *<-in> to the Malayo-Polynesian instrumental prefix *<paN-> and
Proto-Austronesian instrumental morpheme *<ni- - -in->. Finally, Reid proposes a not very
convincing correspondence between a Nancowry Nicobarese nominalizer suffiX <-a> and a
Proto-Austronesian 'objective' suffiX *<-a>. There are several problems with the proposed
morphological parallels: Most Austroasiatic languages are grammatically hardly documented,
and the epistemological basis for Austroasiatic reconstructions is feeble. Internal reconstruction
and informed comparison require detailed grammatical descriptions and a sound understanding
of morphology and phonology. The infixation of segments containing liquids and nasals is
such a widespread phenomenon in Austroasiatic that it is easy to fmd apparent formal parallels
elsewhere for these semantically still poorly defmed grammatical categories. Finally, Reid
draws heavily upon Nicobarese for his morphological parallels and not on the grammatically
more conservative Munda languages. Comparing Malay prefixes with a hypothetical Austric
source language for early loans in the :ij.gveda is therefore a fanciful exercise. But even if we
dispense with 'Austric' and just deal exclusively with Austroasiatic, or more particularly with
Munda, as Michael Witzel has judiciously chosen to do, we are still a long way from an historical grammar of Austroasiatic, and this is a severe limitation on such work.
My four remaining remarks deal not so much with linguistics, but more with archaeology
and population history. First, in relation to the Northern or Kashmir Neolithic, Witzel says that
the influence of the Indus civilization 'is strong and long-lasting' (p. 5). This is not the view
held by archaeologists. In fact, one of the remarkable features of the Kashmir Neolithic is that
this culture, to put it concisely, 'is distinct and stands aloof from that of the rest of India'
(Ramachandran 1989: 52). In particular, archaeologists recognize that the Kashmir Neolithic
represents a separate and independent tradition from that of the Indus civilization despite its
geographical proximity to the latter. Certainly, there was trade, and the stray find of imported
Kot Dijian pottery appearing quite out of context at one neolithic site in Kashmir has not
diminished the view that the Kashmir Neolithic as an archaeological assemblage is closely affiliated with the Majiayao culture in Gansu and with sites such as mKhar-ro south of Chabmdo in eastern Tibet, and not with the Indus tradition. I have discussed the archaeological
context and the likely antecedents of the Northern or Kashmir Neolithic elsewhere (1997a,
1998).
A second point is word of caution regarding cultivated plants, especially in connexion with
millet Any grass with round edible seeds is called millet in English, and cultivated millets
belong to a variety of distinct genera and have very different geographical origins. As an
example, let us take the cultivar that is called 'millet' in Nepal, where it goes by the Nepali
name of kodo. Whereas Setaria and Panicum millets were first cultivated in the Yellow River
basin, the 'ragi' or fmger millet Eleusine coracana cultivated by Tibeto-Burman peoples in
Nepal ultimately originates from Mrica, where the wild tetraploid form, which crosses freely
with the cultivated variety, is still to be found. Although the latter is called kodo in Nepali, this
is an altogether different plant from what in Hindi is known as kodo or kodo and therefore in
English as 'kodo millet', i.e. Paspalum scrobiculatum, viz. 'ditch millet' or 'birds' millet'. The
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stories on individual millets are often complex, and names for such cultivars should be treated
circumspectly.
A third issue of immediate relevance to the population history of the Subcontinent is, or
was, the BailgDI)i enigma. On this point Witzel gingerly says that the question 'has not been
entirely resolved' (p. 47), and he mentions a website with postings about BaligD.I)I, an IndoAryan language ostensibly bearing an early substrate layer from a kentum language. In good
conscience, I can say that the question of a kentum substrate in the western Himalayas has
been entirely resolved. The only kentum language to leave indelible traces in India today is
English. I looked over the website mentioned once and, although this was some time ago, I
saw nothing there that I should choose to dignify with a response or comment. What Suhnii
Ram Sharma and I have said on the topic is readily available in institutional libraries, and it will
suffice here to refer to our published reports (van Driem and Sharml1996, 1997).
In the theory of a Dravidian Indus, the Brahui are conventionally treated as a remnant of the
original Dravidian population of the northwest. Jules Bloch once expressed skepticism about
the northern provenance of the Brahui, but Georg Morgenstieme cogently argued against a
southern provenance for the Brahui (1932: 5-7). Bloch's old hypothesis of a northbound
migration by the forebears of the Brahui along this coastal route was revived and defended by
Josef Elfenbein. Elfenbein' s argument involved native traditions of the Kurukh and Malto. In
advocating a southern provenance for the Brahui, Elfenbein was hard pressed to dismiss the
evidence for an early presence of Brahui speakers in Kalat and Baluchistan. Moreover,
Elfenbein acknowledged that attempts to identify earlier Iranian loans in Brahui are 'greatly
bedevilled by the nature of Balochi, extremely archaic and conservative in its phonology as it
is', so that by consequence 'borrowings from Middle Iranian into Brahui are bound very often
to be indistinguishable from borrowings from Balochi'. Elfenbein attempted to explain away
the older Iranian loans in Brahui listed by Georg Morgenstierne as being 'representatives of
dialect forms ofBalochi'. None the less, even Elfenbein accepted an etymology, frrst proposed
by Denys Bray (1934, ill: 74), whereby 'birena ''womb" could represent a genuine Middle
Persian survival in Brahui', for whereas Brahui preserves the older meaning, 'the Modem Persian descendant, birina, means "hole, crevice" ' (1987: 219). I deal with this question in
greater detail in my handbook Ltmguages of the Himalayas, but this question really is far from
resolved. At any rate, I am presently disinclined to believe Elfenbein' s theory about a southern
provenance for the linguistic ancestors of the Brahui.
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from a Burushaski perspective. I have conducted field-work on Burushaski and have
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Gregory D. S. Anderson

M. Witzel's "South Asian Substrate Languages" from a Burushaski Perspective
1) Typos, etc.: (p. 3) klliy 'biestings' should be kilaay with a short vowel in the initial
syllable, a first-mora stressed long vowel in the second syllable, and the
characteristically Burushaski sound [Y.] not plain [y] word-finally; also tayay.' meef
has a second-mora stressed long vowel; similarly kuyooc [Berger 1998b: 249]. It is
important to distinguish the two types of long-vowels in Burushaski, which Witzel
does not. The forms gindaw:Jr and the second2 citation of gupas have short stressed
vowels, not long vowels

[Berger 1998b: 153,161].

The forms yoqares and yon (and

yupas) are not labeled Yasin Burushaski or Werchikwar forms which they are [Berger
This is a divergent dialect/closely related language and when forms
are cited, they are generally marked as such in Burushaski studies.
1998b: 177, 183, 161].

2) Witzel comments (p. 6) that "prefixes are typical neither for Dravidian nor
Burushaski". To be sure, prefixes are atypical of Dravidian structure, and the
elaborate systems of prefixal and infixal derivational morphology characteristic of
South Munda and many other Austroasiatic languages are not generally a part of the
morphological machinery for either Dravidian or Burushaski; however, it is far from
the case that prefixes are alien to Burushaski, which has a range of inflectional
prefixes seen in verbs, including up to four prefixes in a single verb form [NEG-DPERSON-CAUS].

(i)

a-t£-mi-s-man-u-w-a-i-a
NEG-D-lPL-CAUS-become-ST-CNCTV-AUX-1-Q

'has he not given birth to us?'
[Tikkanen 1995: 491]

There is even a common converb/participial form marked by a prefix in Burushaski (or a
suffixlcircumfix as well, at least in certain allomorphs); see (ii). Prefixes can be found in
nominal forms in Burushaski as well (iii).
(ii)

nu-ku-ci-n

cv-2-give-cv
'having given it to you'

1

(iii)

gu-lcin

go-s

2-eye

2-heart

'your eye'

'your heart'

Note that this stem alternates with -ltd yay which suggests that. Contra Witzel (p. 3), the direction of the

borrowing may therfore have been from Burushaski to Dardic
2 But not the first citation, which is cited correctly.

[Tikkanen 1995: 492)

[field notes]

[field notes)

Prefixation seems to have once played a limited derivational function in Burushaski as
well:
(iv)

-·r 'send' d-·r 'send here', su - dusu- 'bring', -·squl 'roast' d-·squl
'roast veggies, onions' [Berger 1998: 107, 109)

3) bras 'rice' (p. 25), if related to Vedic viihi it is therefore also related to Thracian
briza 'grain crop, rye' [CaJule 1998:211, and an Indus Valley substrata! explanation
becomes less likely (unless the Paleobalkanic substratum is a sister to the Indus
Valley substratum). All this aside, the immediate source for this word in Burushaski
is probably Balti (Tibetan).
4) gur 'wheat', more specifically the plural form gurileiJ, is related by Wirtzel to Vedic
godhuma, both reflecting the Indus Valley substratum language (p. 27). The
correspondence of the nasal in the Vedic form (-m-) and the regular class-IV plural
marker in Burushaski (-iiJ) is not only irregular but highly unlikely given the status of
the latter element in Burushaski. 3
References:
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Gregory D. S. Anderson, Department of Linguistics, University of Chicago.
3

~~ule [1998: 51) considers the PIE root *gt(:1) 'grind flour' (cf. Lithuanian glmu'grindstone') to be a

likely source for this element in Burushaski, which he considers to be among a set of elements which
reflect an ancient Indo-European substratum in Burushaski.
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Badhuisstraat 9

Harold C. Fleming
16 Butman Avenue
Gloucester, MA 01930-1006

u.s.A.

Dear Dr Fleming,
I have stopped publishing because of my age (92)
and because I have had to part with my books
(consulting the University Library at near-by
Leiden is no longer an option}.
Still, I felt obliged to react to Michael's
article. Apart from our longstanding friendship
and our common interest in these problems, this
was an occasion for me to show my gratitude for
your generously sending me a free copy of Mother
Tongue.
For long-rangers this is a collection of minutiae,
but describing my dilemma will hopefully induce
others to point out how my short-sightedness
has caused me troubles and that there is no
dilemma at all.
Looking forward to their light in my darkness
I am sending you my two pages.
Sincerely
~

jt',.~,/~~
,, . I
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Michael Witzel's work in the past two decades has marked
an enormous step forward in that he, relying on an ~~timate
knowledge of the Vedic texts, tries to determine exactly
the place and time of the linguistic phenomena. This first
attempt at a synthesis of the cultural aspects of prehistoric
India ia a challenge. If every one contributes his own little
piece of the jigsaw puzzle, we may perhaps arrive (as far
as it is possible in 1999) at an over-all picture of the Indian
world, as it was c. 1500 BC. In addition to the cultural
aspects (which comprise also archaeology), the types of blood
groups (p. 49) will of course have to say their own important
word, thus completing the total view.
There are two preliminary remarks. On p. 6 Michael warns
that I denounce the Proto-Munda Words of 1948 (in fact, I denounce much more from 1946-1951!), but he adds that the book
is still useful as a collection of relevant materials. My
advice would be to delete all references to K. 1948, because
only an expert linguist would be able to sift out what is
still usable. Incidentally, turvasa-, cited among the nonAryan words (K. 1991,92 etc.),is Indo-Aryan.
As for the terminology: Munda is so far the only branch
of Austroasiatic in India that we know of. It is true that
Dhimal unkhu 'ric~ and some Nihali words pose a curious problem
but as long as these traces of non-Munda Austroasiatic ('ParaMunda') are confined to a few words (K. 1962, 38, 52),it would
seem wise not to complicate matters beyond necessity and
to avoid terms as 'Austroasiatic' and 'Para-Munda'(pp. 10,
12, map). As I see it, 'Munda' will do.
I will confine myself to what to me is one of the most
striking conclusions: the Dravidian immigration (p. 30).
Since I am unable to consult Southwarth's articles 1 this
comment cannot be more.than a marginal note, which describes
my dilemma. As is well known, Indo-Aryan must have been influenced by one or more languages in the NW area of India and has
introduced three innovations, viz. a new set of phonemes (retroflexes), a new catego~y of the verb (gerund) and a new use
made of the inherited word !ti (linguistic calque). These innovationswere characteristic of the area in general. Therefore
Indo-Aryan will have adopted them on Indian soil, after the
immigration into the subcontinent. The innovations, which
drastically changed the character of the language, must have
started with bilinguals who were in daily contact with nonAryans. It must have taken a considerable time before the whole
community accepted the innovations and (still later) before
the highly traditional language of the poets had conformed
to the new reality. To some extent this process can still
be detected in the text. The introduction of the retroflexes
must have been pre-Vedic and /~/ and /9/ must have been phonemicized before *ista- 'desired' and *nizda- •nest' could become
ista- and *ni;ga:-Tand later on nioa-, the Rigvedic form).
If the earliest date of the Rigveda is put at c. 1700 BC
(M. W. and others ) , the contact with non-Aryans must have
begun as early as at least c. 1900 BC.
Which language can have changed Prehistoric Indo-Aryan so
drastically? As far as I can see, there are at this moment
only three candidates: Burusaski, the Indus language and
Dravidian. Whatever other languages there may have been, our
knowledge is restricted to Burusaski and Dravidian. If we
join Michael in rejecting Burusaski as a candidate, there
would remain Dravidian, which

can fully account for ~ innovations, including the characteristic use of iti after onomatopoeas. To this sce~arin,
however, there i"SS'ne serious objection: as Michael·.
implicitly but rightly observes,
such a close contact as
presupposed by this scenario would certainly have left some
traces in the vocabulary of the Rigveda •. Close contact there
was, but judging from our sole source this was with the Mundaspeakers: some poets were of Munda descent and one was demonstrably a bilingual, whose first language must have been
Old Munda. Can then Munda have been the medium,which first
adopted these innovations and then transmitted tnem to the
Indo-Aryan-speakers? There is no answer, since our knowle0ge
of Munda dates from the second half of the 19th century. The
prefixes of Old Munda, c. 1500 BC,are similar to the Austronesian ones but whether or not it had already introduced the
innovations cannot be determined. (The spelling Kagva- with
a retroflex ~ does not necessarily prove that Old Munda had
the opposition dental vs retroflex). It is on these minutiae
that we have to base our reconstruction of the past.
However that may be, I think there is some reason to suppose that the ultimate origin of the retroflexes must be
sought in Dravidian. In contrast to Indo-Aryan and Munda,
which have a dual system of dentals and retroflexes, Old
Tamil had a tripartite system of dentals /t,n/, alveolars
/t,Q/ and retroflexes /t,~/ and I think the same system can
be reconstructed for Prete-Dravidian (although Burrow and
Emeneau assume a different phoneme for /t/) ~Dravidian can
have transmitted a reduction of its system to other languages
but it is hard to imagine that any language with a dual system
should have been the source of the Dravidian one.
How do these small pieces of the jigsaw puzzle fit into
place? Possibly too many other pieces are missing. Possibly
more data will force us to give up entirely the idea that
Dravidian was an important factor in the process, but for
the moment I do not see an acceptable alternative. On the
other hand, the obstacle of Michael's implicit objection
is insurmountable: one may try a sociological interpretation
of the absence of Dravidian words in the Rigveda instead of the
chronologica~·one, the Dravidians having belonged to the lowest
strata of the society, but this is hardly workable.
Anyway, it is Michael's merit to have stressed the predominance of the Mundas in the Rigveda and the nearly absence
of the Dravidian-speakers and to have confronted us with what
to me is still a historical dilemma.
*) For the tripartite system see Indo-Iranian Journal 6 (1962),
60 ....§.4.
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Comments on Witzel's "Early Sources for Soutll Asian Substrate Languages"
by Colin P. Masica
University of Chicago, Emeritus
(18471 Studcnberg Rd, Boscobel, WI 53805)
(dacotah@mwt.net)

Michael Witzel's paper is quite a tour de force, the most comprehensive thing of its kind to
come along in many years - if ever? The range of its argument is enormous, from Kashmir and
Nepal - and even Sumer - to SriLanka and beyond. There are many good specialists who have their
hands full just trying to deal with one facet of this complex situation, entrenched in their often
mutually conflicting opinions, and not inclined to venture ve.y far out of their specialties. It takes a
brave man indeed to tl)' to put all the pieces together, always at the risk of treading on specialist toes
of one variety or another - but it is a task that nevertheless should be attempted eve.y so often, and
one which paradoxically gets ever more difficult as specialist knowledge increases and the amount of
data to be dealt with also increases. This attempt is obviously based on much hard work and marshals
a bewildering amount of data, to the point where one feels overwhelmed and diffident about
commenting at all.
Witzel is a specialist himself, of course, in Vedic, and along with what is perhaps the most
thorough combing of Vedic materials for alien elements to date, one of the contributions he makes in
this paper is a clear division of the Vedic literature into three periods, each with a different regional
provenance and focus, which is in turn important for the dating and source of loanwords. That is,
different strata tum out to have different kinds of loanwords, e.g. Dravidian (but not what he calls
"Para-Munda") loanwords are absent from the "earliest" stratum ("1700-1500 B.C."). Incidentally
this conflicts with his conventional statement at the beginning that "the Vedas [as a whole] were
orally composed c. 1500-500 B.C."- this needs to be clarified, since the dating m:im: to 1500 B.C. is
crucial to this argument
His most revolutionary conclusion (p.12) is that the language of the Indus civilization was
(on the basis of loanwords in the RgVeda at any rate) "Para" -Munda (not to be confused with
Munda or even Proto-Munda, with which [i.e. with Pinnow's tentative reconstruction?] he admits
there are few if any direct correspondences), that is, "a western form of Austro-Asiatic". Now I
recall colleagues {probably the Zides) cautioning me long ago to take Mayrhofer' s Austroasiatic
attributions in the EWA with a grain of salt, that he had a strong tendency to throw anything he
couldn't explain into that box, with no real basis for doing so. However, although he cites him
abundantly, Witzel is apparently not relying entirely on Mayrhofer in this regard . There is also
Kuiper, and Pinnow, and in particular a revisiting of the (fossilized?) "prefixing" evidence. Since
most of these (with a few exceptions, e.g. ki-, ka-, ku-, etc. which are variously interpreted as
articles, as related to "persons and animals", or countries) seem to be meaningless, I don't know what
to make ofthis [are they perhaps markers of noun-classes, as in Bantu languages (again KI-, among
other things), or NE Caucasian languages?]- but their subtraction on whatever basis does pare down
polysyllabic words into something more plausible (and comparable) as roots.
In any vast undertaking of this sort there will inevitably be instances where one can quibble
over the details. I will confine myself to the following:
1) Citing Kuiper, he says prefiXes are not "typical" ofBurushaski. I'm not sure if he means by this
that Bu. does not have prefixes; if so, this is incorrect. Pronominal and other (e.g. negative,
detransitive, 'causative', absolutive) prefixes play a fairly prominent role in Burushaski inflection
and derivation, especially verbal (Berger 1998.1:44-46, 105-125). If he wants to say that Bu.
prefixes do not seem to be related to or function like Munda (or Moo-Khmer) prefixes, that is
another matter. With phonetically short, common segments, however, it may be difficult to tell.
E.g., does the negative prefiX a- in Bu. mean that it is connected with or has influenced or been
influenced by Sanskrit and Greek?
2) The statement is made that "Sumerian has implosive consonants, just as Munda, Khasi, Khmer,
the Himalayan language Kanauri and the Kathmandu Valley substrate, all of which may point to a
SJS.E. Asian areal feature." And further that, "apart from Munda, [implosives are] otherwise not
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found in South Asia." None of the Munda languages (Santali, Mundari, Sora, Korku) or Khasi or
Khmer are described in Ruhlen 1975 as having implosives. Osada 1992, citing Ladefoged, denies that
the 'checked' fmal consonants of e.g. Mundari (which seem to be the only candidates for such a
classification) are implosives. Vietnamese apparently has implosives, but again phonetically, not
contrastively. Where does the idea that Sumerian had implosives come from? How could we know?
Meanwhile, Sjpdhj which was unmentioned, is the preeminent SA language with implosives.
3) In the discussion of "millet", it is important to remember that this catch-all English term
represents a number of different grains, with different origins, and naturally, different names.
4) Some speculations published in MT and elsewhere, e.g. a connection between Nahali and Ainu, are
treated as facts, although they are contraindicated by other, more solid, speculations.
5) The notion that the Dravidians are recently arrived pastoralists has to be weighed against the deep
involvement of Tamil semantics in the very topography of the Tamil country.
My major quarrel, however, is with the loose use of the term substrate. A distinction should
be made (Thomason & Kaufinan 1988 et al.) between bo"owing, first of all of words, and language
shift, or substratum, where a substantial group of speakers shifting to another language carries over
into it fmt of all structural features ("learner's errors") from its original language (not EmW which
ultimately are imitated by erstwhile native speakers of the target language. The use of some local
proper names and borrowing of words for peculiar plants,· etc. does not mean that the source language
of such borrowings constitutes a substratum. The fact that names and words like Potomac,
Massachusetts, wigwam, woodchuck, skunk, and chipmunk have been borrowed from Algonquian does
not mean that it is a substratum for American English.
It does mean that Algonquian speakers were here. of course, and in the same way, if Witzel's
etymologies are correct, it would indicate that speakers of "Proto-Austro-Asiatic" (not "Munda" using that term even in the coinage "Para-Munda" might be confusing) were once distributed much
further west - before being pushed or simply pushing on eastward? - which in turn might hearken
back to an early phase of the peopling of the planet.
More broadly, Witzel's attempt to reopen discussion of early South Asian linguistic history in
general is provocative in a good sense, and most welcome. Specific needs of the field are also pointed
out, e.g. etymological dictionaries of Sindhi and Kashmiri in particular.
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Asha Mundlay's Cinyitedl Cgmments on Michael Witzel's Article
{Editor's Note: Dr. Mundlay's original handwritten copy has been
typed, i.e., 'keyboarded in', and somewhat reduced in size.}
First and foremost it is refreshing to come across a scholar who
is willing to examine linguistic and cultural evidence in one breath.
When I was a student in the hoary past, linguistics -- modern linguistics -- was just coming into its own. Chomsky and all that. So all
other considerations except internal linguistic (mainly phonetic and
purely lexical -- to the negligence of deep semantic concepts) were
not kosher even in a student's article.
To match this, sociological, anthropological and archeological
investigations paid only the most cursory attention to language.
(These three to my mind are basically one and the same thing. Only
there is a different context in time and location on the face of the
earth-- viz., first-world contemporary studies are sociology and
third world studies are anthropology even if contemporary.) I remember
one scholar after another making authoritative statements about
'peoples' without ever learning to speak their language. Paid interpreters -- often illiterate but friendly informants wanting cash -were considered "enough" source.
Anyway this is all by the way and may the tribe of "Witzels" increase!
Now about the content: I fully agree with his broad supposition
that there is reason to believe that there exists an earlier period in
Indian history (including modern Pakistan) when people who created the
Vedic literature were in direct linguistic contact with the "Munda"
group: and perhaps the Indus civilization was "Munda" rather than
"Dravidian".
Modern Indian Linguistic Mapping is like a patchwork quilt of
remnants where each square may date from a different time frame. A
more extensive lexical data collection is necessary, especially from
dialects of MIA and MD (modern Dravidian).
I'll give only one example. The words for rice are many more.
[kolamba] is a variety of rice grown locally in Gujrat and western
Maharashtra. There is reason to believe that growing this local
variety is very ancient. Also methods of cultivation are basically
two. One, planting once during the late summer -- early rains. Second,
planting in a small plot and then re-planting. {Editor's query: is
this a matter of 'dry rice' versus 'wet rice'? Each has its own record
in southeast Asia, 'dry rice' being earlier or first in most places.)
So while examining the words for rice, words for varieties
current since earlier times must be collected -- also method of
traditional planting to be noted. This would explain two different
entry points of rice into India.
Recipes of rice sweets are also very ancient. [ApapA] ••• is from
Vedic times and still prepared in much the same way -- at least in
rural Orissa. Other places have more sophisticated recipes, e.g.,
Maharashtran brahmins decorate it with white poppy seed on top, etc.
One sweet called [kolakAttai] in Tamil is also very ancient.
Boiled rice paste cover with coconut filling. That sweet is prepared
by tribals also. This is significant.

Vocabulary Areas to be looked into:
1) Place names. This includes village names and names of sublocalities in bigger cities. Also where there is historical renaming
(as in many places in India named after Muslim kings, noblemen,
saints, etc.), the earlier names must be looked into. For example,
Bombay was earlier .uabai and it is once again .uabai nowadays.
[mumbai], [vasai], etc., are names of a kind-- where the end part is
abbreviation of the Dravidian word for mother. And the earlier
(preceding) part is the name of the local goddess.
.
Even today Hyderabad, Ferozabad, etc., all have local goddesses
and earlier names preserved in the oral tradition.
2) River names, tributary names. Fortunately, rivers in India
have not been widely renamed by either the British or the Islamic
rulers. The reasons for that are interesting. one reason is that one
definitely does not tread lightly over the toes of "religious sensibilities of water which is sacred." However, river names have certainly been changed or Sanskritized from earlier *proto-Nunda or *protoDravidian names. Even here folk memory preserves traces of earlier
names. Quite often earlier names are preserved in river songs, tales,
etc.
3) Names of minor local goddesses and spirits -- evil and
benevolent. They show an area of influence overlapping with tribes.
This is significant. For example, in Maharashtra worshipping an areca
nut placed in a mound of rice placed in a basket woven in a certain
fixed style is shared by konkanastba br~ns and warlis (agricultural
pioneersjtribals of that area). A bundle of such traits exists and to
me proves early acceptance of Warli women as brides into the upper
caste.
4) List of 'holy' days according to the lunar calendar. They have
sanskritized names and local names which are from either a Dravidian
or a Munda source.
Finally, I believe that just as 'linguistic reconstruction' on
historical lines is possible on phonological and morphological grounds
-- we must seriously extend that area and methodology to reconstruction of patterns in cultural history. Discernible territorial boundaries emerge as a result.
The overlap and vertical introduction of tribal customs in upper
castes, especially brahmins, does show long-standing contact.
One very promising area is music and dance steps related to the
holi festival. There is a continuous pattern all over India and westwards. And culturally the festival of holi is definitely from the
Austro-Asiatic source.
It is interesting to see how later highly sophisticated myths are
created to explain every single fact as a part of "Vedic and postVedic brahmanical tradition -- the so-called Great Tradition." This
process is still going on.
(Signed) ASHA MUHDLAY
Appendix. Baldi and Ku.kua. Baldi (turmeric) is definitely Munda.
Genuine Kumkum is roasted Baldi powder with lime water addd to change
color. This is Dravidian contribution.
The overly heightened significance of Baldi and Kumkum in all
rituals and rites in today's practices are like a long-standing tacit
truce in the cultural area. An appreciation of rival beliefs.
The original Vedic tradition is devoid of both Baldi and Kumkum.
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There are other such assimilations but this is the most extensive
area-wise, and community/caste-wise.
.
The widow, however, is rigidly excluded even from touch1ng these
things. In very recent times a widow who won the election was give
aarti (?-Ed.) but red mark was DQt put on her forehead. This was
seen on the TV.
This excessive mourning of deaths of males is to my mind a result
of deep-seated subconscious memories of deaths of young men in battles
during armed conflicts between the three major rival cultural streams.
People are settled in a definable geographical area. However,
within that area they may migrate seasonally. This is still prevalent
in India.
Alternately, within that area they may traverse the same trade
route every year and during some defined months of the year, they stay
put where they think 'home' is. This is also still prevalent in India.
It is likely that *IA speakers, *Dravidians, and *Mundas came in
contact by overlapping settlements, trade routes as well as political
conflict for supremacy.
Present sub-groups sill retain folk memories of this through
myths, i.e., Rama and Ravena, King Nala and the Five Gods (Rivalry
between *IA and *Munda groups.)
Memories of conflict and intermarriage with *Dravidians are less
subtle .and still going on.
Sometimes there is a total willful 'blocking out' of historical
memory. This is true of the Buddhist rule in India. Even today history
books in schools are very vague about it, e.g., the sudden regression
in the achievements of Bihar and orissa ( ••• ) is never explained in
school history.
What I am trying to say is that "winners" write their own
justifications and tales.
The story of Indian Civilization thus becomes very difficult to
unravel.
But kolis, i.e., fishermen on the west coast of India are
definitely a good link (unbroken) from earlier times to the present
and their dialects must be separately studied and compared. Kolis to
my mind are *Munda. Certainly on the west coast and further into
modern Pakistan. I have no information about seafaring communities of
the east coast.
Myths, Music, Dance Step, Musical Instruments, Place Names, River
Names, God Names, etc., from dialects (rather than standard forms) are
a large underexplored clue.
In a preliminary letter of acceptance of this assignment, Dr. Mundlay
made some other comments which can suitably be recorded here.
(September 13, 1999)
Research is never unbiased.
I'd like 'Indus Civilization to be *Early Munda -- but more
evidence is certainly needed.
After all, early Munda contributions to Indian History have been
neglected so long that a little delay on my little bit (offering - ED)
against that trend -- is not much.
It is my contention that because political victors also took care
to preserve their own records (orally) and did suppress 'other'
contributions -- and because this also agreed with 'the white man's
burden' of the later victors (British, Europeans) -- the evidence of
non-Vedic streams was not studied to that extent, until sporadic
insights forced it to be recognized.

Robert Blust reports interesting revisions of AuStronesian taxonomy
Last May at the Eighth International Conference on Austronesian
Linguistics (Taipei, Taiwan) he gave ~ pa~er (keyno~e addr~ss) on
subgrouping. circularity and ext1nct1on; some 1ssues 1n
Austronesian comparative linguistics.
It is one of the finest pieces of work done by a long ranger in a long
time: that is the Editor's personal opinion. Perhaps we could revise
the title to the elements of greatest interest to ASLIP -- "Taxonomy,
using precise sophisticated methods, and dispersal theory"
The interesting revisions that Blust presents are actually to his
own earlier classifications. Although we have reported some of his
taxonomy in earlier issues, it is now convenient simply to refer to
Ruhlen's GUIDE (1991 update). The main thrust of Blust's work has been
the emphasis on three primary sub-phyla (major branches) on the island
of Formosa and ~ primary sub-phylum consisting of all the rest of
Austronesian. Or (1) Atayalic, (2) Tsouic, (3) Paiwanic, and (4)
Malaya-Polynesian (it alone spread all over the southwest Pacific and
eastward to Hawaii and Easter Island). In the (3) Paiwanic branch were
included a group of "Sinicized" languages, seven of which had expired,
viz., Ketangalan, Basay, Taokas, Papora, Babuza, Hoanya, & Siraya.
Blust adds Kulon, Taivulon, Makatau, Trobiawan, & Qauqaut. Babuza is
joined to Favorlang. Where Ruhlen had reported 959 languages for all
of Austronesian, Blust reports a new count by Grimes et al (1995) for
a total of 1202! In the whole world this number is matched only by
Niger-Congo (whose internal differences are far greater and older.)
The new internal taxonomy (sub-grouping) includes the extinct
languages in a significant way and arrives at an astounding ~ subphyla on Formosa but still all of Malaya-Polynesian in just one! This
must be the most lopsided distribution of sub-phyla or branches in the
world and the homeland of Malaya-Polynesian obviously must be 'on or
near' Taiwan1 • In this phrase Blust's 'near' means south China.
While Blust's classification is shown overleaf, we still must
mention three other things about his paper. First, he uses only the
criterion of shared innovations cqmbined with ample reconstruction for
sub-grouping. His use is strict but intelligent, almost Nee-Grammarian
in its full impact, but with far more collegial discussion and much
more detailed phonetic reconstruction than most of us ever see. As we
have said before, these ought to be the only conditions under which
the strict criterion of shared innovations should be used. We have
suffered many poor taxonomies around the world, as scholars have
dreamed up reconstructions designed to support their sub-groupings.

1
For the first 20 years of my life the island was called
Formosa and was occupied by the Japanese, so I use Formosa and
Taiwan interchangeably. Formosa was first reported to Europeans by
the Portuguese in the 1590s when the Chinese influx was beginning.
The Dutch also held parts of it for a while but were driven off by
a Ming dynasty pirate war lord, Cheng Ch'eng kung, in 1661 AD,
after which Fukien (Min) Chinese immigrated and absorbed the native
Formosans in the western lowlands.

Second, he examines regularity issues for sound correspondences,
the Nee-Grammarian position, and the logical impasse that position
entails. It is a fine and valuable discussion.
Third, he does prehistory in the marvelous tradition of Oceanic
anthropology. Combining the inferences of historical linguistics with
the conclusions of archeology, he plots the sources and routes of the
world's phylum most committed to living in maritime conditions on
islands spread over many thousands of miles of ocean. He has keen and
probably true hypotheses about the technologies of ocean travelers and
eras of 'long pauses' where new adaptations have to be made. It is
perhaps the most interesting area on earth for anthropologists! Since
the amazing expansion of Austronesian is not far from the ages of the
Indo-European and Bantu expansions, the three cry out for comparison!
Table 3. 2
(p.45)

A CLASSIFICATION OF TBE FORMOSAN LANGUAGES BASED ON
SHARED INNOVATIONS IN PHONOLOGY

1. Atayalic (self-evident)
2. East Formosan:
2.1 Northern branch (tBasay-tTrobiawan: Kavalan)
2.1.1 Basay-Trobiawan
2.1.2 Kavalan
2.2 Central branch (Amis)
2.3 Southwest branch (tSiraya)
3. Puyuma
4. Paiwan
5. Rukai
6. Tsouic
7. Bunun
8. Western Plains:
8.1 Central Western Plains
8.1.1 tTaokas-tBabuza
8.1.2 tPapora-tHoanya
8.2 Thao
9. Northwest Formosan:
9.1 Saisiyat
9.2 tKulon-Pazeh ("Pazeh is on the brink of extinction".)
10. Malaya-Polynesian

(Not listed in Table 3 because not on Formosa)

Note: One ethnographically reasonably well-known people, the IAmi,
live on Formosa but their language belongs in the Northern Philippines
section of Western Malaya-Polynesian.
Note: Blust's paper does not present a full or up-to-date taxonomy of
Malaya-Polynesian. That shown in Ruhlen's GUIDE is not necessarily
exactly what Blust would propose today, but it is likely to be close.
2
Book reference: Symposium Series of the Institute of
Linguistics (Preparatory Office), Academia Sinica, Number 1.
Selected Papers from the Eighth International Conference on
Austronesian Linguistics, edited by Elizabeth Zeitoun and Paul Jenkuei Li. Taipei, Taiwan. May 1999. Blust is pages 31-94. The parts
of Table 3 which specify which phonetic mergers characterize which
branch are not shown on our presentation of Blust's taxonomy.

BOOK REVIEWS

Daniel McCall examines Jared Diamond's Guns. Germ~. and Steel,
1997 hard cover 1999 paperback, from the standpo~nt of a
Kroeberian 4-fi~lds anthropologist, Africanist, and but with a
'minor' in Mediterranean studies.

Guns, Germs, and Steel by Jared Diamond (W.W. Norton. & CO., New York. 1997) was
already a National Bestseller and winner of the Pulitzer Prize when I picked up my copy
of the just released paperback edition ( 1999). What I found quite surprising is that a book
that constructs human prehistory on a global scale from the data of archaeology,
historical linguistics, population genetics, ecology, paleobotony~ zoobiology, and
epidemiology of human diseases sold thousands of copies! One might imagine that with
these ingredients the sales would be mainly to academic libraries.
Part of the reason for its great appeal is the lucidity of explanations of technical detail and
an easy narrative style. But probably more important is the orientation of the
presentation. Jared Diamond is not concerned foremost to write history; he is explaining
the lack of scientific foundation for racist interpretations for the different levels of
cultural and technological progress among various peoples around the world. His sub-title
The Fates ofHuman Societies is more illustrative of his purpose than is the title itself. To
make an effective non-racist case for higher or lower achievements in social and
technological complexity by various peoples, he demonstrates an explanation of varied
historical 'fates' that has a firm basis in scientific data.

-

In 1972, Diamond was in New Guinea studving
. bird evolution when he was asked bv a
Papuan named Yali a question that set him off on a quest for an answer. Yali · s question
in essence was why did Europeans come by ships and airplanes with guns and other
instruments to dominate New Guineans rather than New Guineans moving out and overriding Europeans? Many Europeans who had given explanations said or implied that the
New Guineans were less intelligent than Europeans. Yali did not believe that and neither
did Diamond: his book is dedicated to six New Guinean '"friends and teachers- masters
of a difficult environment."
~

A short answer to Yali could be. Diamond suggests (p.25): "History followed different
courses for different peoples because of differences among peoples' environments, not
because of differences among peoples themselves." The long answer required well over
half of the book. It required seven chapters to explore the ""most important cluster of
ultimate causes." A chapter on Farmer Power, as he dubs it, details the ways in which
food production is the indispensable basis for any further growth (beyond what is
possible with hunting-gathering) in population numbers and social organization.
Peoples in some parts of the world developed food production, while others received
domesticated species from neighbors, and some never did either. Another whole chapter
is devoted to the factors aiding or inhibiting the innovation, or borrowing, of agriculture
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or pastoralism. Diamond devotes five chapters to explore the reasons for these
differences.
Geographic availability of species for domestication was a significant factor, and this
varied greatly from continent to continent. And the diffusion of food production
depended to a considerable extent on the '"orientation of the continents' axes:
predominantly west-east for Eurasia, predominately north-south for the Americas and
Africa." Plants and animals domesticated in and around the Fertile Crescent of Southwest
Asia and those domesticated in East Asia soon were spread throughout Eurasia from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, but the domesticates of Mesoamerica had an obstacle in the
change of climatic zone to overcome before they could reach the Andean area of
domestication, and vice versa, with the result that these two centers of food production
,.
1
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Reliable food supplies "ultimately led to the immediate factors permitting" domination of
one group by another. Intelligence or other human qualities had little to do with the
outcome of competition for territory and other resources.
Moving from the ··ultimate cause of food production to the proximate causes'' of
dominance. Diamond elucidates the origins of human disease. Domesticating animals
made people susceptible to the germs with which the animals were infected. Pneumonia
and smallpox came from cattle. flu from pigs and ducks, and so on. At first. these were
lethal to most of the humans who lived with the animals, but over generations the
descendants of survivors acquired degrees of immunity. When peoples carrying germs. to
which they are immune. come into contact to peoples without these immunities. the result
is epidemics among the peoples who have been intruded upon. Amerindians are a prime
example: more of them were killed by European diseases than by European guns.
But it was no accident that the germ-carrying Europeans had guns and the peoples they
intruded upon did not. Guns and epidemic diseases are related in their origin: both are
outgrowths of dense populations made possible by food production. Food surpluses
enable societies to support specialists in various endeavors who do not have to produce
their own food. Technologies are improved by these specialists. and without them there
would have been no guns. nor would there have been writing which makes possible long
distance communication that favors the military operations of the gun-bearers against the
already handicapped people who could not manufacture guns.
Inventors and scribes are not the only specialists supported by food surpluses. Political
leaders, and bureaucrats, who can administer large areas and conquered peoples (and
those who submitted without organized resistance), establish empires, rather than merely
conduct raids. And social organization of any complexity is achieved only on the basis of
a certain degree of density of population, again dependent on food production.
With these proximate causes of technology and disease and the ultimate causes of food
production and continental axes explicated, the prehistory can be presented. New Guinea
would be a strange place for a global account to begin, but in deference to Yali and his
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question, it is not surprising in this instance. New Guinea, Australia, and Tasmania were
joined as one land mass during the Ice Ages when the sea level was lower than it is today.
Greater Australia was divided as the sea rose and the larger part, the Australia of today, is
the only continent on which food production did not develop indigenously. No suitable
animals or plants were available. But New Guineans, who inherited the tropical north of
the sundered continent, domesticated bananas, yams and some other plants. Genetically
these varieties arose from wild plants different from the Southeast Asian bananas, etc.
New Guinea also has high mountain valleys suitable to cultivation, whereas Australia has
a large arid central band. The New Guinea coasts, in addition to providing land for farms,
has fishing to supplement food supplies, and along the north coast speakers of
Austronesian languages once sailed along and mixed with some communities,
contributing pigs and fowl to the larder. New Guineans seem 'backward' to Europeans
but in comparison to Australians, they are 'advanced.'
Greater Australia (still unseparated), was reached by 'anatomically modem humans'
40,000 to 50,000 years ago. They had an advantage in that much of the area that now is
sea was land at that time (map p.299), but they still had to cover some miles of open sea
to reach the Australian continent. Thus they had some maritime skills, which most of
their descendants didn't perpetuate. Their suspected relationship to Veddoid peoples of
southern India Andaman Islanders in the Bay of Bengal. the Semang of Malaysia, and
Negritos of the Phillipines is mentioned (p. 332-3). but a linguistic datum that connects
them is not presented. The language relationship of the Andaman islanders is to the
Papuan languages of New Guinea. both constituting J.H. Greenberg's Indo-Pacific
language family. The Semang and the Phillipine Negritos have adopted the languages of
their Austronesian neighbors. as have some coastal New Guineans.
Thus begins "·Around the World in Five Chapters'' which is Part Four. Chapter 14. the
first in Part Four. is titled ''Yali's People:· reminding us where we began with the
Prologue: ''Yali"s Question.'' The Austronesian impact on New Guinea provides a segue
to China. the point of departure of the earliest Austronesians. China is a locus of early
domestications. and has the largest population of any country. Given the importance of
population density. it is a logical place to proceed to at this point. Its population growth
was sustained by rice. millet. pigs. fowl. and citrus fruits. Chinese expanded southward.
absorbing or pushing ahead of them peoples speaking languages of three other families,
remnants of which still exist in pockets within China (see maps. p. 326).
Also developments which began in China affected. both by diffusion and by certain
population movements, the history of New Guinea and the islands of Indonesia and those
of the Pacific Ocean. The evidence is archaeological and linguistic. Taiwan, has ancient
sites with pottery of a style found on the China coast opposite the island; this ceramic
tradition was overlaid with pots indicating Han Chinese expansion. What language the
earlier potters on the mainland spoke is unknown. but on Taiwan three surviving
languages are a cluster from which other Austronesian languages developed during a
series of migrations by outrigger canoe. Taiwanese, Phillipine, Indonesian, and MalayoPolynesian languages comprise the Austronesian phylum. All these languages derive
from population movements by sea that began from Taiwan. "Outrigger," "sail," and
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many names of sea creatures have been reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian. A trace of
pottery styles, modified over time and space, help mark the routes. Polynesia is the
youngest of all human occupated regions, its population relatively small. and its cultural
innovations relatively minor, so the detailed presentation of its settlement here gets
disproportionate prominence in a world history.
The rest of Eurasia and the Americas get only the amount of space Polynesia received.
They can be considered together since the populating of the Americas came from
northeastern Eurasia. The point of departure in this narrative, however, is the arrival of
Europeans in the Americas, resulting in the ••largest population replacement of the last
13,000 years." Amerindians were decimated by germs and guns. Euroamericans replaced
them. This is a harsher reality that was met by Yali's people. This opening seems placed
to require ethical reflection before the prehistory of the Americas is outlined.
The hypothesis that arriving hunters with effective hunting methods exterminated the
large fauna of America is obliquely referred to but whatever the extinctions were due to
the result was that the only sizable animal "suitable' for domestication was the llama.
Why the buffalo was not as suitable as cows is not fully convincing as presented. In an
earlier chapter, Francis Galton. 19th century British scientist. is quoted: "it would appear
that every wild animal has had its chance of being domesticated. that [a] few ... were
domesticated long ago, but that the large remainder, who failed in one small particular,
are destined to perpetual wildness." Gazelles, for example. are subject to panic. "Just
imagine.., Diamond invites us. "trying to herd an animal that bolts. blindly bashes itself
against walls. can leap up to nearly 30 feet. and can run at a speed of 50 miles per hour!"
Gazelles, and some others. can be exempted. but bison? ··unpredictably aggressive
behavior on the part of a large and potentially dangerous mammal'' is cited as a reason
(p.l 7'2. not specifically about bison). but are bison any more difficult in this regard than
the wild ancestors of cattle?
American societies. in any event. lacked animal muscle power comparable to that used in
Eurasia. Whether dogs were independently domesticated in the New World or brought in
from the Old is not discussed: it apparently is assumed that there was a separate
domestication. The time of arrival in Alaska. 12,000 BC (p. 363) would probably not be
too early for Asian dogs to accompany humans, but if as some argue. the arrival time was
c. 30,000 kya, then the dogs were either domesticated from New World wild canines or
brought in by a subsequent migration. Unlike Australia which had only marsupial
mammals, a placental canine - the dog called a •dingo' - had to be introduced by a later
contact, after the 40 + kya human settlement, the American case is open to question so
long as the date ofNew World settlement is in dispute.
The handicap of the Americas due to their north-south axes was earlier discussed in the
chapters on the factors affecting 'fates' of societies. The comparison of the advantages
and disadvantages of Europeans and Amerindians in their time of 'colliding' are toted up
in several tables and pages of discussion. This comparison is the culmination of the
problem set out at the beginning of the book; it leaves no doubt that the outcome of the
'colliding' would be the victory of the well-equipped Europeans and the demolishing of
the societies of the Amerindians. Atahualpa, the Inca emperor, was the "absolute

monarch of the largest and most advanced state in the New World" while Pizarro with
168 Spanish soldiers arrived on ships, armed with guns and mounted on horses,
conquered his domain.
Although the goal has been reached, the question posed by Y ali has been eloquently and
definitively answered, but inasmuch as a global perspective was adopted at the beginning,
there is still a continent undiscussed (except fragmentally mentioned in illustration of the
'proximate causes'). Finally, therefor, there has to be an overview of Africa, which is
well done, but in the circumstance seems like an appendix. Africa does get a chapter to
itself, more than Europe received (subsumed in Eurasia, but unlike China didn't get a
separate treatment). New Guinea, known only to Papuans and some Austronesians until
the 17m century, is held central to this history, while Africa, where humanity originated,
is merely a supplement! Now, in the last chapter, we are appraised that ''our remote
ancestors originated there around 7 million years ago, and anatomically modem Homo
sapiens may have arisen there since then." Then distinctions between the major human
groups on the continent are detailed, and population movements ("'who got where before
whom") are reviewed; in doing this tribute is paid to "Stanford University's great linguist
Joseph Greenberg" whose taxonomy makes possible "fascinating contributions" to
"understanding African history:' Archaeology, however, is not neglected nor the
achievement of domestications. Madagascar, which was neglected when Austronesian
was discussed earlier. is now given a brief notice.
An Epilogue- The Future of Human History as a Science- defends the approach of
Guns. Germs, and Steel. "The discipline of history is generally not considered to be a
science. but something closer to the humanities. At best, history is classified among the
social sciences. of which it rates as the least scientific.'' And ·•[m]ost historians do not
think of themselves as scientists and receive little trainimz... in acknowledged
... sciences and
their methodologies ... Despite borrowings from all the social sciences in this century,
Diamond's assessment of "most historians· is correct. Historians of Africa. however. have
used the results of linguistic taxonomy and of archaeological reports in their narratives on
the past of the sub-Saharan regions. Culture history in North America earlier pioneered
reconstruction of Amerindian societies. Also, historians join archaeologists, linguists and
anthropologists in the American Society for Ethnohistory. Genetics. has been too recently
become a contributor of data for historical interpretation to have been used yet to any
great extent by historians.
Diamond reminds us that astronomy, climatology, ecology, evolutionary biology,
geology, and paleontology are historical sciences; he should have also mentioned
population genetics. Historical sciences he points out are different from non-historical
sciences such as physics, chemistry, and molecular biology. A.L. Kroeber made this point
a generation ago to his fellow anthropologists during their dispute about how historical it
was possible for anthropologists to choose to be. The differences between historical and
non-historical sciences, Diamond notes, are in methodology, causation, prediction, and
complexity.
"Historical sciences are concerned with chains of proximate and ultimate causes. In most
of physics and chemistry the concepts of 'ultimate cause,' 'purpose,' and 'function' are

meaningless. yet they are essential to understanding living systems in general and human
activities in particular." The ensuing essay on causation, prediction and complexity is
worth pondering by historians, but the crux is the problem of methodology. Two
approaches are offered: ••the comparative method and so-called natural experiments." The
comparative method is not unknown to social science; one looks for "the presence or
absence (or in the strong or weak effect) of some putative causative factor." •Natural
experiments' are used by epidemiologists who draw inferences about human diseases "by
comparing groups of people (often by retrospective historical studies)." Ecologists also
use this method '"where direct experimental interventions to manipulate relevant
ecological variables would be immoral, illegal, or impossible." Examples from other
historical sciences are possible; the model is recommended to historians. Historians have
shown themselves to be eclectic in choosing how to elucidate what they focus on, and
this suggestion, one may be confident. will not go unnoticed.
Diamond asserts that ''Yali's question goes to the heart of the current human condition,
and of post-Pleistocene human history." That is undeniable. Food production created
'population explosions' which soon were pushing one group into the territory of another
with the result of extermination. or near extermination, of many peoples. Why then do we
not find at this point a call tor stabilization of population?
His intricate weaving of evidence from multiple sources was - one cannot doubt - done
to counter racism that is still so prominent in the world. That is an admirable purpose.
The motivation is apparent. With a few additional words. here and there. the book would
be a condemnation of over-population (and of wars resulting therefrom) as well as of
racism. For some reason. the author held back from stressing these conclusions. It is his
call on what should be emphasized. as historians are well aware. The point here is not
whv he did or didn't stress one or another conclusion. but is historv.
. whether scientific or
humanistic, to be a problem-solving discipline? The only problem that many. perhaps
most. historians want to solve is what actually happened. insofar as that can be
accomplished with extant evidence. in the selected time and area and within the
relationships focused on.

.

The question is posed, then, should history be geared to problem-solving? This is what
Diamond's history is driven by, and this affects the form and the content. Beginning with
New Guinea, for example. in a global history. This does not mean that the history thus
organized is untrue. However skewed it may be, it is a legitimate way to organize the
selected data. But it leaves room for history writing that does not attempt anything
beyond explicating (as nearly as can be known) what has transpired in the past within the
framework chosen by the historian. Problem-solving is an enterprise to be undertaken
when an opportunity presents itself to a scholar who feels drawn to the task, but that can
never be the beginning and end of historical research, and it is good that it should not.
Everything covered by Diamond was covered by other non-historian historians who did
not direct their results toward any contemporary social problem. Scientists in a field
different from that of Diamond's surveyed the entire human history via analysis of as
much genetic data as was available to them and put their own specialized information and
interpretations alongside archaeological, linguistic, paleoanthropological, and other data.
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This work was given a title that is descriptive rather than spectacular: History and
Geography ofHuman Genes,(hereafter HGHG) by L.L. Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi,
and Alberto Piazza (1994. Princeton University Press).
They begin their "genetic history"( after an introduction of concepts and methods) with
Africa, then take Asia, Europe, America, and Australia (subsuming New Guinea, and the
Pacific islands) -the opposite of Diamond's order. Putting Africa first is adopting the
chronological order for the beginning of developments, but after Asia the order becomes
arbitrary: anatomically modem Homo sapiens were in Australia before they were in
Europe. Diamond's map (p.37) "'The spread of humans around the world" includes both
archaic and modem forms, obscuring the lateness of Europe in this 'spread' of
anatomically modem H sapiens. He also is cautious in selecting 40 kya for Australia;
HGHG puts it this way: "'There is agreement on setting the date of first arrival at 40 kya
or earlier, with direct evidence of settlement about 39 kya, on the extreme southeast. far
from the areas of entry." And "thermoluminescence dates have indicated arrival in
southern Australia at 50-60 kya."
HGHG organizes the data for each continent in this order: geography and environment;
prehistory and history; linguistics; physical anthropology; genetic analysis. Sometimes
these categories are broken down by regions, and particular attention is given to specific
ethnic groupings. There is also an Epilogue, in which there is an appeal for the
multidisciplinary approach, which their own work, drawing from many sciences,
exemplifies so well.
HGHG is a scientific history without setting out to solve any social problem. The senior
author. Cavalli-Sforza is as ready to counter racism as anyone may be. He does this in a
chapter in a book written with his son. The Great Human Diasporas. ( 1995. AddisonWesley). My admiration for Diamond's work makes this commentary on his epilogue an
uncomfortable exercise. My point is that Guns. Germs. and Steel is a fine history, but as a
history with an ulterior purpose is not appropriate as a model for writing history; HGHG
would fit that purpose better. History may serve various purposes. or at least is used by
writers for some immediate goal. but the discipline, as a whole is committed first to
discovery. Only after that can the discovered past be discussed in terms of the present or
the future; this is not to say that a condition in the present may not inspire a particular
piece of research- it often does. But an archaeologist, for instance, doesn't know what
will be found before the excavation begins (he may have good guesses, but is apt to be
surprised), nor does an historian know what will be revealed when a search for references
to a neglected topic is undertaken in a set of documents. Linguists have to reconstruct
proto-vocabularies before anyone can say what artifacts the speakers of the ancient
language used. And so on. The distinction between obtaining data and interpreting it must
be kept clear. Facts don't exist by themselves; they have to be defined as such. Evidence
is recognized only when a problem has been stated.
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Book Reyiew
Alondra Yvette Oubr•. 1997. Instinct and Revelation; Beflections on
the Origins of Numinous Perception. The World FUtures General
Evolution studies, Volume 10. Gordon and Breach Publishers.
Australia, canada and Elsewhere. ISBN 90-5699-527-8.
Reviewed by c. John DiCara (El Paso, Texas)
(Numinous is from
modern dictionary
with a sense of a
sublime". Spacing

Latin numen "nod of the head; divine power". Its
definition in English includes "supernatural, filled
supernatural presence, spiritually elevated,
in the original text has been compressed. <- Editor)

Using a barrelful of compound and complex sentences and polysyllabic words, Alondra Yvette Oubre takes the reader where she wants
to be. She scans the ages, starting with the hominid landscape of four
million years ago, until she reached 40,000 years ago in the Upper
Paleolithic Period. At that time, "symbolic thought found solid
grounding in hominid consciousness once human ancestors began to
practice rituals." She suspects that numinous perception appeared
among selected proto-shamans within the context of bio-cultural
evolution.
The word "numinous" denoted the supernatural, and "numinous
perception" describes an effect that is deeply spiritual or mystical.
The author's goal is to present "an interdisciplinary model for
understanding the origins of human consciousness in relation to
incipient transcendental awareness." She examines cranial volumes in
different cultural settings as well as such evidences of cultures as
tool dependency and shelters. In this way she looks at the human
lineage to speculate about the origins of the hominid brain and the
self-generation of consciousness.
Her monograph illustrates that forces (biological, cultural,
behavioral, and ecological) have provided innovation for human
adaptation. Hominids, Oubre points out, constitute a peculiar lineage
of creatures such that learned behavior has had a unique role in their
evolution.
In the journey of millions of years to Homo sapiens sapiens,
consciousness was developed as the result of natural selection and it,
in turn, influenced the general course of hominid evolution and the
development of the Homo sapiens sapiens brain. Later, the numinous
perception evolved and, about 40,000 years ago, Oubre suggests, that
adaptation was achieved, as evidenced by an enlargement of the
cerebral cortex (encephalization). The enlargement was one of the
developed mechanisms for facilitating evolutionary biocultural
advances within the society of our ancestors. So equipped, the
hominids were capable of transforming their perception, in protochanting ceremonies of a psycho-spiritual nature, to an inner world,
yielding imaginary thoughts and prolific symbols that connected the
subjective mind with an inner world source as well as the outer world.
The mother lode that is explored is consciousness. According to
the neurosciences, we are told that the conscious state is to be found
in the processes that take place in the frontal, temporal, and parietal areas of. the human brains. The integration of information within
these areas provides behavioral flexibility, a tremendous leap beyond
rigid instinctual actions. Consciousness is more than intelligence,

since it envelopes mentation, affect and somatovisceral awareness.
Homo erectus, the ancestor who lived between 1.0 million and 0.3
million years ago, was qualified to be the fi:st homi~id to posse~s a
more-than-ape like consciousness because of h1s capac1ty to use f1r7,
as well as his Acheulean tool industry and the manufacture of cloth1ng
and tents. Anthropologists speculate that he possessed proto-l~nguage,
including vocal calls in unison. Such calls integrated the bra1n areas
associated with acoustical sensitivity and rhythmic motor strategy
that could have selected through evolutionary biological adaptive
terms for neural re-organization.
Oubre advises skeptics that a role for mystical revelations in
evolution is credible in light of the knowledge about evolution of the
hominid brain, the origins and nature of REM sleep, the biology of the
unconscious, and transcendental perception at different levels of
material culture.
The author tells the story in 200 pages, consisting of an
introduction, five chapters and an epilogue. One hundred additional
pages provide a glossary, chapter notes, references and the index.
The story builds in a timely manner after a very thorough
introduction. As a novice, I learned a lot about the "facts and
fanciful nature of human evolution" and the review of the "limits of
biological anthropology as a science", all in Chapter 1. Chapter 2, "a
primer of human evolution" also kept my interest very well. The book
heats up with Chapter 3 on the evolution of the hominid brain and the
interplay between brain and behavior in the process of such evolution,
including biologically adaptive responses to behavioral innovations.
Chapters 4 and 5 staff out Oubre's central hypothesis that metaphysical awareness among proto-humans was linked indirectly to the
biological development of the brain. First, she explores the plausible
role of the numinous perception within the context of proto-human
consciousness, and she concludes that over hundreds of millennia the
brain accommodated ratiocination -- the capacity for thought of past,
present, and the future -- and, then, accommodated the specialized
variety of symbolic thought called numinous awareness. Chapter 5,
entitled the Nectar of Chant, specifically focuses on the neurobiology
of chanting that triggered neurophysiological changes that were
conducive to the transcendental. For the loci of these changes, we are
to look at the refinements of electrochemical and anatomical pathways
coursing the major neuronal systems that link the limbic (emotional)
one with the neo-cortical (cognitive) one. Thus, ancestors of humans
experienced the world through cortical perception while simultaneously
retaining instinctive behaviors that encouraged emotional catharsis.
In the epilogue, Oubre looks forward to the possibility of a
genetically encoded transcendental consciousness in modern humans that
would contribute to a good life and have survival value. such an
enlarged consciousness would heighten serenity and intergroup accord
through the promotion of physiological and psychological health. She
puts out the call to the scientific community to research this area
for a new perspective on transcendence.
I am pleased that Oubre exposed me to biological, cultural, and
physical anthropology, biochemistry, Darwinian evolution, holographs,

paleoneurobiology, zoopharmcognosy and systems ~heory. Y~t, when I
finished the manuscript, I felt a lack. In the 1ntroduct1on, she
promised an epistemological inqu~ry, and, to me, ~at me~n~ a study of
the nature of the numinous exper1ence, as well as 1ts or1g1ns. I found
only a sentence or two on each of the following: Buddhism, Kundalinic
yoga, Shamanism, and -- interestingly -- the Quaker religion.! would
like to know what is the knOWing that these disciplines seek as the
epitome of moral and creative truth. The walking of the spiritual path
is supposed to be worthy of a lifetime of effort, in meditation.
Achievements of a transcendental state of awareness appear to go well
towards stress management and self-healing. What scholars know of
these should be worth sharing since OUbre tells us that mankind's
future might be in the hands of an enlightened Homo sapiens sapiens
transcendalis.
{Editor's note: while a long time member of ASLIP, DiCara's background
differs from most of the rest of us. Formally trained in Economics, he
served many years in the Foreign Service (U.S.) in cultures as unlike
as Afghanistan, Germany, and Malaysia. Since leaving government, he
has been particularly interested in religion and has spent much time
trying to understand the 'insides' of the Quaker religion and various
New Age sects. In his youth he pondered the mysteries of Catholicism.}
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On the Origin of Diversity in Language; A/The HQpi Tbeory
Another contribution from El Paso. Sue Dicara suggests that the
Hopi theory of languages may be useful, indeed fascinating, because of
the striking resemblances to Judaic Biblical myths (theories), but
without any clear evidence of borrowing from one to the other. I am
indebted to her for a passage from Book of the Hopi by Frank Waters.
In his Chapter 2, entitled "Tokpa: The Second World" we begin, thus:
"So the First People kept multiplying and spreading over the face
of the land and were happy. Although they were of different colors and
spoke different languages, they felt as one and understood one another
without talking. It was the same with the birds and animals. They all
suckled at the breast of their Mother Earth, who gave them her milk of
grass, seeds, fruit, and corn, and they all felt as one, people and
animals.
But gradually there were those who forgot the commands of
S6tuknang and the Spider Woman to respect their Creator. More and more
they used the vibratory centers of their bodies solely for earthly
purposes, forgetting that their primary purpose was to carry out the
plan of Creation.
There then came among them Lavaihoya, the Talker. He came in the
form of a bird called Mochni [bird like a mocking bird], and the more
he kept talking the more he convinced them of the differences between
them: the difference between people and animals, and the differences
between the people themselves by reason of the colors of their skins,
their speech, and belief in the plan of the creator.
It was then that animals drew away from people. The guardian
spirit of animals laid his hands on their hind legs just below the
tail, making them wild and scatter from the people in fear. You can
see this slightly oily spot today on deer and antelope -- on the sides
of their back legs as they throw up their tails to run away.
In the same way, people began to divide and draw away from each
other -- those of different races and languages, then those who

remembered the plan of Creation and those who did not.
There came among them a handsome one, Kato 7 ya, in the form of a
snake with a big head. He led the people still farther away from one
another and their pristine wisdom. They became suspicious of one
another and accused one another wrongfully until they became fierce
and warlike and began to fight one another.
All the time Mochni kept talking and Kato 7 ya became more
beguiling. There was no rest, no peace.
But among all the people of different races and languages there
were a few of every group who still lived by the laws of Creation. To
them came S6tuknang. He came with the sound as of a mighty wind and
suddenly appeared before them. He said, 'I have observed this state of
affairs. It is not good. It is so bad I talked to my uncle, Taiowa,
about it. We have decided this world must be destroyed and another one
created so you people can start over again. You are the ones we have
chosen'. -->
They listened carefully to their instructions.
Said S6tuknang, 'You will go to a certain place. Your k6pavi
[vibratory center on top of the head] will lead you. This inner wisdom
will give you the sight to see a certain cloud, which you will follow
by day, and a certain star, which you will follow by night. Take
nothing with you. Your journey will not end until the cloud stops and
the star stops.'
So all over the world these chosen people suddenly disappeared
from their homes and people and began following the cloud by day and
the star by night. Many other people asked them where they were going
and, when they were told, laughed at them. 'We don't see any cloud or
any star either!' they said. This was because they had lost the inner
vision of the k6pavi on the crown of their head: the door was closed
to them. Still there were a very few who went along anyway because
they believed the people who did see the cloud and the star. This was
all right.
After many days and nights the first people arrived at the
certain place. Soon others came and asked, 'What are you doing here?'
And they said, 'We were told by S6tuknang to come here.' The other
people said, 'We too were led here by the vapor and the star!' They
were all happy together because they were of the same mind and understanding even though they were of different races and languages.
When the last one arrived S6tuknang appeared. 'Well, you are all
here, you people I have chosen to save from the destruction of this
world. Now come with me.'
He led them to a big mound where the Ant People lived, stamped on
the roof, and commanded the Ant People to open up their home. When an
opening was made on top of the anthill, .S6tuknang said to the people,
'Now you will enter this Ant kiva, where you will be safe when I
destroy the world. While you are here I want you to learn a lesson
from these Ant People. They are industrious. They gather food in the
summer for the winter. They keep cool when it is hot and warm when it
is cool. They live peacefully with one another. They obey the plan of
Creation.
So the people went down to live with the Ant People. When they
were all safe and settled, Taiowa commanded S6tuknang to destroy the
world. S6tuknang destroyed it by fire because the Fire Clan had been
its leaders. He rained fire upon it. He opened up the volcanoes. Fire
came from above and below and all around until the earth, the waters,
the air, all was one element, fire, and there was nothing left except
the people safe inside the womb of the earth.
This was the end of Tokpela, the First World." {End of quoting}

